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Abstract

Spinel compound CoCr2O4 is found to be a promising multiferroic material as it exhibits
switchable electric polarization under reversal of magnetic field. In a bid to enhance the
functional properties of CoCr2O4 , recent experiments attempted substitution of Cr by a
another magnetic atom. Substitution of Fe and Mn in place of Cr led to fascinating phe-
nomena like temperature and composition dependent magnetic compensations, magnetostr-
siction effects, composition dependent tunable exchange bias which are not observed in
pristine CoCr2O4. The experimental results on various thermal, structural and magnetic
properties in Fe and Mn substituted CoCr2O4 implied that there can be significant cation
disorder present in these systems which renormalizes the magnetic exchange interactions
and in turn is responsible for the anomalous behavior of the physical quantities with changes
in the compositions of the system. In order to gain fundamental understandings into various
effects like the cation disorder, the crystal fields, the magnetic exchange interactions and
their interplay, the electron-electron correlations, the spin-lattice coupling on the properties
of these systems and thus provide interpretations of the available experimental results, in
this dissertation. We have performed systematic investigations into the structural, electronic
and magnetic and vibrational properties of Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4, 0≤x≤1, with first-principles
Density functional theory (DFT) based DFT+U method. Our investigations into the pris-
tine compounds CoCr2O4, CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4 demonstrated the changes in their elec-
tronic structures as one of the magnetic component is changed systematically, and thus
helped in understanding the roles of crystal fields, magnetic exchanges, structural distor-
tions, electron-electron correlations. Such fundamental understanding helped in interpreting
thee differences in their ground state magnetic structures as well and provided enough in-
sights into the possible scenario when one of the magnetic atom is substituted with the other.
Our investigations into Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4, 0≤x≤1 quantified the degree of cation inversion
at each composition and for a range of temperatures. Based upon this, calculations of the
structural properties and the magnetic exchange interactions enabled us to discover the roles
of sites-occupancies in influencing, in particular, the emergence of a collinear magnetic or-
der from a non-collinear one with increase in the Fe content in the system. The electronic
structures as a function of composition and degree of cation inversion provided the micro-
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scopic picture of the competing magnetic exchange interactions and thus a complete picture
of the physical mechanism of the magnetic properties in this system. In a similar way,
Co(Cr1−xMnx)2O4, 0≤x≤1, was investigated. The variations in the degree of cation inver-
sion in this system was non-regular in comparison to that with Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4. We found
that the non-regular variations in the degree of cation disorder can be used to explain the
experimentally observed non-regular variations in the magnetization, and in particular the
phenomena of composition dependent magnetic compensations. We showed that the cation
disorder affects the charge state, and the impart substantial influence on the variations in the
overall physical properties in this system. The information on the fundamental mechanisms
in these two substituted systems could be achieved due to quantification of the degree of
cation disorder, for which we generalized an existing thermodynamic model and coupled
it with first-principles calculations. This development is a significant contribution in this
dissertation. A quest into the effects of cation disorder onto the vibrational properties in
these systems, further led to a qualitative understanding of the effects of symmetry lowering
due to chemical substitution and degree of cation inversion on the phonon dispersion in pris-
tine and substituted CoCr2O4. As a further exploration into the possible coupling between
magnetic and the lattice degrees of freedom, as suggested in experiments, we generalized
an existing model to compute the spin-phonon coupling strength in AB2O4 spinels having
two magnetic atoms. The result identified the vibrational modes and associated atom pairs
responsible for significant spin-phonon coupling. Overall, the results presented in this the-
sis shed enough light on the interplay of various factors and their role in influencing the
physical properties in these multi-functional systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent years have seen an enormous increase in research activity on functional materials,
systems which possess particular native properties and functions of their own. Examples
are ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, magnetism and energy storage functions. In order to
achieve enhanced functional properties in existing materials, or to discover new systems
with better functionalities, material scientists have tried different tricks such as forming an
alloy or a composite, growing hetrostructures, growing the materials in thin-film etc. In
many cases they have succeeded in obtaining what was sought for. Magnetic materials,
although had always received considerable attention, have recently seen a surge in the inter-
ests in them. This has happened after new and novel functionalities like spintronics applica-
tions [110, 10], magnetic shape memory applications[132] and magneto-caloric applications
[122] have been discovered. The magnetism driven functionalities are gaining currency due
to the fact that the response of the spin degrees of freedom are much faster to the charge
degrees of freedom, and hence are more desirable in device applications. Functionalities
of these devices are further boosted up if materials exhibit more than one ferroic ordering.
Recent discovery of multiferroic materials, in which there is a coupling between magnetic
and electric degrees of freedom is one prime example of such novel functional properties.
In fact, this discovery has triggered significant interests and hence large scale investigations
of various magnetic materials as the strong magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroics is po-
tentially useful for application in capacitors, sensors and data storage devices.

Oxides materials are an important class of systems which have displayed their usefulness
in multiple applications. They have been successfully utilized as diodes[22], sensors[53], so-
lar cells[18], transport conductors[3], organic photovoltaic[145], and random asses memories[65].
The transition metal oxides where at least one of the constituents in a transition metal,
have a very special place among the research community working on oxides. It is be-
cause of the fact that these materials exhibit strong electron-electron correlations which
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helps understanding phenomena such as metal-insulator transitions and properties such as
high-temperature superconductivity and colossal magnetoresistances. The orbital degrees of
freedom occasionally play an important role in these phenomena and its correlation causes a
variety of phenomena through strong coupling with charge, spin and lattice dynamics[123].

Oxides with the spinel structure are some of the most studied substances in the solid
state sciences. This is because of the fact that there is abundance of oxide materials in spinel
structure which have a simple chemical formula of AB2O4 with A and B are cation of either
charge states 2+ and 3+ or of 4+ and 2+ [87]. The abundances of spinel compounds is partly
because the structure can accommodate very large number of cations of different valencies.
The spinel oxides are among some of very important magnetic materials[119, 67, 99, 137]
and refractories[9]. Magnesium based spinels are found to be substantially constitute the
earth’s mantle, while Iron-titanium spinel are important component to understand rock’s
magnetism. The magnetic spinel oxides form a sub-class of system in the broader class of
oxides which are structurally simple, can accommodate large number of different degrees
of freedom as has been mentioned earlier. In the next few subsections, we outline various
basic concepts to understand the fundamental physics of the magnetic spinel oxides.

1.1 Concepts to understand the fundamental physics of mag-
netic spinel oxides

In this section, we discuss various basic concepts required to understand the structure-
property relationships in magnetic spinel oxides.

1.1.1 The crystal structure

The spinel structure can be described with space group Fd3̄m (space group 225). The struc-
ture can be described as an approximately close-packed arrangement of oxygen anions with
the metal cations distributed among the A sites having tetrahedral symmetry (and hence also
called tetrahedral sites) and the B sites having octahedral symmetry (and hence called octa-
hedral sites). The cations at the tetrahedral sites forms a diamond structure and those at the
octahedral sites forms a pyrochlore structure. The smallest unit cell of the spinel structure
can, thus, be described with a 14 atom cell. The crystal structure is shown in Figure1.1 and
the positions in the unit cell are listed in Table 1.1
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Fig. 1.1 The crystal structure of spinel compound AB2O4. The A, B and oxygen atoms are
shaded in green, purple and red respectively. The B atoms are in octahedral positions and A
atoms are in tetrahedral positions.

Table 1.1 The positions of the atoms (in fractional crystallographic coordinates), in an unit
cell of spinel structure. The Wyckoff positions are also given.

Type of atom position of the atoms Wyckoff position
in Fd3̄m space group

A1 7/8 7/8 7/8
8a

A2 1/8 1/8 1/8
B1 1/2 1/2 1/2

16d
B2 0 1/2 1/2
B3 1/2 0 1/2
B4 1/2 1/2 0
O1 1/4 1/4 1/4

32e

O2 3/4 1/4 1/4
O3 1/4 3/4 1/4
O4 1/4 1/4 3/4
O5 3/4 3/4 3/4
O6 1/4 3/4 3/4
O7 3/4 1/4 3/4
O8 3/4 3/4 1/4
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1.1.2 Magnetic Geometrical Frustration

The energy of magnetic interaction, E, between two neighbouring atoms denoted by their
spin vectors Si and S j can be expressed as

E =−Ji j (⃗Si.⃗S j)

.
Ji j is the magnetic exchange parameter and decides the magnetic order of the system. If

Ji j > 0, the interaction is ferromagnetic and if Ji j < 0, the interaction is antiferromagnetic.
For ferromagnetic interactions, all the spins align in the same direction and the ground state
can be easily determined. In case of antiferromagnetic interaction between neighbouring
spins, a problem occurs, for examples, in case of triangular networks. If one has to consider
antiferromagnetic interaction (antiparallel alignment) between two sets of neighbours, then
the alignment of the remaining set of neighbour will always be parallel. Thus, the system
fails to minimize the energy of all pairwise magnetic interactions simultaneously. This leads
to an infinite number of possible ground states. The appearance of such frustration in spin is
due to the geometrical constrains and is called Magnetic geometrical Frustration[30]. The
main outcome of this frustration is the inability of the system to form a collinear magnetic
ground states, thus leading to emergence of unconventional non-collinear ground states[6,
42].

The diamond structure, which the tetrahedrally coordinated A cations in AB2O4 spinels
form, can be thought of as corner shared triangles in one dimension. The pyrochlore lattice
formed by the B cations, on the other hand, can be thought of as corner shared tetrahedra. As
a result, if both A and B cations are magnetic, the magnetic geometrical frustration is bound
to be present in both sub-lattices. In case of only the B cations are magnetic, the geometry
causes unusual magnetic frustration leading to emergent excitations of spin states. Prime
examples are ZnCr2O4[66] and CdCr2O4[23] where the macroscopic degeneracy caused
by the frustration is lifted by lowering of the lattice symmetry, resulting in complicated
non-collinear spin structures. In case only the A cations are magnetic, frustration due to
competing nearest neighbour and next nearest neighbour magnetic exchange interactions
lead to non-collinear magnetic ground states. Examples of this kind are MnAl2O4, FeAl2O4

and CoAl2O4[51],[73].
If both A and B cations are magnetic, then the interaction between A and B cations

provide an alternative to release the frustration associated with the pyrochlore lattice. This
happens when the A-B exchange interactions compete with the B-B interactions. This re-
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duces the magnetic geometric frustration to a reasonable extent and is known as “Weak
Magnetic Geometrical Frustration”[124].

1.1.3 Elements of crystal field theory

The crystal field theory[78] describe the effects of environment on the energetics of solids
with predominantly electrostatic interactions among its constituents. This, thus, is quite
useful in describing nearly ionic crystals like the transition metal oxides. When a transition-
metal cation is surrounded by six anions such as oxygen, in a regular octahedral arrange-
ments, the five cation d-orbitals no longer remain degenerate but split into two groups: a
lower triplet t2g (dxy,dyz and dzx) and an upper doublet eg (dx2−y2 and dz2). The physical
basis of such splitting is purely electronic repulsion between the d-electrons and the sur-
rounding anions. The eg orbitals, in an octahedral environment, point directly at the anions
and their energy increase due to the direct repulsion. The t2g orbitals, on the other hand
points in the directions where the field is least and thus can get away with lower energies.
The difference in energy between the two sets of orbitals, ∆o is called the octahedral crystal
field[12]. In case of a tetrahedral environment, the order of the t2g triplet and eg doublet are
reversed with respect to the octahedral case[17],[32]. The corresponding tetrahedral crystal
field, ∆t , is actually smaller, the relation between the two crystal fields being,

∆t =−4
9

∆o (1.1)

The crystal fields are founds to be dependent on the cation-anion distance a, the following
way

∆ ∝ a−5 (1.2)

Thus, in case of a smaller cation-anion distance, the strength of the crystal field increases
rapidly, and vice versa.

As electrons are gradually inducted into the d-shells, they occupy the lowest available
orbitals. Thus the electronic configurations of the d-electron associated with octahedral
crystal fields are (tm

2g)(e
n
g); m, n are integers, in general while the electronic configurations

associated with tetrahedral crystal fields are (em
g )(t

n
2g) in general [Table 1.2]. However, in

case of d4-d7configurations with octahedral environments, the sub-shells can be filled in
two different ways. If the energy require to pair two electrons, P, known as pairing energy is
smaller than ∆o, then after filling up of the t2g orbitals corresponding to one spin direction,
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the electrons instead of filling up the eg orbitals, fill up the t2g levels corresponding to the
other spin direction, thus leading to a low-spin state. Otherwise, the usual filling up of
orbitals gradually leads to a high-spin state. Example are shown in Table 1.2. This does not
happen in tetrahedral environments, as ∆t is lower than ∆o and thus the order of magnitude
of P is never lower than that of ∆t .

Two important quantities that are associated with the formation of transition metal ox-
ides in spinel structure are the crystal field stabilization energy (CFSE) and the octahedral
site preference energy (OSPE). The CFSE is defined as the difference between the total
electronic energy of a cation in presence of crystal field and that of a cation in an isotropic
field.

CFSE = Ecrystal f ield −Eisotropic f ield (1.3)

The CFSE can be computed in terms of ∆t and ∆o in cases of tetrahedral and octahedral
field respectively. The CFSE for different d-shell configurations are tabulated in Table 1.2.
The OSPE, on the other hand, signifies the preference of a cation to occupy the sites with
octahedral symmetry, and is defined as

OSPE =CFSEoct −CFSEtet (1.4)

where CFSEoct and CFSEtet stand for CFSE associated with octahedral and tetragonal sites.
A positive value of OSPE would imply that the cation has a preference for the octahedral
sites. From the calculation of CFSE and OSPE, the site preference of various cation in
various charge states have been successfully predicted[75].

1.1.4 Jahn-Teller distortion

Jahn and Teller have shown[48] that if the electronic state of a non-linear molecule is or-
bitally degenerate then its ground state will undergo a geometrical distortion that removes
orbital degeneracy. The extent of such distortion depends on the bonding and anti bonding
power of the degenerate electrons.

In order to illustrate, we take the example of an octahedrally coordinated d7 cation with
electronic configuration (t6

2ge1
g). In this case, the t2g levels are completely filled and eg levels

are degenerate. The degeneracy is lifted by invoking an elongation along the z-axis and a
simultaneous contraction in the xy-plane. As simple electrostatic argument tells us that this
will split the eg levels into d2

z and dx2−y2 levels where d2
z levels are somewhat stabilized (due
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Table 1.2 The configurations of d-shells for high spin and low spin situations, The Crystal
field stabilization energy(CFSE) and octahedral site preference energy (OSPE) of d1 −d10

are tabulated for both octahedral and tetrahedral environments[20]. For each electronic
configuration, the strength of Jahn teller distortion is given. We refers to “weak distortion”,
S stands for “strong distortion”[32].

Octahedral Tetrahedral
High spin Low spin High spin

Config. dist. CFSE Config. dist. CFSE Config. dist. CFSE OSPE

d1 (t2g)
1 W −2/5∆o (eg)

1 W −3/5∆t −6/45∆o
d2 (t2g)

2 W −4/5∆o (eg)
2 - −6/5∆t −12/45∆o

d3 (t2g)
3 - −6/5∆o (eg)

2(t2g)
1 S −4/5∆t −38/45∆o

d4 (t2g)
3(eg)

1 S −3/5∆o (t2g)
4 W −8/5∆O +P (eg)

2(t2g)
2 S −2/5∆t −19/45∆o

d5 (t2g)
3(eg)

2 - 0 (t2g)
5 W −10/5∆O +2P (eg)

2(t2g)
3 - 0 0

d6 (t2g)
4(eg)

2 W −2/5∆o (t2g)
6 - −12/5∆O +P (eg)

3(t2g)
3 W −3/5∆t −6/45∆o

d7 (t2g)
5(eg)

2 W −4/5∆o (t2g)
6(eg)

1 S −9/5∆O +P (eg)
4(t2g)

3 - −6/5∆t −12/45∆o
d8 (t2g)

6(eg)
2 - −6/5∆o (eg)

4(t2g)
4 S −4/5∆t −38/45∆o

d9 (t2g)
6(eg)

3 S −3/5∆o (eg)
4(t2g)

5 S −2/5∆t −19/45∆o
d10 (t2g)

6(eg)
4 - 0 (eg)

4(t2g)
6 - 0 0

to its lower energy) and dx2−y2 completely destabilized. The single electron thus fills only
the d2

z orbital leaving dx2−y2 empty. This deviation from the regular octahedral symmetry
stabilizes the complex and the distortion proceeds till the extra stability gained this way is
balanced by the energy required to distort the bonds. For the octahedral coordination, the
t2g orbitals are relatively non-bonding and thus small distortions are expected from configu-
rations that are degenerate with respect to t2g orbitals. However, significant distortions are
expected for configurations having degeneracy with respect to eg orbitals. Due to the orienta-
tions of the splitted eg levels, that is since they are directed towards the negative charged ions
(compare dx2−y2 with dxy in Figure 1.3), pure electrostatic consideration validates the larger
distortion associated with degenerate eg levels. Table 1.2 summarizes this assertion. In
tetrahedral environments, it is the eg orbitals which are relatively non-bonding. Once again,
this can be understood from the orientations of the orbitals as depicted in Figure 1.3. Thus
large distortions from regular tetrahedral symmetry are expected for configurations which
are degenerate with respect to t2g orbitals only. The full list of possible configurations and
expected distortions are listed in Table 1.2. Upon tetragonal distortion, the splitting and
subsequent positioning of the splitted levels associated with either eg or t2g orbitals depend
on the ratio c/a. In Figure 1.2, a schematic energy level diagram of the d-orbitals under
different crystal fields is shown.

In a cubic crystal where one can visualize the system as a collection of ions arranged in
a cubic lattice, the effect of Jahn-Teller distortion would mean that each ion will undergo a
set of equivalent distortions and if these are not too large, the neighboring ions would not
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be influenced by each other. Under these circumstances, the overall cubic symmetry of the
lattice would be retained as at any point of time each ion will be in one of three equivalent
distorted configurations (one along each of the cubic axes) independent of the state of its
neighbours. If the distortions are substantial, the neighboring ions will influence each other
and the lattice would minimize the energy by adjusting itself to a lower symmetry, giving
rise to a deviation from the ground state. This picture has been confirmed from the ground
state experimental structures of many oxides with spinel structure [32]. Thus Jahn-Teller
mechanism is an useful tool to understand the structural aspects of spinel compounds.

Fig. 1.2 Schematic energy level diagram of d-levels under various crystal fields and tetrag-
onal distortions. (A) and (C) stands for tetrahedral crystal fields while (B) and (D) are for
octahedral crystal fields.

1.1.5 Hybridisations and magnetic exchange interactions

Figure 1.3 depicts the directions of various d-orbitals in a magnetic oxide in spinel structure.
One can clearly see that the eg orbitals associated with the octahedral sites and the t2g or-
bitals associated with the tetrahedral sites point directly towards the anion O2− and hence
hybridisation between these d-orbitals and the p-orbitals of O2− are possible. Such hybridi-
sations are responsible for the indirect cation-cation interactions (super exchange). The
hybridisation between eg orbitals of the nearest neighbor octahedral cation via the oxygen p-
orbitals give rise to cation-anion-cation 90◦ B-B super exchange. Similarly, hybridisations
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between t2g orbitals of tetrahedral cations and eg orbitals of octahedral cations via the oxy-
gen p state lead to cation-anion-cation 125◦ A-B super exchange. Apart from such indirect
interactions, the other substantial magnetic interaction takes place due to the hybridisations
of t2g orbitals of nearest neighbor octahedral cations, known as B-B direct interaction. The
relative strengths of these various magnetic interactions are decided by the configurations of
the cation d-orbitals. Using simple electrostatic consideration, Goodenough[136] provided
an estimation of the strengths of different exchange interactions. The fundamental equations
are:

Jc−c
i j (hal f f illed,hal f f illed) =−2b2

i j/4S2U (1.5)

Jc−c
i j (hal f f illed,empty) = +2b2

i jJ
intra/4S2U2 (1.6)

Jc−c
i j (hal f f illed, f ull) = +2b2

i jJ
intra/4S2U2 (1.7)

Jc−c
i j is the cation-cation exchange interaction between sites i and j, bi j is the transfer

integral, S is the spin of the Cation, U is the energy difference between excited states with
one transferred electron and the ground state, Jintra is the exchange integral associated with
two different orbitals of the same cation. Equations 1.5-1.7 respectively stand for the cases
when both cation orbitals are half-filled, one is half filled and the other is empty, one is half
filled and other is full. Based upon these equations, postulates about relative strength of
exchange interactions in a spinel are coined as follows[135][136]:

1. If both tetragonal(A) t2g and octahedral(B) eg orbitals are half filled (or less than
half filled and degenerate), then A-B interaction (tetrahedral-octahedral) is strongly antifer-
romagnetic.

2. If tetrahedral t2g and/or octahedral eg orbitals are empty, the A-B interaction is rela-
tively weaker and antiferromagnetic.

3. If octahedral(B) t2g orbitals are half filled (or less than half filled and degenerate), di-
rect B-B interaction is possible. The strength of these antiferromagnetic interactions depend
strongly on inter-cation distances and anion shielding.

4. If the t2g orbitals of neighboring octahedral sites (one or both of two cations) are full
(or more than half-full degenerate), no direct B-B direct interactions occur between them.
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5. For the case of cation-anion-cation 90◦ super exchange, the sign of interaction varies
with situation. Using equation 1.5-1.7 the interactions can be calculated.

Fig. 1.3 Figure shows a schematic diagram of spinel structure and the direction of d-orbitals
in octahedral and tetrahedral environments[136].

1.1.6 Degree of cation disorder

The fascinating structure-property relationships and consequent controlled engineering of
functional properties in oxide spinels are understood to be due to the presence of significant
cation disorder over the two cation sublattices[58, 77, 5, 25, 133, 115, 16, 19, 44]. The
spinel is considered to be cation-disordered when there is considerable mixing of A and
B cations. The degree of cation disorder, also known as “inversion parameter”, is repre-
sented by a single parameter y which can take values between 0 and 1. The spinels in which
there is no mixing of A and B cations are termed “Normal spinels” with y=0. The other
extreme is the case of “inverse spinels” with y=1 where tetrahedral sites are occupied by the
B atoms while the octahedral sites are occupied by equal amounts of A and B atoms. Thus,
a general representation of AB2O4 spinels with cation disorder is (A1−yBy)[B1−y/2Ay/2]2O4.
The degree of cation disorder in a material depends on experimental conditions such as the
annealing temperature[15, 76, 86] or the control of the non-equilibrium disorder[84]. Vari-
ous studies on different spinels have established that the electrical[50, 84], electronic[129]
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and thermal[106, 101] properties of these compounds can be controlled by manipulations
of their degrees of cation disorder. Thus, a precise knowledge about the degree of cation
disorder in a spinel compound is very important to understand its fundamental properties.
In Table 1.3, we list a few prominent magnetic spinels with their degrees of cation disorder.
The results listed show that different investigations on the same compound yielded different
values of the inversion parameter y. This implies that the inversion parameter is extremely
sensitive to the experimental conditions for example, the heat treatment.

Table 1.3 The degree of cationic disorder for various spinel compounds.

Compound y Reference
FeCr2O4 0.0 [8],[105],[99]
FeCr2S4 0.0 [105],[99]
FeMn2O4 0.5 [60],[108]

0.9 [16], [19],[99]
FeMn2S4 0.3 [111]
FeCo2O4 0.5 [38]

0.6 [69],[118]
0.7 [79]
1.0 [118], [38],[99]

FeCo2S4 0.5 [99]
CoFe2O4 0.8 [38],[63]

0.6 [79],[80]
CoMn2O4 0.4 [15]

0.2 [41]

1.2 The pristine and substituted CoCr2O4

The magnetic oxide material CoCr2O4 has been the subject of intense investigations in re-
cent times after the discovery of its multiferroic properties (coexistence and coupling of
ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism)[140]. The magnetic phase diagram of this material is
quite rich and versatile. At 97 K, a paramagnetic to a collinear ferrimagnetic transition
is found to occur in this system. Below 87 K, the magnetic structure consists of a short
range conical spiral. Ferroelectric transition is detected at 25 K below which it develops
an incommensurate long range conical spin order. The direction of the spontaneous electric
polarization is normal to both magnetization easy axis and the direction of propagation of
spin spirals. A further transition from the incommensurate to a commensurate sprial state
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is found to occur at 14 K[127]. The origin of the devlopment of the non-collinear spiral
states is believed to be due to magnetic geometric frustration. The electric polarisation de-
veloped in the system can be well understood by both spin current model and the theory of
inverse Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [140] . The magneto-electric coupling, thus can
be expressed as,

P = aêi j × (⃗Si × S⃗ j) (1.8)

where, S⃗i and S⃗ j are the spins at i and j, êi j is the vector joining the spins. This clearly
shows how a switchable electric polarisation can be obtained in this material by reversing
the magnetic field.

The complicated magnetic structures of CoCr2O4 at low temperature has made it a can-
didate for testing analytical models which based upon magnetic exchange parameters, can
provide an idea about the magnetic structure. In case of cubic spinel compound, one such
model was proposed by Lyons, Kaplan, Dwight, and Menyuk [72]. Using a model of clas-
sical Heisenberg spins and considering only the BB and AB nearest neighbour magnetic
interaction, this model, known as LKDM, showed that the ground state magnetic structure
is determined by the parameter

ũ =
4JBBS⃗B .⃗SB

3JABS⃗A .⃗SB
(1.9)

JBB, JAB are the exchange interactions between nearest neighbor octahedral-octahedral(BB)
and tetrahedral-octahedral(AB) pairs respectively, S⃗A and S⃗B are the spin vectors at the tetra-
hedral and octahedral sites respectively. The range of values of ũ determines the ground
state magnetic structure the following way: ũ ≤ 8

9 implies the collinear Néel configuration
where spins at a given sub-lattice are all aligned and are anti-aligned with spin at another
sub-lattice, is the ground state. A stable ferrimagnetic spiral configuration becomes ground
state if 8

9 < ũ < 1.298. For ũ > 1.298, the ferrimagnetic spiral is unstable. The neutron
scattering data for CoCr2O4[82] when fitted to the LKDM model, produced ũ ∼ 2 which
implies that the ground state structure is an unstable spiral. Very recent neutron diffraction
experiments by Tomiyasu et al[124] explained this anomaly by suggesting that the magnetic
structure below the ferrimagnetic transition temperature is a mixture of a ferrimagnetic long
range order and a spiral component, which exhibits only short-range order even in the low-
est temperature phase. They also found that the ferromagnetic domains behave as re-entrant
spin glass. They related the emergence of spiral short-range order, local instability and
re-entrant spin glass behavior the following way: since the ferrimagnetic spiral long-range
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configuration is locally unstable, the spiral component exhibits short-range order. The freez-
ing and the fluctuation of the spin-spiral component brings about the re-entrant spin glass
behavior of the ferrimagnetic domain. In addition, they proposed the concept of weak mag-
netic geometrical frustration (weak MGF) and classified the origin of the local instability
into usual MGF and weak MGF. They proposed that the weak MGF causes the spiral short
range order below a characteristic temperature. Thus CoCr2O4 stands as a prototype spinel
chromite to apply the concepts discuss in the previous sub-sections to understand the funda-
mental physics governing the physical properties of oxide spinels with two magnetic cations.
Recent Infra-red spectroscopic result [94][81] predicted a coupling between magnetic and
lattice degrees of freedom in CoCr2O4, thus enhancing its importance for applications of
concepts and testing of models.

The discovery of multiferrocity and the observation of complex magnetic structure in
CoCr2O4 naturally propelled the researchers to investigate the effects of substituting one
of the magnetic atoms by a new one and thus widen the scope of its functionality. From
the point of view of a broader understanding of the structure-property relationships in this
class of materials, such studies are necessary. Experimental results on substituted CoCr2O4,
where Cr is replaced by Mn and Fe have started to come only recently. The results are quite
encouraging. Magnetic measurements on 10% and 15% Fe substituted CoCr2O4 reported
a magnetisation reversal and a sizable exchange bias around a critical temperature, accom-
panied by non-monotonic changes in the local moments[89, 88]. Magnetic and specific
heat measurements for upto 50% Fe substitution in CoCr2O4[142] observed a magnetostric-
tion and a possible suppression of the conical spin structure giving way to a collinear mag-
netic structure. Substitution of Cr by Mn in CoCr2O4 led to an anomalous behavior in the
structural parameters and in the magnetization[143]. The observations indicated that these
anomalous behavior in the physical properties emerge as a result of complicated natures of
the magnetic interactions arising out of unconventional site-occupancies with the changes in
the composition. The Fe and Mn substituted CoCr2O4, thus are in need of computations and
subsequent in depth analysis of the interplay between various factors like site occupancies,
crystal fields and magnetic interactions as a function of compositions and the impacts on the
observed physical properties.
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1.3 First-principles electronic structure calculations towards
exploring materials properties

The discussions in the previous subsections clearly demonstrate that the fundamental physics
associated with the spinel oxides could be quite fascinating, yet, tricky to deal within simplis-
tic theoretical frameworks. The many body effects like the strong electron-electron correla-
tions are integral to these systems. In order to gain knowledge about the microscopic mech-
anism governing the properties in a material, ab initio calculations of its electronic structure
is necessary. This implies that one has to obtain the solution of schrödinger equation for the
many body electron system, which is simply intractable for a solid. The situation can be sal-
vaged by appropriate approximations. The Density Functional Theory (DFT)[45][56] which
projects the many body interacting system onto a non-interacting single particle one; where
the many body interactions are taken care of in an average way through a single term, has
made the required breakthrough to arrive at parameter-free, “First principles” methods so
that robust and accurate results on materials properties can be obtained. Integration of DFT
based first-principles methods with advanced softwares made tackling of complex problems
accurately within reasonable time period. Over the year, applications of these methods in
calculating properties of magnetic materials with complex spin structure, [59, 98], dynam-
ical properties of the materials[100, 7] and simultaneous comparison of these results with
experimental observations confirmed the accuracy of these methods. These sophisticated
tools successfully dealt with the problem of sub-lattice disorder like the cation disorder in
spinels also[128]. Over the years these methods have found wide acceptability due to their
capabilities in not only interpreting experimental results but also for predicting properties
of new materials where experimental evidences are not present. Thus, the DFT based first-
principles methods are the essential tool for fundamental understanding of materials that I
have planned to investigate during my doctoral research.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

In this dissertation, we, therefore, have extensively investigated the effects of compositions
and the degree of cation disorder on the structural, magnetic and vibrational properties of
Fe and Mn substituted CoCr2O4 with the focus being on gaining fundamental insights into
the inter-relations of these properties and how the composition and cation distribution over
different sites play a role in understanding them. We have used Density Functional Theory
based electronic structure methods, along with thermodynamical models, wherever neces-
sary, for our calculations. The analysis of the results are done with the help of the computed
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electronic structures and the elements from crystal field theory. Apart from exploring the
fundamental physics in these systems, we have provided generalized methods for dealing
with cation disorder for systems having more than two elements being affected by disorder,
and for quantification of spin-phonon coupling for systems having more than one magnetic
atom.

Chapter 1 introduces the reader with magnetic spinels and their various aspects. This
chapter contains brief descriptions about magnetic and geometric frustrations, crystal field
effects, Jahn-Teller distortions, magnetic exchange interactions and cation disorder, in the
context of magnetic spinel compounds. Suitable examples are provided for easy references.

Chapter 2 contains a description of the theoretical background on the computational
techniques used. The chapter starts with a brief description of the Density Functional The-
ory (DFT) formalism, a robust and efficient tool to solve many-body condensed matter sys-
tems in a computationally tractable way. Since electron-electron correlation is prevalent
in oxides, a description of it is necessary for the systems under investigation in this work.
The DFT is unable to do justice to this as exchange and correlation effects are treated in
an average way in the formalism. However, necessary corrections towards electron-electron
correlation is taken care of by the DFT+U formalism. A brief description of the DFT+U
formalism, therefore, follows. In this work Plane-wave, Pseudo potential implementation of
the DFT+U is used for all calculations. Reliable and robust pseudo potentials constructed
through Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) prescription have been used, which increases
the accuracy of the results. The details of these implementations are described in the rest of
this chapter.

In Chapter3, we perform a systematic investigations into the structural and magnetic
properties of the three spinel compounds CoCr2O4, CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4. This has not
been done before. Our motivation was to first understand, in somewhat detail, the similari-
ties and differences in the structural and magnetic properties among these, with the help of
the elements in crystal field theory and the calculated electronic structures. We get signifi-
cant insights into the emergence of the properties as one of the magnetic element changes,
by quantifying the relative strength of the crystal field and the magnetic exchange field
through an analysis of their electronic structures. We find that the electron-electron correla-
tions are very significant in these materials. Without it’s incorporation, the correct ground
state crystal structures can not be obtained. The electron-electron correlations bring in local
structural distortions at the octahedral sites for all three and drives the CoMn2O4 system to
a tetragonal ground state. This correlation is also responsible for the electronic properties
such as the electronic band gaps and their variations across the compound series. We find
that the electronic structures too change significantly with changes in the magnetic cation
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at the octahedral site. This, in turn, is found to affect the inter-atomic magnetic exchange
interactions considerably and is responsible for very different spin structures of these com-
pounds. Although the knowledges about the properties of these compounds were already
available, but this work attempts at a structured understanding of the trends in the physical
properties by proper quantification of physical properties and by providing necessary ex-
planations from the trends in the structural parameters and the electronic structures. The
importance of the results of this chapter is in providing necessary input to help understand
the properties of the systems when one magnetic cation is systematically substituted with
others.

In Chapter 4, we carry out investigations into the thermodynamics of cation disorder
and it’s influences on electronic structure, structural properties and magnetic properties in
Mn substituted CoCr2O4 system, Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4, for x between 0 and 1. In this work,
we generalize a thermodynamic model for computations of the degree of cation disorder, the
"inversion parameter", for AB2O4 spinels to the case of A(B1−xCx)2O4 spinels. We use this
generalized thermodynamic model, in conjunction with the DFT, to compute the "inversion
parameter" for a given x and at a particular temperature. This quantitative evaluation of the
dependence of "inversion parameter" on compositions is used to explain the experimentally
observed non-regular behavior in the variations of the magnetization with the composition.
The work in this chapter explores the inter-relations between the degree of cation disorder,
the crystal fields associated with different atoms and their charge states, the structural and
magnetic properties. The results demonstrate that the non-regular behavior of the magne-
tization and the structural properties can be traced back to the features in the variations in
the electronic structures as a function of composition and the degree of cation disorder. The
formalism and subsequent method of analysis presented in the chapter has an appeal that
goes beyond the system discussed in this chapter. It has provided useful means to compute
the thermodynamics of cation disorder in any A(B1−xCx)2 O4 magnetic spinel and perform
subsequent analysis to understand the fundamental physics of such systems.

In chapter 5, we use the formulations of chapter 4 to investigate the interplay of compo-
sition, degree of cation disorder, structural and magnetic properties and analyze them from
trends in the electronic structures in Fe substituted CoCr2O4. A major focus in this chapter
is on the evolution of the magnetic exchange interactions with increase in the concentration
of Fe. This has more importance than the Mn substituted case as Fe substitution gradually
leads the system from a non-collinear spin structure to a collinear one, and thus pinpointing
the exact roles of composition and cation disorder are important. In this case, we find that
the system always has a tendency towards "inversion" that is for moderate concentrations
of Fe, the tetrahedral sub-lattice are shared by Co and Fe, while for high Fe concentra-
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tion (more than 50%), the system tends to order in a "complete inverted" structure. We
find that such distributions of cations over sub-lattices have serious consequences for mag-
netic interactions. While zero cation disorder leads to competing octahedral-tetrahedral and
octahedral-octahedral magnetic exchange interactions, significant cation disorder leads to a
stronger tetrahedral-octahedral magnetic exchange leading to a collinear spin structure. The
structural parameters, the local structural distortions, and consequently the electronic struc-
tures and the magnetization, are found out to be intricately related to the degree of cation
disorder for the Fe substituted CoCr2O4. Our elaborate addressing of these not only bring
in good agreement between theory and experiment, but also provide the microscopic picture
necessary to understand the physics in this system.

In Chapter 6, we address the effects of substitution and cation disorder on the vibra-
tional properties for pristine as well as Fe and Mn substituted CoCr2O4. The motivation in
this work is to understand the effects of cation disorder on the vibrational properties of the
system. We perform systematic computations of the phonon dispersion and the vibrational
densities of states by changing the compositions and the degree of cation disorder. We find
that for both pristine and substituted systems, the vibrational properties depend significantly
on each of these factors leading us to make a picture of the dependences between the sub-
lattices occupancy and the vibrational properties. We also attempted at providing a quan-
titative estimate of the strength of the spin-phonon coupling by generalizing the model for
spinels with single magnetic atom [61]. However, due to prohibitively large computational
requirements, we were able to apply this model to only CoCr2O4. The results presented
in this chapter qualitatively agree with the experimental observations from Infra-red spec-
troscopy. The contents of this chapter, thus, are extremely important in both qualitative
understanding of the nuances of the vibrational properties of the systems studied.

Chapter 7 concludes with a summary of the main results of the thesis. The importance
of these results along with the possible extensions are discussed thereafter.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1 Introduction

Calculations of the electronic structure of a solid system so that a microscopic picture of the
prevailing interactions can evolve, requires solution of the stationary schrödinger equation.
However, this becomes an impossible task as the number of atoms in the solid is of the order
of 1023. The conventional wave function based methods like the Hartree-Fock method, thus,
can only be applied in cases of atoms or small molecules. Density functional theory (DFT),
proposed in the 1960s, circumvented this difficulty in an efficient way and has become the
backbone of the state-of-art electronic structure methods since then. In spite of its remark-
able success for description of ground-state properties of large material classes starting from
elemental solids to systems as complex as heterostructures, it has severe limitations in the
descriptions of systems in which electron-electron correlation is very strong, for example,
oxides. A notable failure of DFT is in the case of NiO, which predicts a near metallic
ground state as the DFT computed band gap is less than 1 eV when the NiO ground state
is insulating with a band gap of 4-4.3 eV[21, 85]. This problem with the DFT is addressed
by incorporating the effects of on-site coulomb repulsion described in Hubbard model[47],
thus introducing a correction term in DFT computed total energies so that the conduction
and valence bands are separated by a gap of the order of energy that represents the on-site
coulomb repulsion. The method is known as DFT+U method. This method has been used
for the calculations presented in this thesis. In the next few-sections we briefly describe
DFT, and DFT+U formalisms along with their implementations used throughout.
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2.2 The many-body problem in solids

A solid is considered as a many body interacting system consisting of N nuclei and n elec-
trons. The Hamiltonian of the system describes the motion of each individual electron and
nucleus for every atoms, and takes the following form:

H =− h̄2
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(2.1)

where first and second term are the kinetic energies of nuclei and electrons. The 3rd , 4th and
5th terms represent the coulomb interactions between the nuclei, the electrons and between
electron and nucleus respectively. MI , RI are the mass and position of Ith nucleus and mi, ri

are mass and positions of ith electron. ZI denotes the atomic number, of Ith atom.
We have to solve the following schrödinger equation in order to compute the electronic

structure of the many body system

H Ψ(r1,r2, ....ri..rn,R1,R2, ...RI..RN) = E Ψ(r1,r2, ....ri..rn,R1,R2, ...RI..RN) (2.2)

Ψ is the many body wavefunction and contains all the information of all electrons and
nuclei. E is the Total energy of the system.

Since the mass of electron is much smaller compared to mass of nuclei (me << MI), the
velocity of electron is ∼ 108 cm/s, where as the ion velocity is of of the order of ∼ 105 cm/s.
Due to such differences in order of magnitude of their velocities, the time scales associated
with motions of electrons and nuclei are substantially different. Thus the electronic degrees
of freedom can be decoupled from nuclear degrees of freedom. Thus, the ions can be con-
sidered in rest and only electronic motion can be considered. This approximation is known
as Adiabatic approximation[14]. The total wavefunction of the system can now be written
as product of electronic and ionic wavefunctions (Ψ = Ψe(r,R)ΨI(R)). This leads to two
separate equations associated with electronic and ionic degrees of freedom.

Heψe = Eeψe (2.3)
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and (
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ΨI(R) = E ΨI(R) (2.4)

The electronic Hamiltonian (He) is given by,

He =− h̄2
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= T +Vint +Vext

Ee represent the electronic energy levels. T is the kinetic energy, Vint is the coulomb
energy due to electron-electron interaction and Vext represents the electron-nucleus interac-
tion.

2.3 Density functional theory

By applying adiabatic approximation, we can separate the nuclear motion and electron mo-
tion and we can treat electron and ion dynamics as nearly independent. But the complicacy
of tackling a many body system is hardly reduced as one has to still deal with a many elec-
tron system. The DFT immensely simplies the problem by constructing the ground state
properties as functionals of single particle electronic charge density.

DFT[45] is based upon two major theorems:
Theorem I: For any system of interacting particles in an external potential Vext(r), the

potential Vext(r) is determined uniquely, except for a constant, by the ground state particle
density n0(r)[74].

Theorem II:A universal functional for the energy E[n] in terms of n(r) can be defined,
which is valid for any external potential vext(r). The exact ground state energy of the system
is the global minimum value of this functional, and the density that minimizes the functional
is the exact ground state density n0(r)[74] .

Although these two theorems provide a tractable way to calculate the ground state en-
ergy, it cannot be put into a formal procedure because of the the unknown functional E[n].
Kohn and Sham salvaged this procedural problem by replacing the many body system with
an auxiliary non-interacting system that can be easily solved[56]. Kohn-sham ansatz as-
sumed that the ground state density n0(r) of interacting system as the ground state density
of the non-interacting system in an effective potential Ve f f . This procedure along with vari-
ational principle leads to schrödinger-like equations
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(
1
2

∇2
i +Ve f f

)
ϕi = εiϕi (2.6)

The {εi},{ϕi} are the single particle eigen values and eigen function of the non-interacting
Kohn-Sham system. The single-particle density of the system now is

n(r) =
N

∑
i=1

| ϕi |2 (2.7)

with

Ve f f =Vext(r)+−1
2

∫ n(r)n(r′)
| r− r′ |

drdr′+Vxc (2.8)

where first term is the external potential (that is electron-nucleus interaction poten-
tial), second term is the Hartree term (electron-electron interaction) and the last term is
the exchange-correlation potential. The exchange-correlation potential (Vxc) includes the
many-body effects associated with the kinetic and potential energy terms.

The ground-state energy functional for the many body system, within the Kohn-Sham
scheme, is given by

EKS =−1
2

N

∑
i=1

⟨ϕi|
∇2

i
2
|ϕi⟩+

∫
drVext(r)n(r)+

∫
drdr′

n(r)n(r′)
| r− r′ |

+
∫

drVxc(r)n(r)+EII

(2.9)

where EII is the interaction between the nuclei. Equation 2.6-2.8 can be solved self-
consistently and the ground state energy can be calculated from equation 2.9 with the re-
sultant density. Although the above formulation is for non-spin polarized systems, it can
be easily extended to include spin polarization by introducing two spin-densities n↑(r) and
n↓(r) with an additional requirement that n↑(r)+n↓(r) = N, total number of electrons.

Now, to solve the many body problem by using Kohn-Sham formalism, there is a diffi-
culty to calculate the Vxc in equation 2.8, as the exact functional is not known for real situa-
tions. The key to solve this problem is that the functional for homogeneous electron gas is
known. The most widely used approximation, the local density approximation (LDA), to the
exchange correlation potential, assumes that the exchange-correlation energy Exc, related to
Vxc as Vxc =

δExc[n]
δn , can be approximated to be that obtained from the exchange-correlation

enery density εhomo
xc (n(r)) in a homogeneous electron gas the following way,
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ELDA
xc =

∫
drn(r)εhomo

xc (n(r)) (2.10)

Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), a correction over the LDA, includes local
gradients of density as well into the functional and is given by

EGGA
xc =

∫
drn(r)εGGA

xc (n(r),∇n(r)) (2.11)

There are several different forms of εGGA
xc which have provided wonderful results [144],

[4], [138], [92]. Several other approximations to exchange and correlations have also
evolved over the years.[43]

2.4 Beyond DFT to treat correlated electron: DFT+U for-
malism

As is mentioned in section 2.1, one of the well documented failures of DFT is in treating elec-
trons that are strongly correlated. When the electrons are strongly localized their motion be-
comes correlated and their wave function assumes a many-body character. Describing such
systems within DFT becomes problematic due to the expression of the electron-electron
interaction as a functional of charge density and to the use of an effective single-particle rep-
resentation of this quantity. The failure of the standard LDA or GGA exchange-correlation
functional for correlated electron systems can be traced back to their tendencies to over-
delocalise the valence electrons as both the exchange and correlation are treated together on
equal footing.

One of the simplest models to take into account the physics of correlated materials,
is the Hubbard model[47]. The real-space second quantisation formalism is best suited
to describe systems with electrons localised on atomic orbitals. The simplest one-band
Hubbard Hamiltonian can be written as

ĤHub =−t ∑
<i j>,σ

â†
iσ â jσ +U ∑

i
n̂i↑n̂i↓ (2.12)

< i, j > denotes nearest neighbor atomic sites, a†
iσ , aiσ and niσ are electronic creation,

annihilation and number operators for electrons of spin σ on site i. For localised electrons,
their motion is described by hopping from one atomic site to its neighbors whose amplitude
is proportional to the band width. The first term of Equation 2.12 represents this process.
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Due to strong localisation the relevant coulomb repulsion is the one for electrons on the
same atomic site only. The second term of equation 2.12 represents this and the strength of
the coulomb repulsion is denoted by the parameter U , known as “Hubbard”. The balance
between t and U is the deciding factor for the electronic ground state of a system. DFT can
describe the system where the single-particle terms of the energy dominate (t >> U) but
fails for the cases where electrons cannot hop around due to insufficient kinetic energy to
overcome the repulsion from other electrons on neighboring sites (t <<U).

The DFT+U is the simplest corrective approach that improves the accuracy of DFT func-
tionals in describing the ground states of correlated systems. The idea is to use the Hubbard
model to describe the strongly correlated electrons (typically, localized d or f orbitals) while
the rest of the valence electrons are treated within standard DFT. The energy functional,
within this approximation, can be expressed as

EDFT+U = EDFT +EHub −Edc (2.13)

Here EHub is the term that contains electron-electron interactions modeled by the Hub-
bard Hamiltonian, and is given by

EHub =
U
2 ∑

iσ
ni,σ ni,−σ (2.14)

Edc, known as the double-counting term, is to be subtracted as EDFT contains a part of
the interaction energy expressed in EHub. The form of Edc is

Edc =
U
2 ∑

σ
Nσ (N−σ −1) (2.15)

where Nσ is the number of localized electrons with a given projection of spin σ , and are
eigenvalues of the number operators. A particularly simple and useful form of the DFT+U
total energy expression is proposed by Dudarav et al [31] which can be written as

EDFT+U = EDFT [n(⃗r)]+
(U − J)

2 ∑
l, j,σ

ρσ
jl ρ

σ
jl (2.16)

here ρσ
jl is the density matrix of localised electrons. For an individual atom this density

matrix is diagonal in the orbital representation and its eigenvalue are given by nmσ where m
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are the localised orbitals. U and J are the spherically averaged screened coulomb interac-
tions. While U corresponds to Hubbard U , J is known as the “Hunds’s coupling parameter”.
We have used this particular DFT+U formulation in all our calculations.

Different choices of the basis sets to express Kohn-Sham orbitals, the solutions of Equa-
tion 2.6 led to the construction of different electronic structure method. One of the easily
tractable methods is the plane wave Pseudopotential method. In this thesis, all calculations
are done with a particular implementation of this method which is known as Projector Aug-
mented Wave (PAW) method. In the next two sections we briefly discuss the ideas behind
the PseudoPotential method and the PAW formalism.

2.5 The Pseudopotential method

In the free electron model, the eigen states of a solid are represented by plane waves. Even
after introduction of a crystal potential, as per Bloch’s theorem, the eigen states are periodic
modulations of the plane waves. Thus, plane waves are the natural basis set to be chosen to
describe electronic states in a solid. Also, they are computationally inexpensive. However,
a serious disadvantage pops up when the wavefunction in the core region are described in
terms of plane waves. The orthogonality of the valence and core region forces the valence
wavefunctions in the core region to be rapidly oscillating. The computational cost increases
in such circumstances as very large number of plane waves are required to describe such
wave functions.

The Pseudopotential method provides a solution to this problem. In this method, the
strong core potential of an atom is replaced by a pseudopotential. It is done in such a way
that the ground state wavefunction corresponding to the Pseudo-Hamiltonian mimics all
electron valence wavefunctions outside a cut-off radius. The construction of the pseudopo-
tentials removes wiggles in the wave functions in the core region, resulting in a continuation
of smooth valence wavefunction there. Thus, the pseudo-wavefunctions can be represented
by a reasonable number of plane waves, making the method computationally tractable. In
its earlier days of development, the pseudopotentials were constructed with the constraint of
“norm conservation”[114, 125]. In the 1990’s vanderbilt and co-workers made this formal-
ism more tractable by doing away with the constraint of norm conservation and allowing the
pseudopotential to be as soft as possible inside a cut-off radius. This construction, known as
ultrasoft pseudopotential [130] have enhanced the applicability of the formalism to a larger
class of systems.
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2.5.1 Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method

A major drawback of the pseudopotential method is that all information in the core region
is lost and thus affects the calculations of hyper-fine parameters and electric field gradients.
The projector Augmented Wave (PAW) [11], introduced by Blöchl, an extension of both
Augmented Plane Wave (APW) method[70, 109] and pseudopotential method, adresses the
difficulties associated with the conventional pseudopotential methods. In this method the
wavefunction is divided into two parts: a partial wave expansion within an atom centered
sphere and an envelop function outside. The two parts are then smoothly matched at the
edge of the sphere. A brief description of the formalism is as follows.

Let T̂ be an linear transformation operator which maps smooth auxiliary pseudo wave-
function |ψ̃⟩ to physical all-electron wavefunction |ψ⟩

|ψn⟩= T̂ |ψ̃n⟩ (2.17)

where n is the quantum level consisting of band, spin and k⃗-indices. Since the true wave
function matches with smooth wavefunction at a certain minimum distance from core, T̂
should only modify the wave function close to the nuclei. That means the transformation is
unitary beyond the augmentation cut-off and a sum of atom-centered contributions inside

T̂ = I +∑
a

T̂ a (2.18)

Where T̂ a are transformation operators associated with atom centers a and have no effect
out side cutoff radius ra

c . The cutoff radius ra
c should be chosen such that there is no overlap

of the augmentation spheres.
Now both the all-electron wavefunction |ψn⟩ and the auxiliary smooth function |ψ̃n⟩ can

be expanded in terms of partial waves, within the augmentation region,

|ψn⟩= ∑
i

Cni |ϕi⟩ (2.19)

and

|ψ̃n⟩= ∑
i

Cni
∣∣ϕ̃i
⟩

(2.20)
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with identical coefficient Cni in both these expression. Subtracting equation 2.20 from equa-
tion 2.19 and re arranging we get

|ψn⟩= |ψ̃n⟩−∑
i

Cni
∣∣ϕ̃i
⟩
+∑

i
Cni |ϕi⟩ (2.21)

For transformation operator T̂ to be linear, Cni must be scalar product and

Cni = ⟨p̃i|ψ̃n⟩ (2.22)

where ⟨p̃i| is a projector operator. The Transformation operator T̂ is found to be

T̂ = I +∑
i
(|ϕi⟩−

∣∣ϕ̃i
⟩
)⟨p̃i| (2.23)

Due to this transformation the kohn-sham equation becomes

H |ψn⟩= HT̂ |ψ̃n⟩= εnT̂ |ψ̃n⟩

⇒ T̂ †HT̂ |ψ̃n⟩= εnT̂ †T̂ |ψ̃n⟩ (2.24)

Therefore, by solving the modified Kohn-sham equation 2.24 we get smooth wavefunc-
tion |ψ̃n⟩ and after that we can find the true all-electron wavefunction |ψn⟩ by using 2.17.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter we have briefly discussed the DFT and it’s extension DFT+U method which
addresses the localised strongly correlated electrons. The most tractable and widely used
Pseudopotential-PAW implementation of the DFT is also discussed. For the magnetic ox-
ides, DFT+U with Pseudopotential-PAW implementation is quite suitable as DFT+U pro-
vides reasonable estimates of the ground state properties of strongly correlated electron sys-
tems while the Pseudopotential-PAW implementation allows one to do computations with
reasonable resources and without compromising accuracy. There are various other imple-
mentations of the DFT+U but we refrained from discussing them here as throughout the
thesis we have used the Pseudopotential-PAW implementation only.
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Chapter 3

Systematic investigations into the
structural and magnetic properties of
CoCr2O4 , CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4

†

3.1 Introduction

In section 1.2 we had introduced the fascinating and complex behaviors of structural, mag-
netic and thermal properties of CoCr2O4 when substituted with Fe or Mn. The anomalous
behaviors in the physical properties in either cases depended heavily upon the concentra-
tion of the substituting elements, that is Fe or Mn. For example, a temperature depended
magnetic compensation was found in Co(Cr0.95Fe0.05)2O4 which was absent for higher Fe
concentrations, as well as for pristine CoCr2O4 [142, 89, 88, 96]. Mn-substitution at the Cr
site resulted in different variations of magnetisation in different composition regime[143].
These results imply that the substitution of Cr by another magnetic atom renormalizes the
inter-sublattice magnetic interactions and can be directly connected to such unusual phe-
nomena. In order to understand the basic physics of such complex behavior, one first need
to have a clearer understanding of the physics involved with the end compounds CoCr2O4,
CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4. This can be achieved when these three systems, which differ
only in the chemical element B occupying about 30 % of the sites, are investigated in a
systematic manner and various physical properties of these materials are understood at a
microscopic level, that is, from their electronic structures. Although these are results avail-
able from electronic structure calculations of CoCr2O4[34, 28] and of CoFe2O4[39, 46, 40]
only, no systematic study exploring the fundamentals associated with the interplay of sub-

†Most of the contents of this chapter are published in [26]
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lattice occupancy, magnetic interactions and structural properties of these materials on the
basis of their electronic structures is available. In this chapter, we present the results of our
systematic investigations addressing these aspects by first-principles calculations.

3.2 Computational Details

We have used DFT+U [2] method for all our calculations in order to address the electron
electron strong correlation effects which is necessary for oxide systems. As mentioned in
section 2.4, we have used the approach of Dudarev et al [31] where the effects of on-site
Coulomb correlation and Hund’s coupling are represented through an effective parameter
Ue f f =U − J, U being the strength of the Coulomb interaction and J the Hund’s coupling.
In our calculations, J has been kept at 1 eV as previous DFT calculations for a number of
transition metal oxides showed that J remains nearly constant for the entire transition metal
series [112]. The coulomb parameter U has been taken to be 3 eV for Cr, 4 eV for Mn
and Fe, 5 eV for Co. The choice of U at a B site being smaller than that at A site rests
upon the rationale that the screening at the six-folded coordinated B site would be more
effective than the screening at the four-fold coordinate A site. The absolute values of U
for different cations are chosen after careful inspection of available information from DFT
calculation and experiments [93, 24, 36, 37]. The self-consistent kohn-sham equations are
solved using the projector augmented wave (PAW) [11] basis set as implemented in VASP
code [57]. The exchange correlation part of the Hamiltonian is treated with the PBE-GGA
[91] functional. A plane wave cut off of 550 eV and a 5×5×5 mesh centered at Γ point for
Brillouin zone integrations have been used throughout to ensure an energy convergence of
10−7 eV. For structural relaxations the convergence criteria of force on each atom is set to be
10−4 eV/Å. In Table 3.1, we demonstrate that such cut-offs provide good convergences in
physical properties. Although here we show results only for the structural parameters with
respect to kinetic energy cut-off and the energy convergence criteria, convergences have
been ensured with respect to k-mesh size and forces on atoms.

3.3 Results and discussions

3.3.1 Modeling of the sub-lattice occupancy and spin configuration

The spinel structure and the corresponding atomic arrangement have already been presented
in Figure 1.1 and Table 1.1. Among the three compounds under consideration, the CoCr2O4

is found to be crystallising in ’Normal spinel’ structures [82]. In case of CoMn2O4, although
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Table 3.1 Dependence of lattice parameters on plane wave cut-offs and convergences in
energy.

plane wave Energy Lattice Constant in Å
cut-off convergence CoCr2O4 CoMn2O4 CoFe2O4
in eV (eV) a b c a b c a b c
400 10−5 8.37 8.37 8.37 9.21 8.10 8.09 8.39 8.31 8.31
400 10−7 8.37 8.37 8.37 9.21 8.10 8.09 8.38 8.31 8.31
500 10−7 8.37 8.37 8.37 9.39 8.17 8.17 8.46 8.40 8.40
550 10−7 8.43 8.43 8.43 9.39 8.17 8.17 8.45 8.41 8.41
600 10−7 8.43 8.43 8.43 9.39 8.17 8.17 8.46 8.39 8.39
550 10−8 8.43 8.43 8.43 9.39 8.17 8.17 8.46 8.40 8.40

the sub-lattice occupancy conforms to that of spinel, the crystal structure is tetragonal with
space group I41/amd [15]. CoFe2O4, on the other hand, has no structural distortion, but
has the sub-lattice occupancy like “Inverse spinel” [120]. The sub-lattice occupancies in
CoFe2O4 is found to be crucial in determining whether the ground state is insulator or
half-metal [39, 46]. Regarding the ground state magnetic structure, Neutron diffraction
studies have shown that CoCr2O4 and CoMn2O4 have canted spin structures [124, 15] while
CoFe2O4 has a ferrimagnetic collinear structure, with the moments at A and B sites anti-
aligning, giving rise to the Néel configuration [120]. Mössbauer studies [54] later confirmed
this.

The sub-lattice occupancy for CoCr2O4 and CoMn2O4 have been taken to be like normal
spinels as have been found from experiments. For CoFe2O4, inverse spinel sub-lattice occu-
pancy with maximum inversion has been considered. In absence of disorder at a particular
sub-lattice, this configuration is found to be having the lowest energy[46]. Since modeling
of the sub-lattice disorder requires either construction of a supercell in the present approach
or consideration of a mean field configuration averaging procedure [40], we have considered
the complete inverse spinel type sub-lattice occupancy for CoFe2O4. Since the motivation
behind this work is a systematic understanding of the three systems as the chemical identity
of the B atom changes, we have taken the magnetic configurations of the three systems to
be collinear. Although CoCr2O4 and CoMn2O4 have non-collinear magnetic ground states,
the investigations into the collinear magnetic states would provide important qualitative in-
sights. In order to find out the relative alignments of the spins at various sub-lattices, we
have taken two formula units of the unit cell and done total energy calculations on different
collinear spin configurations. We found the Néel configuration to be energetically lowest in
case of CoCr2O4 and CoFe2O4. In case of CoMn2O4, we found a magnetic configuration
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in which the spins at the sites of a given sub-lattice are anti-parallel, giving rise to a zero
magnetic moment at each sub-lattice, lowest in energy. However, the energy of the Néel
configuration is higher by about only 1 meV per atom. This result indicates that the actual
magnetic ground state of CoMn2O4 would be frustrated. In subsequent analysis we have
considered only the Néel configuration therefore.

3.3.2 Structural parameters

The lattice parameters obtained after full structural relaxations using DFT+U for the three
compounds are given in Table 3.2. It provides the details of various bond lengths and bond
angles, thus providing a close-up view of the structures around the tetrahedral A and the
octahedral B sites. The lattice parameters agree well with the available experimental results.
CoCr2O4 stabilises in the cubic structure with almost no local distortion at the A site as can
be seen from the ideal spinel value of 109.470 for the O−Co−O angle. There is slight local
distortion at the B site; the O−Cr−O bond angle is 84.550, deviating from the ideal value of
900 and the Co−O−Cr bond angle is 121.530 in place of ideal value of 1250. CoMn2O4,
on the other hand, has a tetragonal crystal structure with c/a = 1.16. Subsequently vari-
ous bond distances and bond angles (Figure 3.1) are significantly dispersed. One can now
see substantial distortion associated with the A sites as the O−Co−O bond angles are
108.140 ± 4.130. The octahedra too distorts considerably with elongation(contraction) of
Mn−O bonds along z(xy) directions[Figure 3.2]. This leads to significant variations in the
O−Mn−O and Mn−O−Co angles. The differences in the distortions in the octahedra
around the B sites in CoMn2O4 in comparison to CoCr2O4 is pictorially represented in Fig-
ure 3.2. In case of CoFe2O4, our calculations produce a slight departure from the perfect
cubic structure, the c−axis elongated by about 0.5%. This slight loss of cubic symmetry
is due to different distortions of the octahedra around Co and Fe sites. It is observed that
while there is slight elongations of Co−O bonds along z-direction, the Fe−O bonds in the
same direction contract in comparison to the same bonds in the xy planes. This gives rise to
the small tetragonality. The bond angles (Figure 3.1(c)) associated with the B and A sites
clearly show that the distortions associated with Co atoms in the B sites. The O−Co−O
bond angle deviates to 88.230 ±20 as opposed to O−Fe−O bond angle of 90.240 ±0.070

which is quite close to ideal spinel value of 900. Similarly, FeO −O−FeT bond angle is
124.160, while that of CoO −O−FeT bond angle is 121.530, a larger deviation from ideal
spinel value of 1250.

The energy level diagrams (Figure 3.3) based upon the electronic configurations of the
cations occupying the A and B sites can explain the observed trends in the structural aspects
of these compounds. Figure 3.3 shows that in case of CoCr2O4 , the higher lying eg states
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Fig. 3.1 The neighborhood around the tetrahedral A and the octahedral B sites in (a)
CoCr2O4, (b)CoMn2O4 and (c)CoFe2O4 along with the bond lengths and bond angles.

Table 3.2 The lattice parameters of CoB2O4. a,b,c are the lattice constants. x,y,z are the
Oxygen parameters.

Structural CoCr2O4 CoMn2O4 CoFe2O4
parameter

a(Å) 8.43(8.34a) 8.17(8.1b,c) 8.41(8.366d)
b(Å) 8.43(8.34a) 8.17(8.1b,c) 8.41(8.366d)
c(Å) 8.43(8.34a) 9.39(9.13b,9.3c) 8.45(8.366d)
x 0.262(0.264a) 0.255(0.23b) 0.255(0.256d)
y 0.262(0.264a) 0.255(0.23b) 0.255(0.256d)
z 0.262(0.264a) 0.267(0.256b) 0.255(0.256d)

a: Reference [64] b: Reference [15] c: Reference [134] d: Reference [120]
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Fig. 3.2 The neighbourhood around the B site of (a)CoCr2O4,(b) CoMn2O4 and (c)CoFe2O4
providing a close up view of the distortions associated with the octahedra.

of octahedral Cr3+ are empty while the e1
g configuration of Mn3+ in CoMn2O4 implies

degeneracy associated with this level. In order to lift the degeneracy, the symmetry of the
crystal structure is lowered, giving rise to the tetragonal ground state. The largeness in the
tetragonal distortion can be understood from the

(
t2g
)3 (e1

g
)

configuration of the Mn3+ ions
as explained by Dunitz and Orgel [32]. In case of CoFe2O4, the degeneracy associated with
the t2g orbitals of the Co2+ ions leads to the lowering of the cubic symmetry. The small
value of the distortion can once again be understood from the

(
t2g
)5
(eg)

2 of the Co atom in
the B site [32].

3.3.3 Electronic Structure and Magnetic moments

The configurations of d electrons at different cation sites play the most important role in
determining the electronic and magnetic properties of spinel oxides. According to crys-
tal field theory [17], the electronic configuration depends on the relative strengths of the
crystal field (CF) and intra-atomic exchange field (EX). In this subsection, we attempt an
understanding of the relation between the structural distortions and electronic structures in
CoB2O4 compounds by investigating the relative strengths of crystal field splitting and ex-
change splitting through an analysis of the densities of states. Consequently, this would lead
to the understanding of the electronic and magnetic properties of these systems.

The schematic representation of electrons in d levels in Fig. 3.3, based upon crystal field
theory, shows that in a tetrahedral crystal field, the eg levels lie lower than the t2g levels due
to direct electrostatic repulsion between the t2g orbitals and the surrounding anion orbitals,
while in an octahedral crystal field, the order is reversed as the eg orbitals are repelled in
this case. Upon tetragonal distortion, the eg levels associated with the B sites further split
into two levels with dx2−y2 orbital at a energy higher than dz2 , and the t2g level splits into a
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Fig. 3.3 Electronic configurations for cations occupying A and B sites in CoB2O4 com-
pounds
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Table 3.3 Exchange Splitting (∆EX ) and crystal field splitting (∆CF ) results for the three
compounds.

System ion A site ion B site
∆eg

EX ∆t2g
EX ∆↓

CF ∆↑
CF ∆eg

EX ∆t2g
EX ∆↓

CF ∆↑
CF

CoCr2O4 Co2+ 1.6 2.9 0.0 1.3 Cr3+ 1.3 3.2 1.3 3.3
CoMn2O4 Co2+ 1.6 2.5 0.5 1.3 Mn3+ 1.8 3.7 0.3 2.2

CoFe2O4
Fe3+ 3.3 3.1 1.0 0.8 Fe3+ 3.5 3.7 1.7 1.9

Co2+ 3.1 2.4 1.9 1.2

higher dxy level and a lower doubly degenerate dzy(dzx) level when c/a > 1. The spacings
of these energy levels depend on the strengths of the crystal fields and the exchange fields.

In Table 3.3 we present results for crystal field splitting (∆CF) and the exchange split-
ting (∆EX) for the three compounds. These results are obtained without incorporation of
correlations that is by setting Ue f f = 0. A comparison of results for the three show that the
stronger exchange splitting associated with the t2g states, in comparison to crystal field split-
ting, is a common feature for the compounds. This should lead to high spin states for both
magnetic cations. The results suggest that for all three materials, the five-fold 3d crystal
degeneracy is barely broken for the down spin(↓)channel of A site. Therefore, irrespective
of the chemical identity of the species at A site, this spin band is nearly full. For CoCr2O4

and CoMn2O4, the other 3d electrons mostly occupy the exchange split (∆eg
EX = 1.6 eV)eg

up spin (↑) channel. In case of CoFe2O4, the exchange splitting of eg levels is double that
of the other two compounds. This is due to the fact that in CoFe2O4, the Fe3+ occupies
the A sites having two electrons less than Co2+ which occupies A sites in the other two
compounds, making the e↑g states nearly empty. The t↑2g states in all cases are energetically
higher and thus remain mostly unoccupied ( Figure 3.4), the exchange splitting associated
with t2g states (∆t2g

EX ) being nearly constant, therefore.
The large exchange splitting of the t2g states at the B site for CoCr2O4 and CoMn2O4

indicate that one of the spin bands is nearly full and the other nearly empty. This indeed is
the case with the t↑2g bands nearly full in both cases( Figure 3.4). For CoFe2O4, there are two

different values of ∆t2g
EX corresponding to Fe3+ and Co2+. While the exchange splitting for

Fe is nearly same as that of Cr and Mn, it is smaller for Co. The reason is that Co2+ has two
more electrons than Cr(Mn,Fe) and hence part of the down (↓)spin channel is also occupied.
The exchange splitting of eg states at the B site for CoCr2O4 and CoMn2O4 are much smaller
as the eg band is nearly empty for both spins. One extra electron in the eg band of CoMn2O4

in comparison to CoCr2O4 increases ∆eg
EX for the former. In case of CoFe2O4, ∆eg

EX are
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comparable for both Co and Fe at the B site. This is expected as both Co2+ and Fe3+ have
one spin channel completely full and the other completely empty. The extra electron in Mn3+

eg band (as compared to Cr3+) explains the reason behind smaller values of crystal field
splitting(for both bands) in CoMn2O4 than in CoCr2O4. In CoFe2O4, ∆↓

CF for both Co2+

and Fe3+ are the largest while ∆↑
CF are smaller than that for Cr3+ and Mn3+ in the other two

compounds. The smaller values of ∆↑
CF are due to the fact that for both cations, up(↑)bands

are nearly full and therefore, the centers of t↑2g and e↑g bands lie much closer than those of
Cr3+ and Mn3+ in the other two compounds. The largest crystal field splittings for down(↓)
bands of Co2+ and Fe3+ in CoFe2O4 are due to the facts that unlike Cr3+ and Mn3+ in other
two compounds, the t↓2g are not completely empty. Thus, the separation between t↓2g and e↓g
are larger compared to the other two. The outcome of the competition between the crystal

Table 3.4 The magnetic moments of A(µA),B(µB) cations and the total moment(µT ) per
formula unit in Bohr Magneton

System A site µA B site µB µT

CoCr2O4 Co -2.66 Cr 2.94 2.95
MnCr2O4 Co -2.68 Mn 3.81 4.84
CoFe2O4 FeA -3.98 FeB 4.10 2.98

CoB 2.66

field splitting and the exchange splitting would affect the semiconducting band gap in these
materials. In case of CoCr2O4, equally strong exchange splitting and crystal field splitting
at Cr site decides the gap. For the other two compounds, weaker crystal field splitting
compared to the exchange splitting at B sites should result in decrease in the band gap as
the B occupation changes from Cr to Mn and Fe. However, with the GGA only calculations,
ground states of CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4 are metallic. This is because of the presence of
finite densities of states at the Fermi level of B site atoms (Figure 3.4). This can be correlated
to the fact that without the inclusion of strong correlations, CoMn2O4 crystallizes in cubic
structure, thus unable to obtain the symmetry breaking of the d orbitals and distribution of
states on both sides of the Fermi level. In case of CoFe2O4,the distortion at the Co site is
small and thus the local symmetry is barely broken, resulting in the localisation of states at
the Fermi level. The inclusion of electron-electron correlation through GGA+U formalism
produces the correct semiconducting ground states by introducing appropriate localisation
of states, and the correct crystal structures by breaking the degeneracies in the eg orbitals of
Mn cations in CoMn2O4. The total and atom projected densities of states calculated with
GGA+U are presented in Figure 3.5. In CoCr2O4, Co t↓2g electrons are localised around -6
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eV and e↓g states are localised around -2 eV. In the down spin (↓) band, it is the eg states that
primarily hybridise with the oxygen p states. The t↑2g Co states are unoccupied and centered
around 2-4 eV, while the 2 eg electrons are localised between -1 eV and -2 eV in the up(↑)
spin channel. This gives rise to a magnetic moment of about 3 µB at the Co site (Table 3.4).
At the Cr site, the incorporation of strong correlation does not have a very significant effect
on the t2g states, the t↑2g states are still fully occupied with the electrons localised near the

Fermi level while the fully unoccupied t↓2g states are pushed towards higher energies. The
t2g states thus weakly hybridise with the oxygen states. The eg band is nearly empty as it
was when calculations were done without incorporating Ue f f . This results in a magnetic
moment of nearly 3µB for Cr atoms as well, with the sign of the moment opposite to that of
Co atoms (Table 3.4).

In CoMn2O4(Figure 3.5(b)), the t2g states of Co are qualitatively similar to those in
CoCr2O4, except that they are shifted as a whole towards lower energy. The eg states at Co
site are more delocalised in comparison to those in CoCr2O4 leading to more hybridisation
between Co e↓g and oxygen p states. This, however, still gives rise to a magnetic moment of
about 3µB at Co site, like CoCr2O4. The densities of states at the Mn site (Figure 3.5(e)) is
more interesting as the degeneracy of the d states are lifted due to large tetragonal distortion.
According to crystal field theory, the higher energy e↑g states should split into dz2 and dx2−y2

states with dz2 being unoccupied and dx2−y2 participating in covalent bond formation with
oxygen [135]. In Figure 3.5(e), we indeed see this happening. The half-filled d↑

z2 gives rise
to distinct peaks at around -6 eV and at around 1 eV. The dx2−y2 states are more delocalised,
having participated in hybridisations with oxygen p states. The down (↓) spin channel is
nearly empty, leading to a Mn moment of nearly 4 µB (Table 3.4). The lifting of degeneracy
has less effect on the t2g states except that they are more delocalised in comparison to the
case when effect of electron electron correlation was absent and the crystal structure was
cubic. Overall, the extra electron in the eg band of Mn (in comparison to Cr) gives rise to
states closer to the Fermi level and thus reduces the electronic band gap in CoMn2O4 in
comparison to the band gap in CoCr2O4 as expected. The calculated band gap in CoCr2O4

is 2.1 eV while that of CoMn2O4 is 0.33 eV.
In CoFe2O4, different sub-lattice occupancy due to the ’Inverted’ structure introduces

qualitative differences of both A and B sites densities of states (Figure 3.5(c) and (f)). The
introduction of strong correlations pushes the unoccupied states in the spin up band towards
higher energy (compairing with Figure 3.4(c) and (f) ). The completely filled spin down
band has electrons extremely localised around -6 eV to -7 eV allowing little hybridisations
with the oxygen states.This leads to a moment of 4 µB for FeA atoms. At the octahedral
site, there are two types of atoms, FeB and CoB. We see qualitatively very different features
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of the states associated with these two atoms. The e↓g band is completely empty for either
atoms. For FeB, the t↑2g band is completely full and is extremely localised around -6 eV
to -7 eV. Thus, irrespective of the crystal environment, Fe states are localised in CoFe2O4.
The Co states in the B sites are, however, delocalized, particularly in the spin up band. The
distortions associated with the Co site, breaks the t2g degeneracy only slightly. In the down
spin band, the dzx,dyz states give rise to states near Fermi level(peaks close to -1 eV). There
were no such states associated with the B sites in the other two compounds. The extra
electrons in Co, in comparison to Cr and Mn, are responsible for these states. This, in turn,
reduces the band gap, in comparison to CoMn2O4; the calculated band gap of CoFe2O4

being 1.14 eV. The t↑2g states of Co are delocalised, hybridising with the oxygen p states.The
magnetic moments are, therefore about 3 µB and 4 µB for CoB and FeB in CoFe2O4 (Table
3.4).

The comparative study of the electronic structure, thus, shows that the Co states are delo-
calised irrespective of the crystal environment while the Fe states are extremely localised in
CoB2O4 compounds considered. This would have important consequences on the magnetic
exchange interactions and therefore the spin structures of the pristine compounds as well as
in doped systems which have been investigated experimentally only recently [89, 142, 143].
In the next subsection we compute and discuss the magnetic exchange interactions of these
compounds.

3.3.4 Magnetic Exchange Interactions

Table 3.5 The magnetic exchange parameters (Ji j in meV) and the Ferrimagnetic transition
temperatures(Tc in K)of the three compounds

System Type of JAA Type of JBB Type of JAB Tc
AA pair BB pair AB pair

CoCr2O4 Co-Co -0.56 Cr-Cr -3.01 Co-Cr -3.26 144(97a)
CoMn2O4 Co-Co -0.29 Mn-Mn -1.05(out of plane) Co-Mn -3.53 153(85b)

-9.46(in plane)
CoFe2O4 FeB −FeB -2.06 CoB −CoB 0.08 FeA −CoB -10.43

FeB −FeB -4.77 FeA −FeB -21.65 1079(860c)
FeB −CoB 0.84

a: Reference [64] b: Reference [134] c: Reference [120]

To determine the magnetic exchange parameters, we have calculated total energies for
four different collinear magnetic configurations: the ferrimagnetic Néel configuration, the
ferromagnetic configuration, and two configurations with anti-parallel moments within A
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and B sub-lattices, respectively. The exchange parameters are then obtained by mapping the
DFT+U results onto a classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian

E =−∑
i, j

Ji jêi.ê j (3.1)

where Ji j are the magnetic exchange parameters and êi and ê j are normalised spin di-
rections. The magnetic transition temperature Tc has been calculated from these exchange
parameters employing the mean field approximation. Under this approximation, Tc for a
multi-sublattice system can be obtained by solving a system of coupled equations

< ez
µ >=

2
3kBTc

∑
ν

Jµν < ez
µ > (3.2)

This can be rewritten in the form of an eigenvalue matrix problem,

(Θ−TcI)S = 0 (3.3)

where Θµν = (2/3kB)Jµν , I is an unit matrix, and S is the vector set of < ez
µ >. The

largest eigenvalue of the matrix is the value of Tc. The results for the nearest neighbour
interactions are presented in Table 3.5. The higher neighbour exchange interactions are
smaller by an order of magnitude and hence they are not considered for discussions. The
results show that the A-A interactions are the weakest and therefore, not expected to play
any significant role. This is consistent with the discussion by Kaplan [52]. In CoCr2O4 , the
A-B and B-B exchange interactions are comparable. In this case B site t2g orbitals are half-
filled. So direct B-B interactions are possible, apart from the super-exchange via oxygen
atoms. Moreover, nearly empty eg orbitals ( Figure 3.5 (d)) reduces the anion shielding
as partial covalency via eg orbitals are possible. However, since the A site t2g orbitals are
half-filled and the B site eg orbitals are nearly empty as seen from the densities of states,
the A-B interactions ceases to be the strongest. Therefore, the A-B and B-B interactions are
comparable for CoCr2O4. Due to these two interactions being comparable, the spin structure
of CoCr2O4 is not collinear [139] as has been observed in the experiments. The calculation
of the so called LKDM parameter [72] which characterises the magnetic structure of cubic
spinels also confirmed this picture [28]. In CoMn2O4, the A site t2g orbitals are half-filled
while the B site eg orbitals are less than half-filled and degenerate. This should lead to
a strong antiferromagnetic A-B interaction which indeed is observed in our calculations
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(JCo−Mn = −3.53 meV). As for the B-B interaction, the B site t2g orbitals are half-filled
and so direct B-B interactions, apart from super-exchange via oxygen is possible. However,
the strength of this interaction would depend on the inter-cation distance [135]. Due to
the tetragonal distortion, the in-plane Mn-Mn distances are short (∼ 2.88 Å) and thus the
direct interactions are extremely strong∼−9.5 meV (Table 3.5 ). The out-of-plane Mn-Mn
distances are, on the other hand are ∼ 3.11 Å. This weakens the B-B interactions and are
only ∼−1.05 meV. This huge anisotropy in the exchange interactions due to the tetragonal
distortion leads to a complicated non-collinear spin structure [15]. This anisotropy in the
CoMn2O4 was discussed earlier [136] but was never calculated from first-principles. Our
calculations provided the quantitative credence to the original idea.

In case of CoFe2O4, the overwhelmingly dominant interactions are the A-B interactions
as is seen from our calculations. This explains the reason behind a collinear spin structure
of this system. The reason behind this strong antiferromagnetic A-B interaction is that the A
site t2g orbitals and B site eg orbitals (for both Fe and Co at B site) are half-filled. The reason
behind a weak Co-Co and Co-Fe interactions at the B site is that the Co t2g orbitals are more
than half-filled and degenerate and hence no direct B-B interactions occurs between them.
FeB-FeB interactions are stronger than these two as the t2g orbitals of FeB are half-filled
and hence direct interactions are possible. However, since the FeB eg orbitals are also half-
filled, partial covalency with anions is also not possible(as seen in the extremely localised
Fe densities of states), leading to a large anion shielding and a subsequent reduction in the
B-B interaction in comparison to the A-B interaction.

Our calculated results of Tc and a comparison with experimental values are presented in
Table 3.5. As expected, the critical temperatures calculated by a Mean field approximation
overestimates the values. However, the calculated values reproduce the trends seen in the
experiments with CoFe2O4 having a large TC due to very large values of JAB while the other
two have rather small values of TC due to competing JAB and JBB leading to non-collinear
magnetic structures.

3.4 Summary

We have performed a systematic investigation into the structural and magnetic properties
of CoB2O4 magnetic spinels by changing the B cation using first-principles Density func-
tional theory based methods. The understanding of the properties of these compounds is
done by quantifying the relative strengths of the crystal field effect and the exchange effect
through an analysis of their electronic structures. We find that the electron-electron inter-
actions of the magnetic cations play a very important role and without the incorporation
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of this, the correct ground state structures cannot be obtained. The strong electron correla-
tions are responsible for significant local structural distortions at the octahedral B site and
global tetragonal distortions for CoMn2O4. These are responsible for the trends in the elec-
tronic properties such as the band gap. The electronic structures of these compounds are
significantly different as the B site cation is changed. This, in turn, affects the inter-atomic
magnetic exchange interactions considerably and is responsible for very different spin struc-
tures of these systems. In this work, for the first time, understanding of the trends in the
magnetic properties are attempted through proper quantification of the associated quantities
and by providing necessary explanations from the trends in the local structural parameters
and the electronic structures. The results hold immense significance with regard to the re-
cent experimental results on Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4 and Co(Cr1−xMnx)2O4 systems, where the
chemical properties of the third magnetic atom in CoCr2O4, the sub-lattice occupancies and
the structural distortions are thought to be giving rise to interesting functional properties. In
the next two chapter, these issues will be addressed.
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Fig. 3.4 In panel (a), (b) and (c), the site projected d-orbital densities of states of A
cations(black curves) for CoCr2O4, CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4 are shown respectively. In
panel (c), (d), (e) the site projected d-orbital densities of states of B cations (black curve)
for CoCr2O4, CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4 are plotted respectively. In panel (f), the black curve
stands for Co densities of states and the blue curve stands for Fe densities of states (This
is because in CoFe2O4, B sites are occupied by Co and Fe). The 2p orbital projected den-
sity of state of oxygen atom for each case is plotted (red curve) to show its hybridisation
with the corresponding cation. All calculations are done with U = J = 0, that is DFT only
calculations.
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Fig. 3.5 In panel (a), (b) and (c), the site projected d-orbital densities of states of A
cations(black curves) for CoCr2O4, CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4 are shown respectively. In
panel (c), (d), (e) the site projected d-orbital densities of states of B cations (black curve)
for CoCr2O4, CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4 are plotted respectively. In panel (f), the black curve
stands for Co densities of states and the blue curve stands for Fe densities of states (This is
because in CoFe2O4, B sites are occupied by Co and Fe). The 2p orbital projected density
of state of oxygen atom for each case is plotted (red curve) to show its hybridisation with
the corresponding cation. These curves correspond to the calculations where U ̸= 0, J ̸= 0,
that is the DFT+U.
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Chapter 4

First-principles electronic structure
calculations of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2O4

†

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, we have observed the differences in the structural properties, the electronic
structures, the crystal fields and the exchange fields of CoCr2O4 and CoMn2O4. Mn substi-
tuted CoCr2O4 represented by the system Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 is expected to provide in-
teresting insights into the site preferences of the cations, and it’s associations with the
changes in various properties as x increases. This is due to the fact that while CoCr2O4

has a cubic ground state (space group Fd3̄m), CoMn2O4 is tetragonal with a significant
elongation along z axis (space group I41/amd) [15, 26] as is demonstrated in chapter 3;
there is no evidence of any cation disorder in the former while non-negligible cation dis-
order (y = 0.22− 0.39)depending upon the annealing temperature is reported for the later
[15, 41]. Investigations into the structural and magnetic properties by X-ray diffraction and
SQUID [143] revealed a deviation in the variations of the lattice constant for smaller x val-
ues (x < 0.15) from the expected linear increase with x, a structural distortion for x > 0.7,
a magnetic compensation at x ∼ 0.25, and three different patterns of variations in magne-
tization depending upon the ranges of x. The authors addressed this non-regular behavior
in the lattice constants and the magnetization along with the phenomena of composition
dependent magnetic compensation to the varying trends in the site preferences of the Mn
atoms substituting the Cr. They explained the trends in the properties by assuming that the
substituting Mn atoms first occupy the tetrahedral A sites upto the compensation point, and
then they first occupy one of the B sites till a critical value of x and finally occupy the other

†The contents of this chapter are published in [29]
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B site upon further increase in x. However, this investigation neither quantified the cation
disorder, nor provided any microscopic picture behind the non-regular behaviors.

With a motivation to understand the observed non-regular phenomena in Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4

from microscopic point of view and thus interpret them with a robust framework, in this
work, we provide a detailed account of the composition dependence and thermodynamics of
the cation disorder in Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 by combining Density Functional Theory (DFT)
based first-principles calculations and a thermodynamic model. These first-principles cal-
culation based results substantiate the experimental claim of the site preferences of the Mn
atoms by putting it on a solid theoretical ground. Concurrently, a systematic study of the
structural, magnetic and electronic properties as a function of composition and degree of
cation disorder is carried out. These results are interpreted in terms of the elements in the
crystal field theory and the electronic structures, thus presenting the necessary microscopic
picture governing the physics of this system.

4.2 Computational details

In an AB2O4 spinel, like CoCr2O4, with no cation disorder between the sub-lattices, the
tetrahedral sites (A sites) are occupied by the A atoms in +2 charge state and the octahedral
sites (B sites) are occupied by the B atoms in +3 charge state. In case of cation disorder
between the sub-lattices where degree of cation disorder is denoted by the parameter y, the
tetrahedral sites consist of a binary alloy A1−yBy and each of the octahedral sites has the
composition Ay/2B1−y/2. The degree of cation disorder y at a finite temperature T can be
calculated from the thermodynamic consideration of cation distributions by treating it as a
simple chemical equilibrium [83]. Such modeling has been proved to agree reasonably well
with the experiments in most of the cases [84, 103, 102, 90, 121, 49, 99]. In this model, the
configurational free energy of cation disorder per formula unit ∆F is given as

∆F = Ec −T ∆Sc

Ec is the cation disorder energy per formula unit, T the temperature and ∆Sc the configura-
tional entropy which is calculated using the general formula ∆Sc = −kB ∑i,b pb

i lnpb
i ; pb

i is
the concentration of the cation b at the i-th sub-lattice. The equilibrium degree of cation
disorder parameter y0 at the given temperature T can, then, be obtained by minimizing ∆F
with respect to y.

The Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 system, for a given value of x can be represented as a A(B1−xCx)2 O4

system. Since we are dealing with a more complicated cation disorder as our system has
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substitutional disorder with respect to one type of magnetic atom, one has to first decide on
the compositions of each of the sub-lattice at a given value of x and for an arbitrary value of
y. Ideally, the cation disorder should take place between all three magnetic atoms. However,
in our system, Cr3+ has a very strong preference to the octahedral B sites, the octahedral site
preference energy(OSPE) of Cr3+ has been found to be 46.7 kCal/mol while that of Mn3+

is 25.3 kCal/mol and that of Mn2+ is 0 [75]. Thus we can assume that the cation disorder
will taken place only between the A and the C atoms, that is, Co and Mn respectively. In
spite of this simplification, the compositions of the sub-lattices will be dependent upon the
concentration x of the C atoms as shown in Table 4.1. For x = 0.5, the two different patterns
of sub-lattice occupancy shown in Table 4.1 will be identical. The reason behind different
compositions for different ranges of x is due to the fact that the total concentration at the
A sub-lattice cannot exceed 1; hence when the C content is greater than the B content, the
C atoms, in excess of 1 must occupy the octahedral B sub-lattice. This is not satisfied if
one uses the compositions for x < 0.5 listed in Table 4.1 as the compositions for x > 0.5 for
y = 1.The configurational entropy now assumes the form

∆Sc = −kB[(1−2xy)ln(1−2yx)+2xyln(2xy)

+2(1− x)ln(1− x)+2xyln(xy)

+2(x− xy)ln(x− xy)], x < 0.5

= −kB[(1− y)ln(1− y)+ ylny+2(1− x)ln(1− x)

+yln(y/2)+(2x− y)ln((2x− y)/2)], x > 0.5

The non-configurational contributions towards the entropy, such as the contributions from
lattice vibrations, have been ignored in the expression for ∆F as they have found to be typi-
cally small compared to the configurational parts [103, 102, 99, 84]. However, for magnetic
systems, contributions from the magnetic entropy can be important in cases of severe fluc-
tuations in magnetic moments of a particular constituent [84]. In the present work, we have
incorporated it in the expression for ∆F wherever appropriate, and will be discussed later.

Table 4.1 Compositions of A and B sub-lattices in A(B1−xCx)2 O4 for different ranges of x.

Conc. Composition at Composition at
x A site B site

< 0.5 A1−2xyC2xy B1−xAxyCx−xy
> 0.5 A1−yCy B1−xAy/2C(x− y/2)
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The cation disorder energy Ec is the energy difference between a state with cation disor-
der y and the "normal" state (y = 0) and should take into account the changes in the electro-
static and short-range interactions, the crystal fields and charge states. Neil and Navrotsky
[87] have shown that Ec follows a quadratic dependence on y in the form Ec = αy+βy2;
α,β are the parameters. The quadratic dependence was also empirically recognized by
Kriessman and Harrison [58]. The advantage of this simple dependence of Ec on y is that
the total energies need to be calculated only for a few values of y and the energies can be
fitted to the quadratic form so that the energy of cation disorder can be interpolated for any
value of y between 0 and 1. In the present work, we have calculated the total energies of our
systems, at each x, for three different y values 0,0.5 and 1. The energies are then fitted to the
above quadratic form, in order to obtain the dependence of Ec on y for the entire range of y.

Modeling of the substitutional disorder in a condensed matter system is a challenging
problem. Although disorder of any arbitrary degree is now routinely addressed by the mean
field Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA) [113] in conjunction with multiple scattering
Green’s function methods [131, 33], it has a serious limitation in dealing with systems hav-
ing significant local distortions. In case of ternary spinels, the local distortion is significant
even without cation disorder as is being seen by the deviations of the oxygen parameter u
from it’s ideal value of 0.25 [99, 40, 28]. With the introduction of a substituting element
having very different ionic radius, the distortion gets amplified [26]. Due to this, a recent in-
vestigation into the effects of Fe substitution in CoCr2O4 using the CPA had limited itself to
very low concentration of Fe so that the local distortions do not have appreciable effects [40].
Since we are interested to explore the properties for the entire range of x, varying between
0 and 1, we have taken the alternative approach of modeling the substitutional disorder by
constructing supercells of the spinel unit cell. In this approach, addressing an arbitrary x
often becomes difficult as the supercell size becomes prohibitively large. We have therefore
considered x = 0.0625,0.125,0.25,0.5,0.75 and 1 for the present study. Such choices, nev-
ertheless, cover the composition regimes where the experimental observations need to be
addressed and interpreted.

For Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 system, a unit cell of 14 atoms is considered. This unit cell is
sufficient for simulating the three different degrees of cation disorder given by y = 0,0.5,1
for x = 0.25,0.5,0.75 and 1. However, this unit cell is not sufficient for the other two
concentrations. Therefore, we have considered a 56 atom supercell for all x except x =

0.0625; a 112 atom supercell, the minimum one, was required for this concentration in
order to address all three degrees of cation disorder. Comparisons with the 14 atom basic
unit cell is done wherever possible. In Table 4.2 we show the configurations at A and B
sites for each x and y. The magnetic configuration in all cases have been taken to be Néel
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Table 4.2 Compositions of A and B sub-lattices in Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different values
of x,y and different unit cells considered. The entries in the column ”Cell size” denote the
number of atoms in the cell.

Conc. Cell y Composition Composition
x size at A site at B site

0.0625 112 0 Co16 Cr30Mn2
0.5 Co15Mn1 Cr30Mn1Co1
1.0 Co14Mn2 Cr30Co2

0.125 56 0 Co8 Cr14Mn2
0.5 Co7Mn1 Cr14Co1Mn1
1.0 Co6Mn2 Cr14Co2

0.25 56 0 Co8 Cr12Mn4
0.5 Co6Mn2 Cr12Co2Mn2
1.0 Co4Mn4 Cr12Co4

0.50 56 0 Co8 Cr8Mn8
0.5 Co4Mn4 Cr8Mn4Co4
1.0 Mn8 Cr8Co8

0.75 56 0 Co8 Cr4Mn12
0.5 Co4Mn4 Cr4Mn8Co4
1.0 Mn8 Cr4Mn4Co8

1.0 56 0 Co8 Mn16
0.5 Co4Mn4 Mn12Co4
1.0 Mn8 Co8Mn8
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[52] configuration, with spins of A and B sub-lattices anti-aligned. Although the magnetic
structure of the end compounds of the system under investigation are non-collinear at low
temperatures, it is difficult to model, particularly since the progression of it with x is not
known. Thus we have considered the collinear Ferrimagnetic structure which would help
in qualitative understanding of the magnetisation as the composition x or degree of cation
disorder y is changed. Before fixing Néel configuration as the magnetic configuration, we
have done several calculations with different spin configurations at different sub-lattices. In
almost all cases, the Néel configuration came out to be energetically lowest. In cases where
it was not, the lowest energy spin configurations were lower by less than 0.1 meV per atom.
This, thus, further justifies consideration of Néel configuration for all x and y. The small
values of energy differences between Néel and other configurations also indicate that the
magnetic structures may be spin disordered.

The total energies, the structural parameters, the magnetic moments and the electronic
structures were calculated by the DFT+U [2] method using Projector Augmented Wave
(PAW) [11] basis set as implemented in VASP [57] code. The effects of electron localisation
were addressed by the approach of Dudarev et al [31]. The Hund’s coupling parameter J
was taken to be 1 eV, while the Coulomb parameter U was taken to be 5 eV for Co and 3
eV for Cr and Mn. A plane wave cut-off of 550 eV and a 5× 5× 5 mesh centered at Γ
point for Brillouin zone integrations have been used throughout with the only exception for
x = 0.0625 where a 2×2×2 mesh was enough to achieve an energy convergence of 10−7

eV. Force convergences of 10−4 eV/ were ensured during structural relaxations.

4.3 Results and Discussions

4.3.1 Temperature and concentration dependence of degree of cation
disorder y

Before discussion of the physical properties of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4, it is required to find
out the degrees of cation disorder between Co and Mn as a function of Mn concentration x
and the temperature T . The temperature dependence is important because earlier works on
various spinel compounds have demonstrated that y may be quite sensitive to the annealing
temperature [76, 86, 49, 99]. In Fig. 4.1 we show the dependence of the cation disorder
energy Ec and the configurational free energy of cation disorder ∆F on y for different Mn
concentration x, at a temperature 1500 K which is close to the annealing temperature of 1523
K reported in the experiment [143]. We find that the cation disorder is zero for all values
of x if we do not consider the configurational entropy. This implies that all substituting
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Mn atoms will be occupying the B sites if the effect of the entropy is not included. Upon
inclusion of the entropy term, states with cation disorder that is with non-zero values of
parameter y are stabilised. The results suggest that the equilibrium value of y at which ∆F
is a minimum goes towards 0 as x increases till 0.5, that is, up to the composition when the
Cr and Mn contents in the system are identical. Further increase in the Mn content that is
at x = 0.75 increases the equilibrium value of y before it is further reduced when the Mn
substitution is complete at x = 1. The quantitative variations of y0, the equilibrium value of
y with temperature T , shown in Fig. 4.2 shows this qualitative behavior clearly. At 1500
K, y0 = 0.4,0.26,0.17 and nearly 0 for x = 0.0625,0.125,0.25 and 0.5 respectively. At
x = 0.75, the value of y0 is 0.28 which decreases to 0.13 when x = 1. This result, thus,
suggests that in the beginning of Mn substitution in CoCr2O4, a significant amount of Mn
prefers to occupy the tetrahedral positions, instead of the expected octahedral ones. As
the Mn content increases, more and more Mn occupies the octahedral positions until one
reaches the point where the Mn content is equal to Cr content (x = 0.5). Further increase in
Mn content initially puts some of it again in the A sites, only to provide more preferences
to the octahedral sites as the content increases towards complete substitution of Cr. The
importance of this result is that it supports the qualitative picture of site occupancies as
conjectured in the experiments [143]. The differences with the picture provided by the
experimentalists is that they did not predict the re-emergence of the phenomenon of Mn
atoms preference to A sites after a critical composition. In the next sub-sections we will
provide an explanation of this.

The other important outcome of the thermodynamics of cation disorder is that the de-
gree of cation disorder in this system is not very robust as can be made out of the substantial
variations in y0 with temperature. For any value of x, y0 decreases continuously towards 0,
and at room temperature the cation disorder for most of the compositions are insignificant.
As cation disorder is suggested to be the reason behind non-regular behaviors of magnetisa-
tion and phenomenon such as magnetic compensation [143], the importance of our results is
that it provides the temperature range over which the degree of cation disorder is substantial
and hence the experimental preparation of the samples should be done accordingly. This
also suggests that the cation disorder in these systems can be manipulated by controlling
the temperatures. Such manipulations of cation disorder can substantially affect functional
properties like the electrical conductivity as has been seen elsewhere [84].

4.3.2 Structural parameters and their variations with x and y

The first signature of cation disorder upon Mn substitution in CoCr2O4 was noted upon
non-regular variations in their measured lattice constants with increasing Mn content, in the
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Table 4.3 Calculated cation-anion bond distances (in ) in Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different x
and y values.

A site B site
x y Co-O Mn-O Cr-O Mn-O Co-O
0 0 2.00 - 2.01 - -

0 2.00 - 2.01 2.07 -
0.0625 0.5 2.00 2.04 2.01 1.98 2.10

1 2.00 2.04 2.01 - 2.10
0 2.00 - 2.01 2.06 -

0.125 0.5 2.00 2.04 2.01 1.97 1.97
1 1.99 2.03 2.01 - 1.97
0 2.00 - 2.01 2.07 -

0.25 0.5 2.00 2.04 2.01 2.07 1.97
1 1.99 2.03 2.01 - 1.96
0 2.00 - 2.01 2.07 -

0.5 0.5 2.00 2.04 2.01 2.07 1.95
1 - 2.03 2.01 - 1.95
0 1.99 - 2.01 2.1 ± 0.15 -

0.75 0.5 2.00 2.04 2.01 2.06 ± 0.1 2.09 ± 0.03
1 - 2.03 2.02 2.1 ± 0.14 2.03 ± 0.04
0 1.99 - - 2.13 ± 0.17 -

1.0 0.5 2.02 2.02 ± 0.04 - 2.1 ± 0.13 2.09 ± 0.07
1 - 2.02 ± 0.04 - 2.12 ± 0.14 2.04 ± 0.12
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Fig. 4.1 Variations of the cation disorder energy(Ec) (left panel) and the configurational
free energy (∆F)(right panel) with degree of cation disorder y of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4, for
different values of x, the Mn concentration, at 1500 K, the annealing temperature of the
experiment [143]. The equilibrium inversion parameter (y0) at a given T and for a given x
is obtained from the minima of ∆F .

low Mn content regime [143]. If the Mn, expected to be in +3 charge state, had occupied
the B sites from the beginning, the lattice constant should have increased linearly with Mn
content x as Mn atoms have larger ionic radii than Cr at B sites [104]. We, therefore, first
discuss the variations in the structural parameters with concentration of Mn as well as with
variations in the degree of cation disorder. In Table 4.3, we present various cation-anion
bond distances at sites of different symmetries and their variations with x and y. In Table
4.4, we present the lattice constants a and c along with the oxygen parameters ux,uz for
various x and y. The lattice constants and the cation-anion bond distances are obtained from
the DFT+U calculations. The oxygen parameters are then obtained as [107]

u =
−11+6r2 +

√
33r2 −8

24(r2 −1)

where r = R̄B/R̄A, the ratio of the average cation-anion bond distances at the B and the A
sites; R̄B, R̄A are obtained by concentration averages of individual cation-anion bond dis-
tances. The results show that for x upto 0.5, the systems retain the cubic structure for
all degrees of cation disorder, in agreement with the experiments. For x = 0.75 and 1, a
structural distortion leading to tetragonal phases are obtained, again in agreement with the
experimental observations. Quantitatively, the lattice constants calculated by DFT+U are
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Fig. 4.2 Temperature dependence of the equilibrium inversion parameter (y0)
in Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different x for the temperature ranging from room temperature to
the annealing temperature of the experiment [143].

about 1−1.5% higher than the experimentally measured ones. This is due to the choice of
Generalised Gradient Approximation (GGA) [91] in describing the Exchange-correlation
part of the Hamiltonian. However, the qualitative agreement with the experiments are rea-
sonably good, with a small increase in lattice constants with x upto x = 0.5. It is to be
noted that in the experiments, the deviation of the experimental lattice constant a from the
expected linear behavior was observed for very small x (x < 0.25) and the maximum change
was only about 0.1%. The maximum change in the DFT+U calculated lattice constant for
the range x = 0−0.25 is about 0.3%, if we compare results of y = 0 only. The comparisons
of results for cation disorder y = 0 is justified as we see that between x = 0− 0.125, the
lattice constant a does not change between y = 0 and y = 0.5 and that the equilibrium de-
gree of inversion y0 is well within this range of y moving towards y = 0 as x increases. For
the concentrations x = 0.75,1, we find that the qualitative nature of variations in the lattice
parameters (c increases while a decreases) with x is in agreement with the experiment. For
x = 1, the c/a ratio (for y = 0) obtained in our calculations is 1.12 which agrees very well
with the experimental value of 1.09 [143]. We also find that the c/a ratio decreases to 1.1
when y = 0.5. Since our calculated equilibrium y is in between 0 and 0.5, the agreement
with experiment would have been better had we considered the actual y0 for the calculations.
For x = 0.75, the calculated c/a ratio varies from 1.1 to 1.04 as y varies from 0 to 0.5 while
the experimental value is 1.07. Thus our results qualitatively agree with the experiments
as the calculated y0 at this concentration is in between y = 0 and y = 0.5. Comparisons
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Table 4.4 Calculated structural parameters of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different x and y val-
ues. The lattice constants a and c are in . ux,uz are the oxygen parameters.

x y c a uz ux

0 0 8.43 8.43 0.262 0.262
0 8.44 8.44 0.262 0.262

0.0625 0.5 8.44 8.44 0.262 0.262
1 8.45 8.45 0.262 0.262
0 8.45 8.45 0.262 0.262

0.125 0.5 8.45 8.45 0.262 0.262
1 8.43 8.43 0.262 0.262
0 8.46 8.46 0.261 0.261

0.25 0.5 8.43 8.43 0.262 0.262
1 8.42 8.42 0.263 0.262
0 8.48 8.48 0.261 0.261

0.5 0.5 8.44 8.44 0.263 0.263
1 8.40 8.40 0.265 0.265
0 9.08 8.26 0.254 0.264

0.75 0.5 8.68 8.35 0.259 0.263
1 8.67 8.42 0.262 0.262
0 9.20 8.22 0.250 0.264

1.0 0.5 9.06 8.24 0.257 0.264
1 8.70 8.45 0.256 0.262

of our calculated u parameters with experimental results for an arbitrary x is not possible
due to unavailability of reported experimental values. The comparisons can be made only
for the end compounds. For CoCr2O4, the calculated u value of 0.262 agrees well with the
experimental value of 0.264 [64]. For CoMn2O4, the calculated values of 0.255 and 0.267
for ux and uz (y = 0), respectively, agrees reasonably well with the experimental results of
0.230 and 0.261 [15]. Thus, overall, our calculated structural parameters and their trends
with x are consistent with the trends of calculated y0 with variations in x.

We next turn our attentions to the variations of the lattice parameters with cation degree
of disorder y. The general trend seen in Table 4.4 is that with increase in y, the lattice con-
stants decrease, except at x = 0.0625. This can be understood from the compositions of the
A and B sites for different y and x and the variations in their bond distances (Table 4.3). For
x = 0.0625, we find that while the cation-anion bond distances at A sites are insensitive to
the degree of cation disorder, the MnB −O bonds shorten considerably as y changes from 0
to 0.5. On the other hand, with y = 0.5, larger CoB −O bond distances, bring the average
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octahedral cation-anion bond distances equal to that at y = 0. Thus the lattice constants for
y = 0 and y = 0.5 are identical. For y = 1, the B sites are completely occupied by the Co
atoms making the average cation-anion bond distances associated with B sites larger, mak-
ing a subsequent increase of the lattice constants with respect to y = 0,0.5. The noticeable
changes in the lattice constants with y for x = 0.125,0.25 and 0.5 can be understood from
the considerable decrease in the CoB −O bond distances with cation disorder. The signif-
icant reduction in the CoB −O bond distances from their values at x = 0.0625 reduces the
average octahedral cation-anion bond lengths and consequently the lattice constants. For
x = 0.75 and 1, the tetragonal distortions bring in a lot of dispersions in the bond distances
as can be seen from Table 4.3. Once again, it is the octahedral bond lengths which decide
the trends in the lattice constants. The overall decrease in the lattice parameter c with y is
mainly brought about by the contracted Mn−O bonds along the z-direction; the increase in
a is due to subsequent expansions of the Mn−O bonds in the xy-plane of the Mn octahedra.

We now try to provide explanations as to why the CoB −O bond distances reduce dra-
matically for certain concentrations and degrees of cation disorder. It is expected that Co
at both sites will be having a +2 charge state. In that case, the effective ionic radius of Co
should be 0.75 Åat B site and 0.58 Åat A sites [104]. The Co−O bond distances at A sites,
thus, would be considerably lower than that for Co at B sites. Our calculations are consistent
with this for x = 0.0625 for all degrees of cation disorder. For x = 0.125,0.25 and 0.5, and
for y ̸= 0, our calculations show the opposite trend. This indicates that the Co at B sites for
these cases would either be in a +2 charge state with low spin or in a +3 charge state with
either high or low spin(The effective ionic radii of Co2+ in low spin state, Co3+ in high spin
state and Co3+ in low spin states are 0.65 Å, 0.61 Åand 0.55 Å[104] respectively). From
elementary crystal field theory [17], it is known that the OSPE of a d7 configuration is more
than that of a d6 configuration in high spin state, while it is exactly opposite for a low spin
state. Thus, the CoB atoms for these x and y parameters are expected to be in a low spin
+3 state (d6 configuration). The results on magnetic moments, and the electronic structures,
discussed in next sub-sections confirm this and will be dealt in more detail.

The reason behind the tetragonal deformations at x = 0.75,1 can also be understood
from the crystal field theory. In a comprehensive work, Dunitz and Orgel [32] had attributed
the electronic configurations at the B and A sites to the degrees of distortion from cubic
symmetry in spinels. Counting the average number of t2g and eg electrons of A and B
sites obtained from the charge states of the cations, we find that for y = 0, the B sites have
(t2g)

3(eg) like configurations, which will give rise to a large distortion in order to lift the
degeneracy associated with the eg states. With increase in the cation disorder, the presence
of Co atoms in the B site reduces the degeneracies associated with the eg orbitals. Thus, the
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degree of tetragonal distortions decrease as is seen from our calculated results of decreasing
c/a with increasing y.

Finally, we try to explain the reason behind re-appearance of non-negligible cation dis-
order at x = 0.75 after it had reduced to zero at x = 0.5. The arguments are based upon
the bond distance results and elements of crystal field theory. From Table 4.3, we find that
up to x = 0.5, MnB −O bond distances were constant for y = 0 state. At x = 0.75, these
bond lengths increase as a whole. From elementary crystal field theory, we know that the
crystal field parameter ∆ at octahedral site is inversely proportional to the cation-anion dis-
tance R (∆ ∼ R−5)[17]. Thus, when the Mn−O bonds increase in lengths at x = 0.75, the
corresponding octahedral crystal field will become weaker in comparison to that for other
concentrations significantly. Thus the octahedral crystal field stabilisation energy for the
Mn atoms will reduce as it is decided by the strength of ∆. Thus there will be increased
preference of Mn atoms towards A sites at x = 0.75 in comparison to x = 0.5. This is ex-
actly reflected in the re-emergence of non-zero y0 at x = 0.75. In the next sub-sections we
provide more conclusive evidences of the possible charge and spin states of various atoms
in different crystal sites which will corroborate the explanations given here.

4.3.3 Magnetic properties and their dependencies on x and y

Table 4.5 The inter-atomic nearest neighbour magnetic exchange interactions (Ji j in
eV; i, j stand for tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites. for various specie pair in
Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 with variations in x, the concentration of Mn. All calculations are done
with y = 0, the state with no cation disorder. The results for y = 0.5 in case of x = 0.5 are
given in parentheses.

JAB (meV) JBB (meV) JAA (meV)
x Co−Cr Co−Mn Cr−Cr Cr−Mn Mn−Mn Co−Co
0 -2.83 - -2.50 - - -0.49

0.0625 -2.83 -3.34 -2.15 -0.50 - -0.50
0.125 -2.83 -3.31 -2.77 -0.40 - -0.50
0.25 -2.80 -3.28 -2.70 -1.06 - -0.47
0.50 -2.59 (-2.36) -3.38 (-3.42) -1.34(-3.88) -1.64 (-4.98) -3.39 -0.42
0.75 -4.26 -2.91 - -1.32 -1.95 (out of plane) -0.31

-8.64 (in plane)
1 - -3.47 - - -1.054 (out of plane) -0.30

-9.46 (in plane)

The magnetisation measurements [143] on Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 show three distinct com-
positions ranges where the variations of magnetisations with composition are different, al-
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Table 4.6 The total and atomic magnetic moments (in µB per formula unit)
of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different concentrations x of Mn and for various degrees of cation
disorder y .

x y A site B site
µCo µMn µCr µMn µCo µT

0 0 -2.68 - 2.95 - - 2.95
0 -2.68 - 2.95 3.86 - 3.07

0.0625 0.5 -2.68 -4.50 2.95 3.23 2.71 2.84
1 -2.68 -4.46 2.95 - 2.56 2.72
0 -2.68 - 2.95 3.87 - 3.19

0.125 0.5 -2.68 -4.50 2.95 3.41 2.71 2.73
1 -2.68 -4.50 2.98 - 0.18 1.76
0 -2.68 - 2.95 3.86 - 3.41

0.25 0.5 -2.67 -4.50 2.93 3.84 0.05 2.00
1 -2.68 -4.49 2.91 - 0.02 0.58
0 -2.67 - 2.94 3.83 - 3.89

0.5 0.5 -2.68 -4.48 2.93 3.81 0.00 1.05
1 - -4.48 2.89 - 0.10 -1.81
0 -2.68 - 2.92 3.85 - 4.37

0.75 0.5 -2.69 -4.49 2.88 3.80 2.72 2.53
1 - -4.40 2.89 3.80 3.07 2.54
0 -2.71 - - 3.80 - 4.84

1 0.5 -2.68 -4.48 - 3.70 2.71 3.01
1 - -4.39 - 3.78 3.07 3.02
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though in all three regions, the variations are linear. For x ∼ 0− 0.25, the magnetisation
decreases and reaches the point of magnetic compensation. Further increase of x shows a
linearly increasing magnetisation till another critical point x ∼ 0.65 after which the magneti-
sation decreases again with increase in Mn content. The explanation of this behavior was
based upon the canted spin structures observed in CoCr2O4 [124] and CoMn2O4 [15]. The
authors of Ref. [143] considered that like CoCr2O4, the canted spin structure will have op-
posing spin alignments at the two octahedral sites with one of them (site B1) aligning with
the tetrahedral site. The magnetic compensation behavior was, thus, attributed to the initial
occupation of Mn atoms at both tetrahedral and the other octahedral site B2 with opposing
spin alignments, thus, canceling the net moment as Mn content is increased. The reason
behind increase of the magnetisation after compensation was thought of due to Mn atoms
occupying B1 sites, diminishing the effects of Mn atoms at B2 sites gradually, till the next
critical point, after which the extra Mn atoms start occupying the B2 sites again, bringing
a decreasing trend in magnetisation as x increases. The experimentalists, however, did not
substantiate their claim with detailed calculations. Their magnetisation measurements also
indicated that the canting angles changed upon Mn substitution.

Before interpreting the experimental results and checking the validity of the arguments
given in Ref. [143] we first present results on nearest neighbour inter-atomic magnetic ex-
change interactions Ji j for different x. These are calculated by mapping the DFT+U total
energies for various collinear spin configurations on a Heisenberg Hamiltonian as discussed
in section 3.4.4. The results are presented in Table 4.5 The calculations are done primarily
for the "normal" spinel configuration (y = 0). Calculations for other y values require pro-
hibitively large resources and often led to trouble in convergences of self-consistent cycles.
Hence, results for y = 0.5 at x = 0.5 is only presented. The main point that can be made
out of these results is that JAB and JBB where A stands for an atom at tetrahedral site and B
stands for an atom at octahedral site, are comparable , JAA being negligible. The competing
exchange interactions make the spin structure non-collinear throughout the entire range of
x as was suggested by the experiments. For the compositions where the crystal structure is
cubic, JAB do not vary much while the two prominent JBB compete as x changes. As the
Cr content reduces, the Cr−Mn exchange interaction starts to strengthen at the expense of
reduced Cr−Cr interaction strength, until at x= 0.5, the strengths of the two interactions be-
come comparable. At x = 0.5, Mn atoms have other Mn in their near neighbourhood due to
their increasing content and thus have the strongest exchange interaction. The increased dis-
tances between Cr atoms and between Cr and Mn atoms due to reduced Cr content weaken
Cr−Cr and Cr−Mn exchange interactions considerably. With further increase in the Mn
content, and with tetragonal distortion, Cr has no Cr or Mn as nearest neighbours and the
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JBB is dominated by the Mn atoms. A strong anisotropy in the exchange interactions is ob-
served due to the tetragonal distortions as was explained in Ref. [26]. The spin structures at
these compositions, are. therefore, expected to be more complicated.

Since it is extremely difficult to model these non-collinear spin structures, particularly
since no experimental information is available for Mn substituted samples, we took recourse
to the results obtained from calculations on collinear Néel structure in order to interpret
the experimental results qualitatively. Table 4.6 presents the results on atomic and total
magnetic moments for each x and y. We find that the magnetic moments of MnA and CoA

are insensitive to the changes in x and y. As expected, the moment of CoA atom is close to
3µB implying that this Co is in a +2 charge state ((eg)

4(t2g)
3 configuration). However, the

moment of Mn at A site is rather close to 5µB which implies that this Mn is primarily in a
+2 charge state ((eg)

2(t2g)
3 configuration). The reason behind this charge state of MnA can

be understood from the fact that the OSPE for Mn2+ in high spin state is 0 while that of
Mn3+ is 25.3 kCal/mol [75] and thus the probability of assuming +2 charge state is greater
for MnA in high spin state. Significant variations in the magnetic moments with changes in
Mn composition and in degree of cation disorder is observed for Co atoms at the B sites,
while the moments of Cr and Mn at B sites have insignificant variations. The Cr and Mn
atoms at B sites are in high spin, +3 charge states for all x and y. The much greater OSPE of
Mn3+ and Cr3+ in high spin state in comparison to Mn2+ are responsible for this. The Co
atoms at the octahedral positions oscillate between high spin and low spin states depending
upon x and y. For x = 0.0625, irrespective of the degree of cation disorder, the CoB are
in high spin and +2 charge states as their moment is ∼ 3µB. For x = 0.125, while 50% of
cation disorder (y = 0.5) still keeps Co spin and charge states same, complete "inversion"
(y = 1) quenches the Co moment leading to a low spin state with moment ∼ 0. This trend
continues till x = 0.5 and is independent of the degree of cation disorder. The high spin
state is regained at x = 0.75 and remains intact for x = 1 with µCo ∼ 3µB irrespective of
the degree of cation disorder. As was argued in the previous sub-section, the relative OSPE
values for Co2+ and Co3+ [17] clearly demonstrate that in the low spin state, Co3+ would
have a greater preference towards B sites. One can relate the CoB−O bond distances (Table
4.3) with the low spin +3 charge state in this case using elementary crystal field theory. The
significant decrease in CoB −O bond distances for a range of x and y, increases the CoB

crystal field. As a result these Co pair up the electrons. As the magnetic moment is close to
zero, the configuration must be (t2g)

6(eg)
0 which is consistent with the preferred +3 charge

state as predicted from results on OSPE. The regaining of the high spin state at x = 0.75 can
be understood from the increase in CoB −O bond lengths due to the structural relaxations,
and subsequent weakening of the CoB crystal field. As was mentioned earlier, due to the low
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spin Co moment at B site while the rest of the atoms at different sites are in high spin state,
an additional magnetic entropy of 2kBxyln2 is added to ∆F for the select x and y values. A
non-zero y0 value for these concentrations are obtained only if this magnetic entropy term
is added. Thus, a cation disordered state at this concentrations is driven by the changes in
the magnetic entropy.

Although the results are for collinear spin arrangements, in conjunction with the calcu-
lated y0 values for each x, a qualitative variation in the total magnetic moment quite similar
to the experimentally observed can be extracted by careful analysis of the results. Since y0

for x = 0.0625 is ∼ 0.4, the expected magnetic moment would be close to 2.84µB, the cal-
culated value for y = 0.5. As the y is in the range of 0.17−0.4 for x upto 0.25, the expected
values of magnetic moments may decrease as x increases. An increase in the moment upon
further increase of x, that is in the range 0.25 < x < 0.75, is expected as the y0 continuously
reduces making the cation disorder close to zero, and thus the appropriate moments to look
at from Table 4.6 would be the ones with y = 0 which shows continuous increase with x.
Our results in the range x = 0.75− 1, however, do not quite seem to follow experimental
behavior qualitatively. At x = 0.75, the magnetic moment when y = 0.28, the y0 value at
this concentration should be close to 3.5µB if the results between y = 1 and y = 0.5 are
linearly extrapolated. This will indicate a decrease of moment as x changes from 0.5 to
0.75 agreeing with the experimental behavior. But the same extrapolation in case of x = 1
puts the magnetic moment at this concentration close to 4.5µB which means an increase
with respect to result at x = 0.75, in contradiction to the experimental trend. In spite of this
disagreement, it is interesting that the results from collinear spin arrangement follow the
experimental trend for a significant range of composition.

A qualitative model explaining the trends in the experimentally measured magnetisation
can now be constructed by using the calculated atomic moments, the site occupancy pat-
terns given in Table 4.1 and the alignments of sub-lattice spins obtained in the experiments.
The experimental spin structure makes a distinction between two B sub-lattices which our
collinear spin arrangement does not. If instead of considering the occupancies of both B
sub-lattices to be identical, we consider that after part of Mn occupying the A sites in ac-
cordance with the pattern depicted in Table 4.1, the rest of the Mn for a given x completely
occupies the B2 sub-lattice which is anti-aligning with the B1 and the A sub-lattice, then the
experimental trends of magnetisation for x = 0−0.25 is qualitatively reproduced. This can
be understood the following way: If we consider the DFT calculated atomic magnetic mo-
ments as the moments of individual atoms in this picture and consider that the B2 sub-lattice
has Cr and Mn while B1 has Co and Cr, and the y value for each x is taken to be equal to
calculated y0, then with increase in x, the contribution of B2 sub-lattice will gradually in-
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crease in comparison to the other two which will reduce the net magnetic moment steadily.
The increasing dominance of B2 will be due to the fact that with increase in x, the y steadily
decreases and with rather small x, the content of Mn at the A site is always small. Since CrB

and CoA have identical moments, their moments from B2 and the A sites will nearly cancel
each other. Mn being the carrier of larger magnetic moments would have the maximum ef-
fect. Thus the Mn at B2 site would control the magnetisation variation in this concentration
range. With further increase in x, the y value is supposed to be getting smaller and nearly
vanish for x = 0.5. Thus, in the concentration range x = 0.25− 0.5, the Mn is going to
occupy the B sites mostly. If we now once again let the occupancies of the two B sites be
different with most of the extra Mn occupying the B1 site, then the magnetic moment of the
system will increase as x increases. This is because of the fact that since the occupancy of
B2 sub-lattice would not change much from what it was for x = 0−0.25, more Mn content
at B1 site with their spins anti-aligning to those of Mn in B2 site would increase the total
moment as the spins of B1 and the A sites align. This occupancy pattern would continue
till x = 0.5 and possibly a little further up till about the critical point (x ∼ 0.7) observed
experimentally. Since y = 0 when x = 0.5, the expected occupancies in A sub-lattice will
be Co only, while both B sub-lattices will have equal amounts of Cr and Mn. With further
increase in x and with expected y value nearly zero, B2 will be equal amount of Cr and Mn
and that of B1 will be Mn rich Mn−Cr alloy, thus shooting up the magnetic moment further.
At x = 0.75, the cation disorder returns. Now the cation disorder will be between A and B1

sites, with Co occupying the B1 sites but the extra Mn mostly occupying the B2 sites. As a
result, the total moment steadily decreases as x increases. This picture, thus, not only cor-
roborates what was espoused by the experimentalists, but also puts it on a solid theoretical
footing by using information from first-principles calculations.

4.3.4 Electronic structures and their variations with x and y

Finally we present results on the electronic structures with variations in x for three degrees
of cation disorder represented by y= 0,0.5 and 1 in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. For
the "normal spinel" configuration (y = 0), the significant changes with Mn content happens
in the majority (spin up) band, where Mn states occupy the states near Fermi level moving
the Cr states to lower energies. At low concentrations of Mn, sharp peaks corresponding
to half-filled eg states on both sides of Fermi level are observed, which smear with increase
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in the Mn content. The Mn and Co states dominate the majority band with increasing x
as expected. The Mn t2g contributions are around 3-4 eV below Fermi level, the Co eg

states contribute mostly around 2-3 eV below Fermi level. The minority band consists of
Co for energies below Fermi level. Thus, across the concentration range, Co is in a +2
state with fully filled eg and half-filled t2g orbitals, Cr is in a +3 state with half-filled t2g

and empty eg orbitals and Mn is in a +3 state with half filled eg and t2g orbitals. Each of
the three atoms retain their characteristics across the concentration range with the peaks
corresponding to each of them occurring in distinctly separate energy regions. Due to the
appearance of Mn states in the gap after Fermi level, the band gap decreases with x upto x =
0.5 as reported in Table 4.7. For x = 0.75 and 1, the band gap again increases due to changes
in the characteristics of the densities of states with the structural distortions. This is due to
the shift of the Mn states near Fermi level and in the occupied part towards lower energy, At
these concentrations, the majority and minority bands localise more, opening a larger gap.
However, in going from CoCr2O4 to CoMn2O4, the band gap reduces considerably, due to
the more delocalised Mn states as is apparent from the electronic structures presented here.

With 50% cation disorder(y = 0.5), new and interesting features appear in the electronic
structures. Like y = 0, we have sharp eg peaks coming from MnB atoms in the unoccupied
part of the majority band close to the Fermi energy for x = 0.0625 and 0.125. The contri-
butions close to Fermi energy in the occupied part of the majority band now comes from eg

states of CoB. The MnB contribution in the unoccupied part moves towards the Fermi level
as x changes from 0.0625 to 0.125, thus reducing the band gap, as happened for y = 0 case.
For these concentrations, the minority states near the Fermi level are made up of t2g orbitals
of CoB and t2g states of MnA atoms. At these concentrations, both CoA and CoB densities of
states show completely filled eg and half-filled t2g orbitals. Thus Co at both sub-lattices are
in +2 charge state. The densities of states significantly change at x = 0.25 and continue to

Table 4.7 The calculated Band gaps (in eV) of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different Mn concen-
trations x and different degrees of cation disorder y.

Cation disorder y
x 0.0 0.5 1.0

0.000 2.1 - -
0.0625 0.77 0.66 1.99
0.125 0.70 0.33 1.61
0.250 0.38 0.64 1.53
0.500 0.15 0.58 1.44
0.750 0.23 0.48 0.62
1.000 0.33 0.00 0.56
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Fig. 4.3 Total and atom-projected densities of states of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different x.
The results are for zero cation disorder (y = 0). The results for CoCr2O4 (x = 0) are also
included. Here the total densities of states is denoted by brown shade. The black, red and
blue curves represent atom projected densities of states of Co at A sites, Cr and Mn at B
sites, respectively.

be so at x = 0.5. Now, the majority states in the occupied and unoccupied parts closest to
the Fermi level are again due to the MnB atoms which increases the band gap in comparison
to that at x = 0.125. This happens as CoB states in the majority band are sharply localised
accommodating only the t2g electrons. The eg states are now in the unoccupied part of the
majority band and lie around 1-1.5 eV above Fermi level. The minority CoB states consist
of t2g in the occupied part and eg in the unoccupied part. Thus, the t2g orbitals of CoB are
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Fig. 4.4 Total and atom-projected densities of states of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different x.
The results are for 50% cation disorder (y = 0.5).Here the total densities of states is denoted
by brown shade. The black and the green curves represent atom projected densities of states
for Co at A and at B sites respectively, the red curve represents atom projected densities of
states for Cr, the pink and the blue curves represent atom projected densities of states for
Mn atoms at A and at B sites respectively.

completely full and the eg orbitals are completely empty. The CoB atoms, therefore, are
in low spin states and in a +3 charge configuration. This is consistent with our results on
magnetic moments and the explanations based upon bond lengths. The strong splitting and
localisations of the eg and t2g states also signify a stronger crystal field. The features in the
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Fig. 4.5 Total and atom-projected densities of states of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 for different
x. The results are for full inverse arrangement (y = 1).Here the total densities of states is
denoted by brown shade. The black and the green curves represent atom projected densities
of states for Co at A and at B sites respectively, the red curve represents atom projected
densities of states for Cr, the pink and the blue curves represent atom projected densities of
states for Mn atoms at A and at B sites respectively.

electronic structures, thus, support our arguments based upon crystal field theory given in
earlier sub-sections. As a consequence, the band gaps increase from it’s value at x = 0.125.
The densities of states again change substantially with x = 0.75 onwards. The localised CoB

t2g states for x = 0.25,0.5 now delocalise considerably. The contributions due to eg states
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of CoB appear at lower energies (at about -6 eV) indicating reduction of the crystal field and
return of CoB to a +2 charge state. For these concentrations MnB start occupying the major-
ity states near Fermi level and with a larger structural distortion at x = 1 in comparison to
x = 0.75, the MnB eg states get energetically closer, reducing the band gap. Thus the band
gap reduces to zero at x = 1. The highlights in the densities of states of the other component
in the cation disorder, the Mn atoms at the A sites have completely filled t2g and eg states in
the minority spin channel along with completely empty majority spin channel. This implies
that the electronic configuration of this Mn would be

(
e2

gt3
2g

)
, a +2 charge state. Once again

the results of the electronic structure confirms our picture on charge states as was discussed
in earlier sub-sections.

With "complete inversion" that is for y = 1, we now see larger splittings in the majority
bands for any given concentration, in comparison to y = 0,0.5. Now the B sites consist of
only Cr and Co atoms upto x = 0.5. In chapter 3, the octahedral crystal field parameters
of Cr and Mn were calculated from first-principles. These were extracted from the pristine
CoCr2O4 and CoMn2O4. The results showed that the crystal field of Cr is much stronger
than that of Mn. In here, we have seen that the states on either side of the Fermi level are
occupied by the octahedral atoms. Thus, when the B sites are occupied by primarily Cr, it’s
strong crystal field makes the band gaps larger in comparison to those for other degrees of
cation disorder. With increasing Mn content, the crystal field at the B site starts losing it’s
strength, a signature of which is in the appearances of CoB eg states between 1-2 eV above
Fermi level. Consequently, the band gap decreases with increase in Mn concentration. A
significant reduction in the band gap is observed when x changes from 0.5 to 0.75. In this
case, the Mn atoms have started to occupy the B sites which reduces the crystal field further.
However, another interesting feature of the densities of states at this concentration is that
the CoA states in the majority bands are now localised at a significantly lower energy region.
Concurrently, there are more states of CoA in the unoccupied part of the minority band at
energies closer to the Fermi level. This is the reason behind drastic reduction in the band
gap. This happens due to the alteration in the charge state of CoB. Upto x = 0.5, this Co was
in a low spin state due to the strong crystal field which paired all t2g electrons leaving eg

states empty. A inspection of the densities of states reveal that the crystal field is still strong
with a significant splitting of eg and t2g states. Moreover, a comparison of CoB densities of
states for y = 0.5 and y = 1 for this concentration shows that in case of y = 0.5, the minority
band had more densities of states in the energy region -0.5 to -2 eV below Fermi level. This
implies that for y = 1, the CoB has less electrons, and thus the charge state is probably +3.
In the high spin state, octahedral Co3+ has a higher OSPE than Co2+ [17]. Thus when all
Co are made to occupy the B sites as is done in case of y = 1, the expected charge state
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is +3. Thus the inferences from the features of the densities of states and the crystal field
results are consistent. The MnA densities of states are by and large similar to that for y = 0.5
signifying that it’s charge state is insensitive to the degree of cation disorder.

One outcome of the systematic explorations of the densities of states is the variations
in the nature of the band gap. Since the band gap depends both on the concentration and
degree of cation disorder quite substantially, manipulation of the composition and the cation
disorder can be a route to engineering band gap in this material which can be subsequently
used for applications like solar cells. This widens the functional scope of this material.

4.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated the thermodynamics of cation disorder, the structural,
the magnetic and the electronic properties of Co(Cr1−xMnx)2 O4 compounds and analysed
the results from their electronic structures and the elements of the crystal field theory. Our
results support the model of cation disorder between Co and Mn atoms as proposed by the
experimentalists. The experimental non-regular behavior of magnetisation as a function of
Mn concentration is explained on the basis of that. By generalising a thermodynamic model
of cation disorder for AB2O4 compounds in this case, in conjunction with first-principles
total energy calculations, we have quantified the cation disorder parameter for each concen-
tration. Our results have explored the intimate relationships between the degree of cation
disorder, the crystal fields associated with different atoms and their charge states, the struc-
tural and the magnetic properties. We have demonstrated that the non-regular behavior of
the magnetic moments and the structural properties can be traced back to the features in
their electronic structures. Our results show that the occupancies at the B sites and the as-
sociated crystal fields can explain the variations in the properties with varying composition
and degree of cation disorder. By calculating the variations in the electronic band gap with
variations in composition and degree of cation disorder, we have shown that the functional-
ities of this material can be enhanced by engineering the band gap by careful manipulation
of the composition and the degree of disorder.

Overall, the contents of this chapter has paved a way to compute the thermodynamics
of cation disorder in a A(B1−xCx)2 O4 magnetic spinel and perform subsequent analysis to
understand the microscopic details of such systems. In the context of the specific system
considered in this work, our results have provided a robust theoretical background for inter-
pretation of the experimental results.
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Chapter 5

First-principles electronic structure
calculations of Co(Cr1−xFex)2 O4

†

5.1 Introduction

In CoCr2O4, the origin of the non-collinear spin structure is in the delicate balance of mag-
netic exchange interactions between various magnetic cations (Co and Cr in this case) occu-
pying different crystallographic sites. It is only natural to investigate the influences of the
variations in the occupancies at the tetrahderal and octahedral sub-lattices on the ferroelec-
tric polarisation and on the physical properties, in general. To this effect, few studies on
substitution of Cr with Fe in CoCr2O4 [142, 89, 88, 96, 62] have been done recently. The
substitution of Fe at the Cr site is expected to provide more interesting aspects of the inter-
relations between the site occupancies and the magnetic interactions than observed in Mn
substituted CoCr2O4. The end compounds CoCr2O4 and CoFe2O4 have very different site
occupancy patterns as well as magnetic structures, as shown in chapter 3. In contrast to “nor-
mal” spinel CoCr2O4, CoFe2O4 is considered as "inverse" spinel. For CoFe2O4, the degree
of cation disorder is found to be the decisive factor for it’s electronic ground state. While
one work [34] reported the ground state of this system to be insulating, another group [117]
reported it to be a half-metal. The calculations by Ganguly et al[40] conclusively showed
that the cation disorder at tetrahedral and octahedral sites, irrespective of the degree decided
by y, drives the system towards half-metallicity due to the significant changes in the elec-
tronic structure. Also, the magnetic transition temperature of CoFe2O4 is quite high (860 K)
in comparison to CoCr2O4. The ab initio calculation of exchange interactions in complete
"inverse" CoFe2O4 presented in chapter 3 shows that the large value of the magnetic tran-

†Part of the contents of this chapter are published in [27]
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sition temperature is due to a collinear spin structure which is driven by overwhelmingly
dominating exchange interaction between A and B sites. Thus, when Cr is gradually substi-
tuted by Fe, to make a systematic transition towards CoFe2O4 from CoCr2O4, two different
factors, the degree of cation disorder and the magnetic exchange interactions, would play
pivotal roles.

Recent experimental attempts of Fe substitution in CoCr2O4 has been remarkable. Mag-
netic measurements on 10% and 15% Fe substituted CoCr2O4 reported a magnetisation
reversal and a sizeable exchange bias around a critical temperature, accompanied by non-
monotonic changes in the local moments [89, 88, 96, 62]. They attributed these phenomena
to the magneto-structural changes arising out of the cation disorder and subsequent spin
re-orientations at the cationic sub-lattices, due to the presence of Fe substituting Cr. Mag-
netic and specific heat measurements [142] for Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 scanned a
larger composition regime and concluded that the magnetisation reversal can be understood
in terms of role reversals of the magnetic contributors at different sub-lattices, the origin
of which lies in the changes in the sub-lattice occupancies of the Fe atoms. Their specific
heat versus temperature results indicated that the occupancies of the Fe atoms at different
sub-lattices was the reason behind the suppression of the conical spin structure and the
emergence of a collinear magnetic structure as Fe concentration in the system increases.
The calculations of the magnetic exchange parameters for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.1 [40] for the "com-
pletely inverse" and "normal" structures showed that the A-B exchange interactions gain
significance over the B-B ones as x increases, thus predicting that the system will be driven
towards collinearity by the exchange interactions between Fe atoms at tetrahedral sites and
Co atoms at octahedral sites.

Two things were hitherto unavailable in these investigations: (i) the computations of
the "degree of cation disorder" y at different values of x in Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4 so that the
ideas about the site-occupancies at the operational temperatures of the experiments can be
obtained and (ii) a systematic investigation into the effects of site preferences of the cations
on the physical properties of this system for the complete composition range (0 ≤ x ≤ 1)
within the same approximation and a single methodological framework so that a consistent
trend and thus, the understanding of the physics associated with the system, can be achieved.
In this chapter we attempt to address these shortcomings by computations of the site occu-
pancy patterns of the cations as the composition changes and then uttilyising it to further
investigate the dependencies of the structural parameters, the magnetic exchange parameters
and the electronic structures on the composition and the degree of cation disorder. Our ma-
jor focus in this work is to obtain a microscopic picture about the emergence of a collinear
magnetic structure from a non-collinear one. To do this systematically, we first try to gain
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insights about the effects of Fe substitution at different crystallographic sites of CoCr2O4 by
performing an impurity calculation. Afterwards, we carry out investigations into the site oc-
cupancies and their impacts on the structural properties, electronic structures and magnetic
interactions for the range 0.0625≤x≤0.75.

5.2 Details of calculations

As done in chapter 4, we consider a 112 atom supercell comprising of 16 Co atoms, 32 Cr
atoms and 64 oxygen atoms to describe CoCr2O4. For the impurity calculation, we replace
one Cr atom with one Fe atom. The resulting composition of the system is Co(Cr0.96875Fe0.03125)2O4.
For the Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4 with 0.0625≤x≤0.75, systems, we have followed the modeling
scheme described in section 4.2. The total energies, the structural parameters and the elec-
tronic structures are calculated with the DFT+U method using PAW basis set as imple-
mented in VASP code. The U and J parameters for describing the electron-electron correla-
tions are kept at same values mentioned in chapter 3. The plane wave cut-off , the size of
the k-mesh , the convergence criteria on energies and forces are kept the same as chapters 3
and 4.

5.3 Fundamental aspects of Fe substitution in CoCr2O4

Before embarking on investigating the Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4 system for different x, we try to
gain some knowledge about the impacts of Fe substitution on properties of CoCr2O4 by
replacing one Cr with one Fe in a 112 atom supercell. We first look at thee effects on
the structural aspects of the system as the previous two chapters have demonstrated that
the structural aspects are related with other electronic structure related effects. we first try
to quantitatively assess the structural distortions in this compounds. The quantification of
structural distortion can be done by the angles θTd and θOh . Which denote the distortions
from perfect tetrahedral and octahedral symmetries, and are defined as, θTd = Σ4

i=1
|109.5−θ Td

i |
4

θOh = Σ8
i=1

|90−θ Oh
i |

8

(5.1)

θ Td
i ,θ Oh

i are the anion-cation-anion bond angles corresponding to the ith bond for the
tetrahedral and octahedral symmetries respectively.
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Before discussing the single Fe substituting Cr in CoCr2O4, we look at the structural
properties of pristine CoCr2O4. Since we are interested in the comparative effects on
structural properties for pristine and substituted CoCr2O4, we keep the lattice constant of
CoCr2O4 at the experimental value of 8.335 Å[64] and optimize only the oxygen parameter
u. The value of u comes out to be 0.261 in good agreement with available results [64, 34].
For the Fe substituted CoCr2O4, we keep the same lattice parameters as a amount as low
as 3.125 % per B site would not change the lattice parameters appreciably [142]. In Figure
5.1 we show a part of the neighbourhood of Cr and Co atoms in CoCr2O4. All the relevant
angles and bond lengths are shown in the figure. The estimated value of θTd ∼ 0.030[the an-
gles vary between 102.560 and 109.480] is much smaller than θOh which is about 5.340[the
angles vary between 84.670 and 95.340]. The results suggest that the distortions associated
with the tetrahedral sites are negligible.

Upon substitution of a single Fe at the A site (and thus replacing a Cr atom at the B site
by a Co atom), we find that the oxygen atoms in the Co octahedra move outwards while
those in the Fe tetrahedra moves inwards resulting in slight contractions in the substituted
tetrahedra and slight expansions in the substituted octahedra. This can be understood from
the fact that Co2+ has a larger ionic radius (0.885 Å) than Cr3+ (0.755 Å) in the octahedral
environment while Fe3+ has a smaller ionic radius (0.63 Å) than Co2+ (0.72 Å) in the
tetrahedral environment.

In Figure 5.2, we show the neighbourhood of the substituted transition metal cations
along with the relevant structural parameters. Upon Fe substitution at A sites, the FeA −
O−Cr and the FeA −O−CoB angles (FeA stands for Fe atom at A sites and CoB stands
for Co atom at B site) increase and decrease respectively in comparison to the Co−O−
Cr angles in CoCr2O4. The values of θTd and θOh are ∼ 0.710[the angles vary between
108.360 −112.320] and 5.950 [the angles vary between 83.800 −96.950] respectively. This
implies that the distortion in the tetrahedral environment is more due to Fe substitution
at tetrahedral sites. These results indicate that the degeneracies in the d-orbitals of the
transition metal atoms are going to be affected and one can expect a significant impact on
the electronic structure.

In what follows, we provide an understanding of the effects of the structural distortion
and electron-electron correlation on the electronic structure of the constituents by a study
of crystal field (CF) splitting and exchange splitting (EX) through an analysis of the corre-
sponding densities of states. In first two rows of Table 5.1 we show the crystal field splittings
and the exchange splittings associated with different spin channels and different orbitals of
pristine CoCr2O4 respectively. The values shown here are slightly smaller than those listed
in Table 3.3. This is because of using a smaller lattice constant in this calculation. However,
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the relative strengths of different ∆EX and ∆CF remain same, inspite of changes in the lattice
constant signifying no changes in the physical picture.

Fig. 5.1 A part of near neighbourhood of the tetrahedrally coordinated Co atom and octa-
hedrally coordinated Cr atom in pristine CoCr2O4 is shown. Various bond angles and bond
lengths are shown. The Co atoms are shaded blue, the Cr atoms pink and the O atoms red.

Upon substitution by Fe at tetrahedral site, the exchange and crystal field splitting of
the parent atoms(CoA and CrB) located in the far neighbourhood of the sites of substitutions
remain much like the ones of the pristine compound. In the near neighbourhood of the
substituted sites, the densities of states show traces of broken degeneracy. This must be
the effect of structural distortion. Of particular interest in this context is the densities of
states for the displaced Co atom (CoB). The dz2 ↑ level for this atom overlaps with the
corresponding dz2 level of the Fe atom at tetrahedral site . As a result the levels show
splitting about the Fermi level. This indicates that the FeA-CoB dz2 orbitals hybridise to
form molecular orbitals. It is interesting to note that the degeneracy in the eg states present
in the down (↓) spin channel of the pristine compound (due to Td symmetry) is broken due to
Fe substitution. This was already indicated by the increase in θTd . The non-degenerate states,
formed, overlap with the corresponding oxygen p states as expected. The exchange splitting
at the tetrahedral sites for both eg and t2g levels increases due to Fe substitution as is seen
from Table 5.1. This ensures that not more than one electronic state of the substituted atom is
occupied in the minority spin channel. However the Co atom displaced to the octahedral site
has a much lower exchange splitting resulting the CoB to be in a low spin state. Inclusion of
the electron-electron correlation through the Coulomb parameter U brings in drastic changes
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Fig. 5.2 A part of near neighbourhood of the tetrahedrally coordinated Fe atom and octa-
hedrally coordinated Co atom are shown along with various bond angles and bond lengths
for single Fe substituted at A site in CoCr2O4. The Co atoms are shaded blue, the Fe atoms
green, the Cr atoms pink and the O atoms red

in the densities of states and subsequently in the exchange splitting. A high spin state of the
displaced Co at Octahedral site emerges with a magnetic moment about 3 µB similar to the
value at the original tetrahedral site. In Figure 5.3, we compare the densities of states of the
pristine and the Fe substituted (at tetrahderal site) CoCr2O4 along with the atom projected
densities of states. Upon Fe substitution, one can see significant changes in the densities of
states (Figure 5.3 (top)). New peaks at 1 eV above Fermi level in the up (↑) band, at 0.45 eV,
0.65 eV, 6.8 eV and 7.4 eV below Fermi level in the down (↓) band appear. The inclusion of
electron-electron correlation pushes the CoB and FeA dz2 states, which had formed molecular
orbitals for U = 0 case to higher energies. These are the new states appearing in the up band
at around 1 eV above Fermi level. This leads to the correct charge states of +2 and +3 for
CoB and FeA atoms respectively.

Single Fe substitution at the octahedral site reduces the total energy by an amount of
about 400 meV per Fe atom in comparison to the total energy for Fe substitution at the
tetrahedral site. Thus, for this low concentration of Fe substitution, the octahedral site
substitution is preferred and the system is a normal spinel. This is in agreement with the
experimental observation[142] that the inversion starts occurring for x > 0.05 (In our case
x=0.03125). In this case too, all the magnetic components are in high spin states and the
individual moments do not change from those in the case of substitution at tetrahedral site.
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Table 5.1 Substituted site (A and B), Exchange Splitting of eg and t2g levels (∆eg
EX and

∆t2g
EX respectively) and crystal Field splitting of up and down spin channels (∆↑

CF and ∆↓
CF

respectively) for different Species ( first two rows are for pristine CoCr2O4, the next rows
are for the substituted FeA and the CoB atoms; the last row is for substituted FeB).

Site Species ∆eg
EX ∆t2g

EX ∆↑
CF ∆↓

CF
(eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)

A Co 1.50 2.70 1.20 0.0
B Cr 1.30 3.20 3.20 1.3
A Fe 2.93 3.15 0.9 0.68
B Co 0.57 0.3 1.33 1.6
B Fe 2.85 3.55 2.5 1.8

In Figure 5.4, we show the structural distortions around the Fe sites and the relevant
structural parameters along with the overall deviations from the octahedral symmetry due to
single Fe substitution at an octahedral site. We find that the octahedron around Fe expands,
the reason being the larger size of Fe3+ ions (ionic radius 0.785Å) than Cr3+ ions in the
octahedral environment. The deviation from the octahedral symmetry is almost same as
that in case of the pristine compound as is seen by comparing θOh (∼ 5.340 for the pristine
compound, while ∼ 5.270 for Fe impurity site in the doped compound) in both cases. The
CoA-O-FeB and FeB-O-CrB angles remain almost at the values of the CoA-O-CrB and CrB-O-
CrB angles in pristine compound. Even the bond lengths change only slightly from those in
the CoCr2O4. Thus we do not expect to see changes in the electronic structure as substantial
(in comparison with CoCr2O4) as was observed in case of substitution at tetrahedral site.

The last row of Table 5.1 lists the crystal field splitting and exchange splitting for the
substitution at octahedral site. Unlike Co substitution at octahedral site, substitution by Fe
enhances the exchange splitting of eg and t2g levels. This ensures that not more than one
electronic state of the substitute is occupied in the minority spin channel. Thus, it appears
that the Fe spin state is unaffected by the symmetry of the site where it is substituted into.
In the distant neighbourhood of Fe sites, the situations for Co atoms at tetrahedral site and
Cr atoms at octahedral sites remain quite similar to that of the pristine CoCr2O4. In the
nearest neighbourhood of Fe site, there are 6 octahedrally and 6 tetrahedrally coordinated
sites. Both these sites show reduced symmetry due to Fe substitution and as a result there is
a slight loss of degeneracy in the t2g states.

Figure 5.5 shows the densities of states for a single Fe atom substituted at a octahedral
site. It is observed that the inclusion of the electron-electron correlation affects the densi-
ties of states of Fe, with prominent effects on the t2g states. The split t↓2g states near the
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Fig. 5.3 (top) Total densities of states for pristine CoCr2O4 and for a single Fe substituted
at tetrahedral site in CoCr2O4. (bottom) The atom projected densities of states for FeA, CoB
and oxygen atoms for single Fe substituted at tetrahedral site in CoCr2O4.

Fermi level are now pushed deeper into the conduction band while the e↓g states are unaf-
fected. Similarly the e↑g states at -1.85 eV remain nearly unaffected. The electron electron
correlation pushes the split t↑2g bands deeper into the valence band at -7.25 eV.

Thus, we see that the effects of Fe substitution at octahedral site is less dramatic than that
at tetrahedral site. The impact of local structural distortion is more severe on the electronic
structure of Fe substituted CoCr2O4 when Fe substitution takes place at tetrahedral sites. For
the case of Fe substitution at tetrahedral site, the two Co atoms, having different symmetry
associated with their sites, bring in additional dimensions to the impact of substitutions. It
is, therefore, expected that the exchange interactions associated with the tetrahedral site and
octahedral sites would be quite different depending upon the site of Fe substitution. This, in
turn would affect the magnetic ground state of the system. In the next sections, we explore
this aspect.

5.4 Patterns of site occupancies and their effects on the
physical properties of Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4; 0.0625≤x≤0.75

The impurity calculations and subsequent analysis in the previous section clearly show that
the substitution of Fe at the tetrahedral A sites would provide more substantial and possible
interesting effects than a substitution at the octahedral B sites. In the following sub-sections
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Fig. 5.4 A part of near neighbourhood of the octahedrally coordinated Fe atom is shown
along with various bond angles and bond lengths for single Fe substituted at B site in
CoCr2O4. The Co atoms are shaded blue, the Fe atoms green, the Cr atoms pink and the O
atoms red.

we systematically study the site occupancy patterns of the magnetic cations and their effects
on structural properties, electronic structures and magnetic interaction and provide a picture
of the dependencies of the magnetic structure on compositions in Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4 in the
composition range x=0.0625-0.75.

5.4.1 Temperature and concentration dependencies of degree of cation
disorder y

In Fig. 5.6 we show the dependencies of the cation disorder energy Ec and the configura-
tional free energy of cation disorder ∆F on y for different Fe concentration x, at a tempera-
ture 1500 K which is close to the annealing temperature of 1473− 1573 K reported in the
experiment [142, 88]. Unlike Mn-substituted CoCr2O4, in this case, we find that the cation
disorder is zero for smaller values of x only, if we do not consider the configurational entropy.
When Fe substitution is 50%, the configurational energy is nearly identical for the "normal"
and the complete "inverse" structures. For higher x values, the lowest energy state is the
complete "inverse" one. Inclusion of the entropy term stabilises states with large values of
y for all compositions. The results at 1500 K suggest that upto x = 0.5, y0, the equilibrium
value of y is nearly 0.5 for all x values, which means that nearly 50% of the substituted Fe
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Fig. 5.5 Atom projected densities of states for a single Fe substituted at octahedral sublattice
in CoCr2O4.

prefer to occupy the tetrahedral sites even when it’s concentration in CoCr2O4 is small, thus
making these systems close to a "half-inverse" configuration. For x = 0.75 and 1, the results
suggest that at 1500K, the high Fe concentration compounds prefer to be nearly "complete
inverse" as y0 is close to 0.9 for these two compositions. The quantitative variations of y0

with temperature T , shown in Fig. 5.7 shows this qualitative behaviour clearly. The results
suggest that the cation disorder becomes more and more robust as the Fe concentration in-
creases. For example, at x = 0.5, the degree of cation disorder, denoted by y0 stays at 0.5
almost up to room temperature, while for lower values of x, y0 varies substantially with
temperature. For higher values of x, that is, when Fe concentration in the system is more
than 50%, the system is nearly "complete inverse" for the entire temperature range. This
result is in good agreement with the site occupancy patterns in this system, suggested by the
experimentalists. The XRD and EXAFS experiments by Zhang. et al [142] suggested that
except for x = 0− 0.05, the substituted Fe atoms dominantly distribute themselves on the
tetrahedral sites. They explained the phenomenon of magnetic compensation for x = 0.05
and the absence of it for higher x values based upon this site occupancy pattern of Fe.

5.4.2 Structural parameters and their variations with x and y

The anomalous change of slope in the variation of the lattice constant(a) with x obtained
from the XRD pattern [142] of this system first led to the belief that there can be a significant
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Table 5.2 Calculated cation-anion bond distances (in Å) in Co(Cr1−xFex)2 O4 for different
x and y values.

A site B site
x y Co-O Fe-O Cr-O Fe-O Co-O
0 0 1.99 - 2.02 - -

0 1.99 - 2.02 2.04 -
0.0625 0.5 1.99 1.94 2.02 2.03 2.08

1 1.99 1.92 2.02 - 2.08
0 1.98 - 2.02 2.03 -

0.125 0.5 1.98 1.92 2.02 2.02 2.08
1 1.99 1.93 2.01 - 2.09
0 1.98 - 2.02 2.03 -

0.25 0.5 1.99 1.92 2.02 2.03 2.08
1 1.98 1.93 2.01 - 2.08
0 1.98 - 2.02 2.04 -

0.5 0.5 1.97 1.93 2.02 2.03 2.09
1 - 1.92 2.01 - 2.08
0 1.98 - 2.03 2.04 -

0.75 0.5 1.97 1.92 2.02 2.04 2.08
1 - 1.90 2.01 2.03 2.08
0 1.98 - - 2.05 -

1.0 0.5 1.97 1.91 - 2.04 2.10
1 - 1.91 - 2.04 2.08
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Fig. 5.6 Variations of the cation disorder energy(Ec) (left panel) and the configurational free
energy (∆F)(right panel) with degree of cation disorder y of Co(Cr1−xFex)2 O4, for different
values of x, the Mn concentration, at 1500 K, the annealing temperature of the experiment
[143]. The equilibrium inversion parameter (y0) at a given T and for a given x is obtained
from the minima of ∆F .
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Fig. 5.7 Temperature dependence of the equilibrium inversion parameter (y0) in
Co(Cr1−xFex)2 O4 for different x for the temperature ranging from room temperature to the
annealing temperature of the experiment [143].

cation disorder in this system. The variations in the lattice constants for x upto 0.05, obtained
from their XRD measurements, showed a very slow increase while for the range x = 0.05−
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Table 5.3 Calculated structural parameters of Co(Cr1−xFex)2 O4 for different x and y values.
The lattice constant a is in . u is the oxygen parameter.

x y a u

0 0 8.430 0.262
0 8.434 0.262

0.0625 0.5 8.432 0.262
1 8.430 0.261
0 8.438 0.261

0.125 0.5 8.433 0.260
1 8.428 0.260
0 8.454 0.260

0.25 0.5 8.437 0.260
1 8.427 0.260
0 8.467 0.260

0.5 0.5 8.452 0.258
1 8.416 0.257
0 8.482 0.260

0.75 0.5 8.453 0.258
1 8.433 0.256
0 8.498 0.259

1 0.5 8.468 0.257
1 8.437 0.255

0.5, the increase in the lattice constant with x was rather rapid. The overall increase in
the lattice constant is understandable for this system from the relative size of the cations in
octahedral and tetrahedral crystal fields as discussed in section 5.2. Thus, if Fe ions mostly
occupy the tetrahedral sites and the Co atoms the octahedral sites, the increase in the overall
lattice constant would be rapid than if Fe had occupied the octahedral sites, replacing the Cr
atoms. The lattice constants obtained from the other XRD study [88] by and large agreed
with this explanation. However, they found that the rate of increase in the lattice constant
slowed down for x ≥ 0.5. They attributed this to the preferential occupation of octahedral
B sites by the Fe atoms for higher Fe concentrations. Given these information from the
experiments, we first discuss the variations in the structural parameters with concentration
of Fe as well as with variations in the degree of cation disorder in order to understand
the effects of Fe substitution on the structural parameters. In Table 5.2, we present various
cation-anion bond distances at sites of different symmetries and their variations with x and y.
In Table 5.3, we present the lattice constants a along with the oxygen parameter u for various
x and y. The lattice constants and the cation-anion bond distances are obtained from the
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Fig. 5.8 The calculated cation-anion bond distances (A−O and B−O in ), and the lat-
tice parameters (a in and the oxygen parameter u) as a function of Fe concentration x for
Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4. The Red diamonds are the experimental results [88] plotted for compar-
ison.

DFT+U calculations. For these calculations, we have relaxed all the structural parameters
and internal coordinates at each values of x and y. In Figure 5.8, we make a comparison
between the experimental results [88] and the results obtained from our calculations for
the average cation-anion bond distances at different sites, and the lattice parameters. The
average cation-anion bond distances, for a given x, presented in figure 5.8, are obtained the
following way: at a given value of y, the average cation-anion bond distance for a given
site is obtained from the concentration averages of individual cation-anion bond distances.
The value of y0 for a particular x is already known from Figure 5.7. The average cation-
anion bond distance for the given x is then obtained by interpolations of the average cation-
anion bond distances for different y values. The oxygen parameter u, is then obtained using
these average values. The lattice constant for a given x is also calculated in a similar way
by interpolating the results for various y values presented in Table 5.3. From Figure 5.8,
we see that the qualitative agreement between the experimental results and our calculated
results are quite good for the cation-anion bond distances and the oxygen parameter u. The
disagreements are mostly in the range of 0 < x < 0.0625 where we do not have any results
from our calculations. The significant disagreement between the experimental results and
the calculated values, however, is observed for the lattice constant a. While the experimental
results suggest an increase of about 0.05% as x varies from 0 to 1, our calculations are unable
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to capture this small change. In order to capture such small changes, one probably need to
perform calculations for more values of y in order for the interpolation scheme used here
to succeed. The changes in the average cation-anion bond distances with increasing Fe
concentration can be explained from the results of Table 5.2. Results of Table 5.2 suggest
that the average bond distance at the tetrahedral sites decrease in presence of cation disorder
due to the presence of Fe3+ with the smallest ionic radii. Subsequent presence of Co2+ at the
octahedral sites increase the average bond distances. These lead to a decrease(increase) of
the A−O(B−O) bond distances with x. It can be noted that the various cation-anion bond
distances at various sites are quite insensitive to the degree of cation disorder so that the
qualitative variations of the A−O and B−O with x can be explained purely as a composition
effect. The variations in the lattice parameters with y, can be understood from the results of
Table 5.2. The general trend seen in Table 5.3 is that with increase in y, the lattice constants
decrease, particularly for x ≥ 0.5. This can be understood from the compositions of the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites for different y and x and the variations in their bond distances
(Table 5.2). For smaller x values, the equilibrium value of y is around 0.5. As a result, the
percentages of Fe at tetrahedral site and Co at octahedral site are not too significant and
the lattice parameter a, in particular is not affected by the changes in the degree of cation
disorder. For x ≥ 0.5, y0 ≥ 0.5, and thus the A−O bonds shorten considerably on an average
effecting an overall decrease in the lattice parameters.

5.4.3 Magnetic exchange interactions and their dependencies on x and
y

We now proceed to discuss how the Fe substitution in CoCr2O4 leads to a collinear mag-
netic structure. We are particularly interested in the evolution of the exchange interactions
between different sites and different atoms as the composition of the system changes along
with the degree of cation disorder. As discussed in the previous chapters, we are interested
in the results of the nearest neighbour exchange interactions only, and these are calculated
by mapping the DFT+U total energies on a Heisenberg Hamiltonian. Due to the requirement
of prohibitively large resources for calculations of all exchange interactions, particularly for
y = 0.5 and y = 1, we could compute certain exchange parameters only for a limited number
of compositions. In spite of these limitations, the required trends to understand the evolution
of the magnetic structure can be understood from the computed results as discussed in the
following. In Reference [40], evolution of the exchange interactions were computed by the
Lichtenstein formulation [68] within the framework of KKR-CPA Green’s function method
[33] which is free of the above mentioned limitations. However, the shortcoming of the
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Fig. 5.9 The absolute values of different magnetic exchange parameters calculated in the
present work as a function of Fe concentration x in Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4. The B-B exchange
interactions(in meV) are indicated by |JBB|, while the A-B exchange interactions(in meV)
are indicated by |JAB|. The results are for the "normal" spinel structure, that is, for y = 0.

KKR-CPA method is in their inability to treat the relaxations around atomic sites leading to
local distortions and dispersions in bond distances. As a result, in Reference [40], calcula-
tions could be done only for low values of x(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.1). The calculations with "normal"
and "complete inverse" configurations showed that although there is a competition between
the exchange interactions between the tetrahedral and the octahedral sites (JAB) and the ones
between octahedral and octahedral sites (JBB). With increase in Fe content, the JABs increase
rapidly while the JBBs either decrease or increase slowly, indicating that JABs may superseed
JBBs with higher Fe content. In Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11, we present our calculated values
of different Ji j as a function of Fe content x for three different degrees of cation disorder.
The results suggest that in case of Fe substitution at octahedral sites, the "normal spinel"
configuration (y = 0), there is a competition between the exchange parameters associated
with CoA-FeB and CrB-FeB pairs. Across the composition range, these two are the domi-
nant interactions. At low values of x, the CrB-FeB interaction is slightly dominant but the
CoA-FeB interactions catch up as Fe concentration in the system increases. The CrB-CrB

and CoA-CrB interactions are relatively weak and slowly change with composition. Since
the Fe atoms would like to distribute themselves homogeneously in the system [40], Fe does
not have another Fe as it’s nearest neighbour until the concentration of Fe in the system is
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Fig. 5.10 The absolute values of different magnetic exchange parameters calculated in the
present work as a function of Fe concentration x in Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4. The B-B exchange
interactions(in meV) are indicated by |JBB|, while the A-B exchange interactions(in meV)
are indicated by |JAB|. The results are for the "half-inverse" spinel structure, that is, for
y = 0.5.

significant. This is demonstrated by the emergence of the Fe-Fe exchange parameter only
at x = 0.5. The strength of this interaction lies in between that of the dominant CrB-FeB and
weaker CrB-CrB interactions, and would add to the strength of the total JBB, thus competing
closely with total JAB interactions. Therefore, with the "normal" configuration, one would
not achieve a collinear magnetic structure in this system. In Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 we observe the
effects of the cation disorder on the relative strengths of the exchange interactions. In the
"half-inverse" configuration (y = 0.5), the A-B interactions overwhelmingly dominate over
the B-B interactions for 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1. It may be noted that modeling of a "half-inverse" struc-
ture for x < 0.5 would have required larger unit cells and hence we refrained from modeling
the "inverse" structures for smaller x values. This would not pose any serious problem as
we are interested only to find the trends in different exchange interactions when the state of
cation disorder changes, in order to understand the origin of the emergence of the collinear
structure at one end. Analysing Fig. 5.10, we further see that the dominant A-B interaction
for y = 0.5 comes from the Fe atoms at crystallographic sites of different symmetry. The
three other dominant A-B exchange interactions CoA-FeB, FeA-CoB and FeA-CrB compete
with each other. On the other hand, the dominant B-B interaction is between Fe and Cr
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Fig. 5.11 The absolute values of different magnetic exchange parameters calculated in the
present work as a function of Fe concentration x in Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4. The B-B exchange
interactions(in meV) are indicated by |JBB|, while the A-B exchange interactions(in meV)
are indicated by |JAB|. The results are for the "complete inverse" spinel structure, that is, for
y = 1

atoms at octahedral sites as was the case for y = 0. The picture remains same for y = 1, that
is, for "complete inverse" configuration. Thus, it can be concluded that in Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4,
a collinear magnetic structure would emerge due to the cation disorder among tetrahedral
and octahedral sites, and would certainly be achieved when Fe composition would reach
50%.

The question now remains as to why a particular magnetic exchange parameter domi-
nates over the others and how that changes with changes in the degree of cationic disorder.
In the next subsection, we address this question by analysing the electronic structures as a
function of composition and degree of cation disorder.

5.4.4 Electronic structures and their variations with x and y

We present results on the electronic structures with variations in x for three degrees of
cation disorder represented by y = 0, 0.5 and 1 in Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 respectively.
Quite interestingly, the qualitative features in the atom-projected densities of states remain
absolutely same irrespective of x and y. A careful look at the figures suggest the following:
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Fig. 5.12 Total and atom-projected densities of states of Co(Cr1−xFex)2 O4 for different x.
The results are for zero cation disorder (y = 0). The results for CoCr2O4 (x = 0) are also
included. Here the total densities of states is denoted by brown shade. The black, red and
blue curves represent atom projected densities of states of Co at tetrahderal sites, Cr and Fe
at octahedral sites, respectively.

for any x and y, CoA t2g states are half-filled and the eg states are completely filled, Cr
t2g states are half-filled while eg states are completely empty, Fe states at both tetrahedral
and octahedral sites have both t2g and eg states half-filled while CoB t2g states are more
than half-filled and the eg states are half-filled. Thus, the band filling associated with the
atoms resemble that of pure CoCr2O4 and CoFe2O4 [26]. Such robustness of the electronic
structures originates from strong and comparable crystal fields associated with the magnetic
cations as was seen in cases of pure CoCr2O4 and CoFe2O4 [26]. The positions of the major
peaks associated with each individual atoms also do not change considerably with changes
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Fig. 5.13 Total and atom-projected densities of states of Co(Cr1−xFex)2 O4 for different x.
The results are for 50% cation disorder (y = 0.5).Here the total densities of states is denoted
by brown shade. The black and the green curves represent atom projected densities of
states for Co at tetrahedral and at octahedral sites respectively, the red curve represents atom
projected densities of states for Cr, the pink and the blue curves represent atom projected
densities of states for Fe atoms at tetrahedral and at octahedral sites respectively.

in x and y. The only change that one can see is the re-distributions of the weights associated
with a particular atom type when x changes, keeping y fixed.

The features in the densities of states can now be conveniently used to explain the trends
in the magnetic exchange interactions. For y = 0, the results presented in Fig. 5.9 show
that CoA-FeB exchange interaction closely compete with CrB-FeB one. Since CoA and FeB

have half-filled t2g and eg states respectively, this interaction is strongly antiferromagnetic
[135]. On the other hand, both CrB and FeB t2g orbitals are half-filled. Direct interaction
between them is possible which strengthens the overall B-B interaction [135]. As a result,
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Fig. 5.14 Total and atom-projected densities of states of Co(Cr1−xFex)2 O4 for different x.
The results are for full inverse arrangement (y = 1).Here the total densities of states is de-
noted by brown shade. The black and the green curves represent atom projected densities of
states for Co at tetrahedral and at octahedral sites respectively, the red curve represents atom
projected densities of states for Cr, the pink and the blue curves represent atom projected
densities of states for Fe atoms at tetrahedral and at octahedral sites respectively.

there is close competition between JAB and JBB exchange interactions for y= 0. The strength
of the dominant JBB however is weaker in comparison to the dominant JAB due to the fact
that the inter-cation distance at the octahedral site is larger than that at the tetrahedral site
as can be understood from the bond distances presented in Table 5.2. For y = 0.5,1, the
overwhelmingly dominant A-B interaction is due to the Fe atoms at the tetrahedral and the
octahedral sites. In this case, both tetrahedral site t2g and octahedral site eg orbitals are half-
filled making the interaction strongly antiferromagnetic. The relatively much weaker B-B
interaction, mostly coming from Cr-Fe pairs are due to the fact that due to inversion, the
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Fe content at octahedral site decreases in comparison to the y = 0 case, thus, increasing the
cation-cation distances at the octahedral site. The other prominent A-B interactions for y =
0.5,1 are due to FeA-CoB and FeA-CrB pairs. In case of the former, although the tetrahedral
site t2g and octahedral site eg are half-filled, and thus the exchange interaction should be
strongly antiferromagnetic, they are weaker in comparison to the Fe-Fe interactions. This
is due to the fact that FeA-CoB distances are larger than the FeA-FeB distances (Table 5.2).
In case of FeA-CrB pair, the empty eg orbitals at the Cr sites make the interactions relatively
weak [135].

5.5 Summary and Conclusions

Using density functional theory based calculations, our results show that the substitution of
Fe at the tetrahedral sites gives rise to Co at both tetrahedral and octahedral sites, which
behave very differently and produce significant effects on the structural parameters. The
substantial deviation from the tetrahedral symmetry results in loss of degeneracy of the d or-
bitals of Fe and Co atoms occupying octahedral sites resulting in a lowering of the magnetic
exchange splitting of Co atoms at octahedral positions. The inclusion of the electron elec-
tron correlation enhances the magnetic exchange splitting, thus affecting the spin states of
the transition metal cations. Substitution of Fe at the octahedral site, on the other hand, does
not produce such interesting effects, and the loss of symmetry of the d orbitals as a result of
local structural distortion is minimal. Although at very low values of x, the substitution of
Fe at octahedral sites are energetically preferable, a tendency towards "inversion" is clearly
observed with increasing x, in confirmation with experiments. We have explored the effects
of cation disorder on the structural and magnetic properties of Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4 by com-
puting the "inversion parameter" at each value of x from a combination of DFT based total
energy calculations and a thermodynamic model. In agreement with the inferences from the
experimental results on structural, magnetic and thermal properties of this system, we find
that for all compositions, Fe has a strong preference for the tetrahedral (A) sites in the spinel
structure. We have explicitly calculated the structural parameters as a function of the degree
of inversion and the composition. The qualitative trends in our results agree very well with
the experimentally observed ones. The major highlight of this work is that we have pro-
vided an explanation to the emergence of a collinear spin structure from a non-collinear one
as the Fe substitution in the system increases gradually. We have conclusively shown that
the degree of cation disorder is the deciding factor for the emergence of a collinear magnetic
order in this system. The trends in the magnetic exchange interactions have been explained
from the features in the electronic structures. In comparison to Mn substituted CoCr2O4, the
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features in the electronic structures of Fe substituted CoCr2O4 are far more robust against
changes in the composition and the degree of cation disorder. This can be understood from
the relatively strong and comparable crystal fields associated with the cations at different
sites of the end compounds. This work, therefore, stands out as the first comprehensive
investigations into the fundamentals of the Fe substituted CoCr2O4 for a larger composition
regime than what has been available so far.
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Chapter 6

Vibrational properties of pristine and
substituted CoCr2O4

6.1 Introduction

The chromite spinel AB2O4, A being a cation with charge state +2, have shown intimate
coupling between their structural and magnetic properties. For example, in some of these
compounds, significant magnetoelastic coupling is found to take place near the magnetic
phase transitions, accompanied with structural transition [141, 13, 97]. An efficient way to
unravel the magneto-structural effects is the study of the lattice vibrations. Optical probe
of lattice vibrations has come out to be an useful tool to understand the extent of coupling
between spin and lattice degrees of freedom for a broad class of chromites[66, 116, 97, 55]

The complex magnetic phase diagram of CoCr2O4 had drown attention to the researchers
to explore its lattice dynamical properties after the multiferrocity was discovered in this ma-
terial. In past five years, there have been few attempts to explore the extent of interactions
between magnetic and structural degrees of freedom in this material [126, 55, 94, 35]. Using
submillimeter Infra-red (IR) fourier spectroscopy, Torgashev etal [126] suggested that the
magnetic transition to the multiferroic state (T<26K) is accompanied by a loss of symmetry
of the lattice. From an analysis of the optical conductivity spectra, Kocsis et al [55] observed
an anomalous broadening of some of the IR active modes near paramagnetic-ferrimagnetic
transition. Ptak et al [94] observed anomalous frequency shifts of the IR modes near ferri-
magnetic transition. Their analysis pointed that spin-lattice coupling, abbeit weak, is the rea-
son behind such anomalous behavior of the IR modes to spin-lattice coupling, albeit weak.
Efthimiopoulos et al [35] in a very recent Raman spectroscopy study of CoCr2O4 under pres-
sure observed significant frequency shifts of the Raman modes associated with a structural
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transition. They attributed this to the renormalisations of the magnetic exchange interactions
under the influence of the external pressure. IR and Raman spectra of CoCr1.5Fe0.5O4[95]
shows anomalous shifts in frequencies near the ferrimagnetic transition which was again
attributed to the spin-lattice coupling. The above observations show that the lattice dynam-
ics of pristine and substituted CoCr2O4 can be quite interesting and thus warrant a detailed
investigation with ab-initio calculations. In this chapter, we therefore, have computed the
phonon dispersion relations and the vibrational densities of states of CoCr2O4 and Fe, Mn
substituted CoCr2O4 for select compositions. we have focused on two different aspects of
lattice dynamics.

(i) Understanding of the effects of cation disorder on the lattice dynamics: the motivation
is to understand the differences in the correlated vibrations of various specie pairs due to the
changes in the site occupancies.

(ii) Understanding of the spin-phonon couplings: the motivation is to be able to quan-
tify the strengths of spin-phonon coupling associated with each vibrational mode and each
specie pair. The formulation to quantify the spin-phonon coupling has been done only for
AB2O4 spinels where only B is magnetic cation[61] . We have generalized the formulation
for cases where both A ans B are magnetic ions. The generalization to more than two mag-
netic cations and with substitutional disorder is straight forward in principle, but difficult
from the point of view of implementation. Thus we have quantified the spin-phonon cou-
plings strengths for CoCr2O4 only. This work, the first ever ab initio computations of lattice
dynamics, in these systems provide enough information about the vibrational properties, for
further in-depth investigations, both experimentally and computationally.

6.2 Computational details

We have used the small displacement method as implemented in the PHON [1] code for com-
puting the dynamical matrices, diagonalisation of which would provide the normal modes
of lattice vibrations. A small displacement of 0.04 Åon the atoms in a 2×2×2 supercell of
the 14 atom unit cell is used for computations of forces by the DFT+U method. The various
parameters used in DFT+U method have been kept the same as those mentioned in previous
chapters.
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6.3 Results and Details

6.3.1 Symmetry of the lattice and the vibrational modes

Before presenting the results on our calculations, we discuss the changes in the symmetries
of the spinel lattice due to different degrees of cation disorder and the resulting optical
modes in standard group theory notations. The space groups corresponding to AB2O4 and
A(B0.5C0.5)2O4 for different y (degree of cation disorder) values are presented in Table 6.1.
The optical modes associated with each symmetry and their characteristics (whether Infra-
red active, Raman active or inactive) are presented in Table 6.2

Table 6.1 The space group associated with the compound A(B1−xCx)2O4 under different
degrees of cation disorder y

system y space group symbol space group no.

AB2O4

0.0 Fd3̄m 227
0.5 R3m 160
1.0 Imma 74

A(B0.5C0.5)2O4

0.0 Imma 74
0.5 Cm 8
1.0 Imma 74

Table 6.2 Crystal structures of different symmetries and the group theory representation
of the corresponding optical modes for A(B1−xCx)2O4 compounds. Whether a mode is
IR active, Raman active or inactive are mentioned in parantheses next to its group theory
representation. IR stands for Infra-red active, R stands for Raman active and I stands for
inactive modes.

space group Fd3̄m(227)(m-3m) R3m (160)(3m) Imma(74)(mm.m) Cm (8) (m)

T1u(IR) A1(R, IR)+E(R, IR) B1u(IR)+B2u(IR)+B3u(IR) 2A′(R, IR)+A′′(R, IR)
T2u(I) A2(I)+E(R, IR) Au(I)+B2u(IR)+B3u(IR) 2A′(R, IR)+A′′(R, IR)

Vibrational T1g(I) A2(I)+E(R, IR) B1g(R)+B2g(R)+B3g(R) A′+2A′′

T2g(R) A1(R, IR)+E(R, IR) Ag(R)+B2g(R)+B3g(R) A′(R, IR)+2A′′(R, IR)
modes Eu(I) E(R, IR) Au(I)+B1u(IR) 2A′′

Eg(R) E(R, IR) Ag(R)+B1g(R) 2A′(R, IR)
A2u(I) A1(R, IR) B1u(IR) A′′(R, IR)
A1g(R) A1(R, IR) Ag(IR) A′(R, IR)

For AB2O4 compounds in Fd3̄m space group, there are 16 optical modes at the center
of the Brillouin zone that is at Γ point: 4T1u(IR)⊕ 2T2u(I)⊕ 3T2g(R)⊕T1g(I)⊕ 2A2u(I)⊕
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A1g(R)⊕ 2Eu(I)⊕Eg(R); each T1u, T2u, T1g modes is triply degenerate, each Eu and Eg

modes is doubly degenerate while A1g, A2u are non-degenerate. Upon half-inversion", the
symmetry of the lattice is reduced (space group R3m) to a trigonal one leading to splitting
of T2u and T1g modes into a E doublet and a A2 singlet. “Full-inversion” further reduces
the symmetry to orthorhmbic which lifts the degeneracies completely . With substitution in
the B sublattice, the symmetry of the original cubic lattice is reduced. For A(B0.5C0.5)2O4

compounds, “normal spinel” configuration itself gives rise to the orthogonal Imma symme-
try, and thus the degeneracies are completely lifted. With “half-inversion”, the symmetry
is monoclinic while the orthogonal Imma symmetry is retained with “full-inversion”. How-
ever, the characteristics of the modes change with the changes in the crystal symmetry.

6.3.2 Dispersion relations and vibrational densities of states for CoCr2O4,
Co(Cr1−xMnx)2O4 and Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4 as a function of y, the de-
gree of cation disorder

In Table 6.3, we show a comparison between optical modes for CoCr2O4 obtained in present
calculations and those obtained in experiments. Our results agree very well with the experi-
ments for the Infra-red and Raman active modes in the low and mid-frequency regions. For
higher frequencies, our results are systematically underestimated. Nevertheless, the overall
agreement between the first-principles calculations and the experiments are decent. The
dispersion relations for (0 q q) and (q q q) directions in Brillouin zone and the vibrational
densities of states (total and atom projected) are shown in Figure 6.1(a-(i)) and Figure 6.1(d-
(i)) respectively. The lattice dynamics of “normal spinel” CoCr2O4 is governed by CoA

modes at low frequencies, oxygen modes at high frequencies and CrB modes at the interme-
diate frequencies. This is consistent with the fact that CoA is having the highest mass while
oxygen is having the lowest mass. An analysis of the inter-atomic force constants show that
the CrB-O bonds are much stronger than the CoA-O bonds. Thus, inspite of the inter-atomic
distances being comparable(Figure 5.1), the vibrations of Cr octahedra are mostly in the
higher frequency part of the spectrum while vibrations of Co tetrahedra are confined in the
lower frequency part of the spectrum.

In Figs 6.1(a-(ii)) and 6.1(d-(ii)), we show the dispersion curves of CoCr2O4 with y=0.5,
that is, in the “half-inverted” structure. The lowering of symmetry due to the “inversion”
now lifts the degeneracy partially and gives rise to new modes as was discussed in the
previous sub-section. The inspection of the atom-projected vibrational densities of states
reveals quite complex admixture of contributions from atoms at various symmetry positions.
Due to reduction of symmetry, the largest CoA peak for y=0 now splits into two neighboring
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Fig. 6.1 (a)-(c) show the phonon dispersion relations for CoCr2O4, CoCrMnO4 and
CoCrFeO4 respectively. In each of (a)-(c), (i), (ii) and (iii) stand for degree of cation dis-
order y=0, 0.5 and 1 respectively. (d)-(f) shows the total and atom projected vibrational
densities of states for CoCr2O4, CoCrMnO4 and CoCrFeO4 respectively. In each of (d)-(f),
(i), (ii), (iii) stand for degree of cation disorder y=0, 0.5, 1 respectively.
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Table 6.3 Optical modes of CoCr2O4 at Γ point obtained in present calculation are listed
along with the corresponding experimental frequencies. Here R, IR and I are Raman, In-
frared and Inactive modes respectively.

Mode Type Freq.(cm−1) Cal. Freq. (cm−1)
(present calculation) (Experiment)

T (1)
2u I 191

T (1)
2g R 195 196[71], 196[94],195[35]

T (1)
1u IR 204 196[71],200[55], 204[81]

E(1)
u I 310

T (2)
1u IR 371 374[71],382[55], 384[81]

T1g I 406
Eg R 433 450[94],452[35]

T (2)
2u I 447

T (3)
1u IR 466 484[71],487[55],532[81]

A(1)
2u I 470

T (2)
2g R 471 516[71],515[94],516[35]

E(2)
u I 480

T (4)
1u IR 562 619[71], 610[55],635[81]

T (3)
2g R 565 603[94],605[35]

A(2)
2u I 615

A1g R 650 687[71],685[94],687[35]

peaks. There is now significant contributions from CoB and CrA atoms towards the low
frequency modes. In fact, their contributions extend upto the middle part of the spectrum.
An oxygen peak now appears at around 400cm−1. Analysis of the force constants shows
that while presence of CrA atoms make CrA-O bonds stronger, thus, increasing the overall
strengths of the A-O bonds, the presence of CoB atoms weaken the overall strengths of the
B-O bonds. Thus there is a competition between the bond strengths associated with the
tetrahedra and octahedra and as a result the low to medium frequency parts of the spectrum
have contributions from almost all the atoms. In Figs 6.1 (a-(iii)) and Figs 6.1 (d-(iii)), we
shows the dispersion curves and vibrational densities of states of CoCr2O4 with y=1, that
is, in “full inverted” structure. The dispersion relation shows the effects of further lowering
of the symmetry of the crystal as the middle part of the spectrum (300-400cm−1) is more
populated. The lower to middle part of the spectrum has substantial contributions from CoB

and CrA atoms. In the middle part of the spectrum (250-350 cm−1), the symmetry lowering
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and thus lifting of degeneracies bring in contributions from all atoms signifying that the
new modes created have contributions from all atoms. Once again we find that there is a
competing vibrations of the contributions from all atoms from the lower part of the spectrum
to the middle part of the spectrum.

In Figs 6.1(b(i)-(iii)) and Figs 6.1(e(i)-(iii)), we shows the dispersion curves and vi-
brational density of states CoCrMnO4 for y=0, 0.5 and 1 respectively. We have chosen
this composition as lesser Mn compositions would require larger unit cell to represent the
“half-inverse” structure and thus increase the computation time enormously. Due to Mn
substitution, the symmetry of the system is lowered even for y=0, in comparison to pristine
CoCr2O4. The phonon spectrum,thus, have more bands throughout the spectrum, in com-
parison to CoCr2O4 for the same degree of inversion. The densities of states imply that the
lower part of the spectrum is dominated by the CoA atoms while the CrB and MnB atoms
dominate the middle part of the spectrum. The B-O bond strength are once again found to be
larger than the A-O bond strengths. This, coupled with smaller average mass at the B sites
in comparison to that at the A sites explain the distribution of atom contributions throughout
the spectrum. The “half-inverted” structure (y=0.5) now have contributions from both CoA

and MnA in the lower frequency part while CrB, CoB and MnB dominate the middle and
higher frequency parts of the spectrum. A significant difference with CoCr2O4 in the same
state of cation disorder is that the contributions of CoB in the present case is miniscale in the
lower frequency regions. One may recall that in chapter 4, we had shown that for y=0.5, the
CoB-O bond distances reduce drastically in comparison to MnB-O and CrB-O bond distances.
This is linked with the modifications in the crystal fields and the low spin state of CoB. Thus,
the shorter CoB-O bond strengths in this configuration are as strong as the MnB −O bonds.
This, thus, explains the distribution of Co vibrations throughout the spectrum in this con-
figuration. The same argument explains the features in the vibrational densities of states in
the “full inverted” (y=1) structure. Thus, for CoCrMnO4, the magnetism associated with
Co atoms in different symmetry sites influences the lattice dynamics. In case of CoFeCrO4,
with y=0 (Fig 6.1(c(i),f(i)), we find that the contribution of FeB atoms are more towards the
lower part of the spectrum, in comparison with CoCrMnO4. Inspection of force constants
reveal that FeB-O bonds are much weaker in strength than the MnB-O bonds in CoCrMnO4

(y=0). The mass of Fe is larger than Mn as well. These two factors thus explain the shifts of
FeB modes towards lower frequencies. In comparison to pristine CoCr2O4, the B-O bonds
are substantially weaker due to two factors: (i) the FeB-O bonds are longer, thus making the
average B-O bonds in CoCrFeO4 larger than those in CoCr2O4 and (ii) the FeB-O bonds
being significantly weaker in strength in comparison to CrB-O bonds in CoCr2O4 reduces
the overall strength of the B-O bonds. This shifts the low frequency part of the spectrum
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in particular, towards lower frequencies, in comparison to CoCr2O4 with y=0. The “half-
inverted” structure, like the case of other two systems studied, have contributions from all
atoms throughout the low and medium frequency parts of the spectrum. A noticeable differ-
ence with CoMnCrO4 is that, the CoA and CoB atoms have contributions mostly in the lower
frequency part of the spectrum, with CoB atoms contributing slightly more towards higher
frequencies. This is due to slightly stronger CoB-O bonds. In case of Fe atoms, FeB atoms
have more contributions at higher frequencies than the FeA atoms. This is again due to the
slightly higher stretchibility of the FeB-O bonds in comparison to the FeA-O bonds. For
the “full-inverted” structure (y=1), the salient feature is that the FeA and CoB atoms have
substantial contributions at the lower frequencies with CrB contributing throughout. This
resembles the case of CoCr2O4 in the same state of cation disorder. This is due to almost
same bond strengths of CoB-O and FeA-O along with little differences in their masses.

The relative shifts in the frequencies of the optical modes due to chemical substitution
and cation disorder can be quantified the following way:
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Fig. 6.2 Variations of ∆ω1(⃗q) (a) and ∆ω2(⃗q) (b) with frequencies for the three systems. In
(a) that is in figures for ∆ω1(⃗q), squares stand for y=0.5 and circles stands for y=1. Black,
red and blue squares are for q⃗=(0 0 0), (0 0.5 0.5), (0.5 0.5 0.5) respectively. Green, purple
and cyan circles are for q⃗=(0 0 0), (0 0.5 0.5), (0.5 0.5 0.5) respectively. In (b), that is in
figures for ∆ω2(⃗q), squares stand for CoCrMnO4 while circles stand for CoCrFeO4. Black,
red and blue squares are for q⃗=(0 0 0), (0 0.5 0.5), (0.5 0.5 0.5) respectively and Green,
purple and orange circles are for q⃗=(0 0 0), (0 0.5 0.5), (0.5 0.5 0.5) respectively.

∆ω1(⃗q) = ω (⃗q,y = y′)−ω (⃗q,y = 0)
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∆ω2(⃗q) = ω (⃗q,y)Co(Cr1−xCx)2O4 −ω (⃗q,y)CoCr2O4

where q⃗ is the wave vector and y′=0.5, 1. These two quantities would be able to quantify the
overall frequency shifts and can establish the impacts of effects of substitution and cation
disorder separately. In Fig 6.2, we show the results. For CoCr2O4, we find that the cation
disorder produces a “red shift” of the frequencies overall. Except for the higher frequency
modes, and mostly in the “completely inverted” configuration, the modes suffer a decrease
in the frequencies. The maximum effects are in the range of 300-400 cm−1. As is evident
from the densities of states, the middle part of the spectrum gets crowded with new modes
originating due to symmetry reduction. The overall decrease in the frequencies for the most
part of the spectra, upon inversion, can be understood from the relative strength of the A-
O and B-O bonds. The introduction of Co in the octahedral sites reduce the overall bond
strengths of the B-O bonds while the opposite happens for the A-O bonds. As a result, the
frequencies reduce for the most part of the spectra (with respect to y=0 case). The high fre-
quency modes are dominated by the CrB-O pairs whose bond strength increases with y and
thus there is a positive shift of the frequencies for these modes. For CoCrFeO4, we do see
a rather even distribution, that is, the lowest frequency and the highest frequency modes are
“blue shifted”, while the modes in the central part of the spectrum are mostly “red shifted”.
The reason can be easily understood from the detailed discussions of the vibrational den-
sities of states. The “blue shifting” of the lowest frequency modes, with inversion, can be
explained by the gradual strengthening of the A-O bonds due to introduction of Fe at the
tetrahedral sites and by the fact that the high frequency modes have contribution from FeA-O
and CrB-O pairs which have stronger bonds in comparison to y=0 case. The situation with
CoCrMnO4 is in complete contrast to the other two systems. Here almost all modes have a
positive shifts in their frequencies. This can be understood from the overall bond hardening
due to the cation disorder which is related to the low spin state of CoB, as explained during
discussions on the vibrational densities of states. The analysis of ∆ω2(⃗q) shows that the im-
pacts of chemical substitution maximally affects the “normal” spinel state by significantly
reducing the frequencies of all modes. This happens due to the weaker bond strengths of CB-
O bonds (C=Fe, Mn) in comparison to CrB-O bonds. For the cation-disordered states, the
effects of substitutions are nearly uniformly spread over the entire spectrum with Mn substi-
tutions elevating the frequencies mostly while Fe-substitutions suppressing the frequencies
mostly. This, once again, is related to the relative bond strengths associated with the tetra-
hedra and octahedra. The overall positive shifts in the frequencies due to Mn substitution
for the cation-disordered states is related to the low-spin states of CoB and corresponding
increase in the B-O bond strengths. Overall, we find that both chemical substitution and
cation disorder affect CoCr2O4 quite substantially. The frequencies of the modes, by and
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large, suffer significant reductions, due to lowering of symmetries either by chemical sub-
stitution or by cation disorder. The effects of cation disorder on CoCrFeO4 and CoCrMnO4

are found to be in opposite directions qualitatively. This has its origin in the strength of
different inter-atomic interactions which arise from differences in masses at different sites
and difference in the magnetic state of CoB atoms.

6.3.3 spin-phonon coupling : formalism and application to CoCr2O4

The Infra-red spectroscopy study in CoCr2O4[94] observed anomalous deviations in the
frequencies of the IR active modes near the paramagnetic-ferrimagnetic transition. They
attributed this to the existence of spin-phonon coupling in CoCr2O4. The largest deviations
were obtained for the modes with frequencies 199 cm−1 and 379 cm−1 which shifted maxi-
mum about 2-2.5 cm−1 in a temperature range of 95-25 K. Thus the couplings did not seem
quite significant like other spinel compounds, for example CdCr2O4[61]. Unlike CdCr2O4,
there are two magnetic atoms in CoCr2O4, and since there are at least two competing mag-
netic exchange interactions, it is still interesting to investigate the extent of the spin-phonon
coupling in this system.

The spin-phonon coupling strength can be obtained the following way. The coupling
strength is related to the phonon frequencies of the magnetically ordered phase and the
paramagnetic phase through the relation

ω2 = ω2
PM −∑

i, j
λi j ⟨⃗Si.⃗S j⟩ (6.1)

where ωPM is the frequency of the Paramagnetic phase, ω is the frequency of the magneti-
cally ordered phase and λi j are related with the variations of magnetic exchange interaction
Ji j with the displacements of the atoms at ith and jth positions.

λi j = ⟨uPM|J′′i j|uPM⟩ (6.2)

J′′i j is the double derivative of Ji j with respect to the displacements of ith and jth atoms, |uPM⟩
is the phonon eigenvector in the paramagnetic phase.

In CoCr2O4, there are altogether eight different λi j: λCo−Co signifying the couplings
between two Co atoms , λCo−Cri (i=1-4) signifying the coupling between a Co and four Cr
atoms in the unit cell, λ xy

Cr−Cr, λ yz
Cr−Cr, λ zx

Cr−Cr signifying couplings between Cr atoms who
are in xy, yz and zx planes respectively. In order to evaluate them, one need to solve at
least eight simultaneous equations of the form (6.1). Accordingly, nine different phonon
calculations are required. From these calculations, ω in equation 6.1 can be obtained and
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thus using them in nine different equations, simultaneous evaluations of ωPM and eight
different λi j can be done.

In what follows, we have chosen these nine configurations (Table 6.4) to compute the
coupling strengths. The expanded simultaneous equations whose solutions are ωPM and the
eight λi j’s are



ω2
C1

= ω2
PM −S2.(8λCo−Co +8λ xy

Cr−Cr +8λ yz
Cr−Cr +8λ zx

Cr−Cr +12λCo−Cr1 +12λCo−Cr2 +12λCo−Cr3 +12λCo−Cr4 )

ω2
C2

= ω2
PM −S2.(8λCo−Co +8λ xy

Cr−Cr +8λ yz
Cr−Cr +8λ zx

Cr−Cr −12λCo−Cr1 −12λCo−Cr2 −12λCo−Cr3 −12λCo−Cr4 )

ω2
C3

= ω2
PM −S2.(8λCo−Co +8λ xy

Cr−Cr −8λ yz
Cr−Cr −8λ zx

Cr−Cr +12λCo−Cr1 +12λCo−Cr2 −12λCo−Cr3 −12λCo−Cr4 )

ω2
C4

= ω2
PM −S2.(8λCo−Co −8λ xy

Cr−Cr +8λ yz
Cr−Cr −8λ zx

Cr−Cr +12λCo−Cr1 −12λCo−Cr2 −12λCo−Cr3 +12λCo−Cr4 )

ω2
C5

= ω2
PM −S2.(8λCo−Co −8λ xy

Cr−Cr −8λ yz
Cr−Cr +8λ zx

Cr−Cr +12λCo−Cr1 −12λCo−Cr2 +12λCo−Cr3 −12λCo−Cr4 )

ω2
C6

= ω2
PM −S2.(−8λCo−Co +8λ xy

Cr−Cr −8λ yz
Cr−Cr −8λ zx

Cr−Cr)

ω2
C7

= ω2
PM −S2.(−8λCo−Co −8λ xy

Cr−Cr +8λ yz
Cr−Cr −8λ zx

Cr−Cr)

ω2
C8

= ω2
PM −S2.(−8λCo−Co −8λ xy

Cr−Cr −8λ yz
Cr−Cr +8λ zx

Cr−Cr)

ω2
C9

= ω2
PM −S2.(−8λCo−Co +8λ xy

Cr−Cr +8λ yz
Cr−Cr +8λ zx

Cr−Cr)

(6.3)

Table 6.4 To calculate the spin-phonon coupling strength in CoCr2O4, we have used these
nine different spin configurations. Here we have done calculations in a 14 atom unit cell
of CoCr2O4, where there are two Co atoms and four Cr atoms. The Co1 and Co2 atoms
are at (0.875,0.875,0.875) and (0.125,0.125,0.125) wyckoff positions of Fd3̄m space group
respectively. The four Cr atom are in chosen to be in positions (0.5,0.5,0.5), (0,0.5,0.5),
(0.5,0,0.5) and (0.5,0.5,0) respectively. The Ferrimagnetic Néel configuration is represented
by the configuration C2.

configuration Co1 Co2 Cr1 Cr2 Cr3 Cr4

C1 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
C2 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
C3 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓
C4 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑
C5 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
C6 ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓
C7 ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑
C8 ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
C9 ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑

In Table 6.5 we show the various spin phonon coupling strengths and the frequency shifts
∆ω associated with each mode (Table 6.3)in ”normal spinel“ CoCr2O4. Since we are inter-
ested in the changes near the Ferrimagnetic transition, we use the equation corresponding to
the C2 configuration from the sets of equations 6.3. We first focus on the four IR active T1u
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modes as experimental results on the frequency shifts of these modes near the magnetic tran-
sition are available [94]. Our results, to begin with, shows that the degeneracies associated
with these modes are broken. This was to be expected as the spin-phonon interaction near
the magnetic transition should break the degeneracies of the vibration modes. Surprisingly,
we did not find such a thing in the experimental results. Out of the four IR active modes,
the experimentalists observed a frequencies shifts of 1.97 and 2.32 cm−1 for the two lower
frequency one, For the two higher frequency modes, the shifts were very weak ( less than 1
cm−1). In our calculations, we however found larger shifts corresponding to the transverse
oscillations for the two lower frequency modes (204cm−1 and 371cm−1) while the longitu-
dinal modes had much smaller shifts (2.8 cm−1 for the mode at 204 cm−1 and -4.2 cm−1 for
the mode at 371 cm−1, in comparison to 4-5 cm−1 for transverse modes corresponding to
the modes at 204 cm−1 and 23.4 cm−1 for transverse modes corresponding to the mode at
371 cm−1). The shifts are small yet appreciable for the modes at frequencies of 466 cm−1

and 562 cm−1. From the computed values of different λi j for the IR active modes we find ap-
preciable contributions of the Co-Co pairs, although the Co-Cr pairs dominated as a whole.
The overall values of λtot for these modes were not substantial for the modes with frequen-
cies 204cm−1, 466 cm−1 and 562 cm−1 in comparison to the typical case of CdCr2O4 [61].
This is because of the competing λi js associated with different pairs and different directions
of changes in the Ji j. This is an artifact of the competing exchange interactions associated
with three pairs of magnetic cations in this system as presented in Table 3.5. For the Raman
active modes we find quite strong spin-phonon couplings in Eg (frequency 433cm−1) and
the two T2g modes (frequencies 470 cm−1 and 565 cm−1). The frequency shifts are as large
as 13.1 cm−1 and 12.5 cm−1. Once again, these large shifts are primarily due to the Co−Cr
and Cr −Cr pairs, the two pairs with competing magnetic exchange interactions. The re-
sults are thus consistent with the picture of competing exchange interactions in this system.
However, we find that the Co-Co couplings are also substantial in general and is homoge-
nous while the loss of degeneracy is due to spin-spin coupling affects the Cr-Cr and Co-Cr
pairs. Thus, oveall our generalised scheme for computing the spin-phonon couplings in ox-
ide spinel with more than one magnetic cations applied to CoCr2O4 provided a quantitative
picture of the said coupling which is consistent with the information on various magnetic
exchange interactions and the results obtained from experiments.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the vibrational properties of CoCr2O4 and Fe and Mn
substituted CoCr2O4. Our focus primarily has been on understanding of the effects of sub-
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Table 6.5 Spin-phonon coupling strengths associated with different pairs of atoms are tabu-
lated for each phonon modes of CoCr2O4 in the Fd3̄m space group. All the λ are in cm−2

and frequencies (ω , ∆ω) are in cm−1. The total strength of spin-phonon coupling λtot is the
sum of all λi js, where i, j represent the chemical specie.

ω λCo−Co λ xy
Cr−Cr λ yz

Cr−Cr λ zx
Cr−Cr λCo−Cr1 λCo−Cr2 λCo−Cr3 λCo−Cr4 ∑

i
λCo−Cri λtot ∆ω

T (1)
2u

191
-153 -172 -36 -37 150 -68 -60 -58 -37 2737 7.4
-153 -172 -36 -37 12 43 -47 -45 -37 2737 7.4
-153 -17 -12 -13 120 -54 -52 -52 -37 1117 2.4

T (1)
2g (R) 195

46 -34 -13 -29 51 -88 25 15 3 302 0.8
46 -34 -13 -29 -84 36 29 22 3 302 0.8
46 27 10 21 -5 -7 4 12 3 -796 -2.0

T (1)
1u (IR) 204

-94 -37 -48 -29 115 -34 -40 -20 19 1913 4.8
-94 -2 -13 -64 108 -34 -12 -42 19 1632 4.1
-94 -2 -3 -11 113 -34 -27 -32 19 1125 2.8

E(1)
u 310 18 -525 -559 -549 -78 6 -9 -2 -82 11934 20.6

18 -268 -250 -250 -30 -16 -17 -17 -82 5008 8.3

T (2)
1u (IR) 371

137 -757 -706 -707 179 -112 -35 -36 -4 16216 23.4
137 -757 -706 -707 -451 176 135 134 -4 16216 23.4
137 89 81 81 -155 44 53 52 -4 -3174 -4.2

T1g 406
-502 -27 181 -37 707 -204 -235 -333 -65 2298 2.8
-502 72 82 62 527 -415 -90 -86 -65 1501 1.8
-502 -101 294 235 288 -49 -126 -177 -65 -198 -0.2

Eg(R) 433 -921 -533 226 99 365 246 -180 -251 179 11182 13.1
-921 424 240 242 915 -282 -227 -226 179 2256 2.6

T (2)
2u

447
-645 46 -100 -76 641 -254 -231 -211 -56 5527 6.3
-645 149 100 165 895 -236 -419 -296 -56 1158 1.3
-645 149 100 165 495 -336 -148 -66 -56 1158 1.3

T (3)
1u (IR) 466

-525 29 225 221 612 -92 -246 -247 26 712 0.8
-525 61 221 226 295 -5 -136 -127 26 456 0.5
-525 188 66 62 769 -358 -189 -194 26 1987 2.1

T (2)
2g (R) 470

-109 -596 -398 -845 732 -400 88 -218 202 18024 19.5
-109 -335 -82 -95 108 75 11 6 202 7408 7.8
-109 5 -47 -39 -81 61 108 113 202 3955 4.1

A(1)
2u

471 42 230 257 251 310 -113 -84 -89 22 -5991 -6.2

E(2)
u 480 -505 365 504 495 927 -332 -270 -274 50 -6279 -6.4

-505 365 504 495 259 -31 -85 -92 50 -6279 -6.4

T (4)
1u (IR) 562

-260 101 278 272 653 -122 -25 -26 478 2603 2.3
-260 101 278 272 138 139 103 96 478 2603 2.3
-260 432 607 609 504 20 -24 -21 478 -5371 -4.7

T (3)
2g (R) 565

-264 247 481 482 319 -8 -51 -46 212 -5036 -4.4
-264 468 481 482 315 -60 -21 -21 212 -6798 -5.9
-264 754 822 825 397 -55 -66 -64 212 -14563 -12.5

A(2)
2u

615 -156 213 367 366 282 11 10 11 315 -2540 -2.0

A1g(R) 650 -955 68 278 281 1032 -252 -252 -247 281 5993 4.6
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stitution and cation disorder in CoCr2O4. We have performed a detailed analysis of these
effects on CoCr2O4, CoCrFeO4, and CoCrMnO4 using results of first-principles calcula-
tions. We find that the changes in co-ordinations of the same atom due to cation disorder
affects the bond strengths influencing the vibrational modes. The effects are found to be
quite significant for CoCrMnO4 where the changes in the magnetic state of Co atoms in
octahedral Co-ordinations is found to be responsible. In general, we found that both sub-
stitution and the degree of cation disorder have important effects on the optical phonon
modes. We have also investigated into the spin-phonon coupling in CoCr2O4. We have
constructed a generalized scheme for quantifications of the spin-phonon coupling strengths
associated with different phonon modes for AB2O4 spinels where both A and B are magnetic
cations. Our computations for CoCr2O4 shows that the scenario with the spin-phonon cou-
pling is quite complex and is dependent upon the competitions between different magnetic
exchange interactions. We found larger effects on the IR-active modes than that found in the
experiments. The results are quite comprehensive in quantifying the spin-phonon coupling
associated with each mode and could motivate the experimentalists for further study. We
could not extend the formalism to substituted systems A(B1−xCx)2O4 where C is a magnetic
ion replacing B. This is because of the fact that the number of magnetic exchange interac-
tions required would increase proportionally and a significantly larger number of phonon
calculations with larger system sizes would be required which is prohibitively large from
the point of view of computational resources.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Scopes for future work

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have performed ab initio calculations to investigate Fe and Mn substi-
tuted CoCr2O4 spinel oxides. Our investigations involved computations of properties of
the end compounds CoCr2O4, CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4 as well as the substitutional system
Co(Cr1−xMnx)2O4 and Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4, 0<x<1. The focus of the thesis is a qualita-
tive understanding of the effects of substituting another magnetic cation at the B site of
an AB2O4 spinel compound on the site occupancies, structural properties, magnetic inter-
actions and electronic properties, wherever required. These enable one to understand the
fundamentals of the pristine and substituted spinel oxides based upon analysis of their elec-
tronic structures, crystal field, electron-electron correction effect etc.

In this first chapter, a brief introduction on magnetic materials, oxides materials and
magnetic spinel oxides is followed by a description of various concepts, knowledge of which
is necessary to study spinel oxides, such as the magnetic geometrical frustration, the crystal
field effects, Jahn-Teller distortion and the cation disorder. The new and novel phenomena,
observed experimentally in CoCr2O4 and Fe, Mn substituted CoCr2O4, their importances
are discussed thereafter which justifies the work carried out in this thesis.

In the second chapter, we discuss the methodologies used in this work. After a brief
introduction of Density Functional Theory (DFT), the backbone for modern-first principles
electronic structure methods, we introduces the DFT+U method, a formalism that goes be-
yond DFT and treats the many body electron-electron correlation in a parametrized way.
Going beyond DFT was necessary in this thesis as the materials investigate are transition-
metal oxides where electron-electron correlation is very strong. The chapter ends with brief
description of the implementation of the DFT that is being used throughout the thesis.
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In the following chapter, we perform systematic in-depth computations of the properties
of the three oxides CoCr2O4, CoMn2O4 and CoFe2O4. The motivation was to understand
the microscopic physics associated with each of them which would be a prelude to the
next chapters where results for Fe and Mn substituted CoCr2O4 are presented. We perform
detailed analysis of the structural parameters, magnetic moments and magnetic exchange pa-
rameters in terms of their electronic structures and the competitions between the crystal field
and the magnetic exchange fields which are obtained from the electronic structures. Our cal-
culations reveal that the electron-electron correction is absolutely important to obtain the
correct ground states in these systems. The strong electron-electron correlations are found
to be responsible for local and global structural distortions in CoMn2O4. The magnetic in-
teractions of the three compounds are found to be substantially different which is connected
with the differences in their electronic structures. Thus, the results obtained in this chap-
ter provide an explanation of the differences in their ground state magnetic structures. The
analysis of the differences in their electronic structures by quantifying their crystal field and
exchange field provided a clear picture of the microscopic physics associated with these
three compounds.

In the next chapter, we investigate the Mn substituted CoCr2O4 system, Co(Cr1−xMnx)2O4

and interpret the available experimental results. In this chapter, we make a very important
contribution which goes beyond the systems investigated. We extend an existing thermo-
dynamics model for computing the “degree of cation disorder” for arbitrary temperature
in AB2O4 spinels, to A(B1−xCx)2O4 spinels for an arbitrary temperature and composition.
Combining this thermodynamic model with total energy calculations with DFT+U, we make
an accurate estimation of the “degree of cation disorder” and its dependencies on composi-
tion and temperature. For Co(Cr1−xMnx)2O4, this procedure yielded very interesting results
on the site occupancy patterns of Co and Mn as the composition changes. We demonstrated
that the non-regular site occupancy pattern in this material is intricately related with the
charge states of the cations affected by the disorder which in turn affects the crystal fields
associated with the crystallographic sites of different symmetry and the magnetism in the
system. The experimentally observed anomalous behavior in the structural and magnetic
properties could be explained through this approach, in spite of considering a collinear mag-
netic structure throughout, while the actual magnetic structure of the system is non-collinear.
The significance of this particular chapter is that the ab initio based approach adopted here
can be used to understand the complexities associated with chemical substitution and cation
disorder for magnetic oxides in spinel structures, in general.

In the following chapter, we investigate the Fe substituted CoCr2O4, Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4

using the approach adopted in the previous chapter. Our calculations demonstrated how
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the magnetic structure evolves from a non-collinear one to a collinear one as Fe content in
the system increases. Although it was known that CoFe2O4 has a collinear ground state as
opposed to a non-collinear one in CoCr2O4, the effects of cation disorder, and its relation
with the magnetic order was never explored to have a qualitative picture of the emergence
of the collinear magnetic order when Cr is gradually substituted with Fe. Our calculations
and analysis clearly showed that the degree of cation order and the composition, both, are
responsible for the emergence of the collinear magnetic order in Co(Cr1−xFex)2O4. We also
provided a microscopic picture of competing magnetic exchange interactions to explain the
above. The contents of this chapter, thus, provides fundamental insight into the effects of
Fe substitution in CoCr2O4.

In chapter 6, we discuss the vibrational properties of pristine and Fe and Mn substituted
CoCr2O4. Apart from calculating the effects of cation disorder on phonon dispersion rela-
tions and vibrational densities of states in these systems, we look at possible spin-phonon
coupling in these systems, observed in recent experiments. One major contribution of this
work is that we provide a generalization of an existing method to quantify spin-phonon cou-
pling in AB2O4 with either A or B being magnetic ions, to the cases where both A and B
are magnetic ions. Due to limitations on the resources, we could apply this generalized
approach to CoCr2O4 only.

Summarizing, this thesis is probably the first complete first-principles electronic struc-
ture based investigations into the Fe and Mn substituted CoCr2O4, a very recently discov-
ered multifunctional material, a lot about which is yet to be discovered. This thesis, in a
systematic and coherent way, tries to shed some light on the fundamental physics of this
system. Generalizations of the existing models in two different occasions, done in this the-
sis, pave the ways to treat similar systems in future.

7.2 Scope for future work

The extensions of the work presented in this thesis can be in various directions. In this work
we have not considered the non-collinear spin structure of CoCr2O4 and Mn-substituted
CoCr2O4 as calculations with them are computationally expensive and information on the
actual non-collinear structure is not known except for CoCr2O4 and CoMn2O4. Also the
focus of the present thesis was on understanding the impacts of cation substitutions and
cation disorder on physical properties in a qualitative way. Thus, one immediate extension
is towards computations of the actual magnetic structures in all the compounds studied, in
an ab initio way.
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The Fe-substituted CoCr2O4, in particular, has drown attention due to the discovery
of exchange bias and magnetic compensation for small concentrations of Fe in CoCr2O4.
One extension of the present work could be towards computations and analysis of these
phenomena in a first-principles way. Of particular importance would be an understanding
of how these phenomena emerge for a limited concentration range of Fe and how they
disappear upon further increase of Fe content in CoCr2O4.

Another possible extension of the work contained in this thesis would be towards in-
creasing the accuracy in determining the “inversion parameter” for a given composition
and temperature. This can be done in two ways: (i) by considering more structures with
different “degrees of inversion” so that the fitting to a quadratic analytic function become
more accurate. For an arbitrary composition, this is a challenging task as it would require
constructions of larger supercells than those used in the present thesis and would require
significantly larger computational resources and (ii) by considering the effects of lattice vi-
brations in the expression for entropy. This too would be quite challenging as modeling
an arbitrary composition and computations of the phonon dispersions would require huge
computational power.

The evaluation of spin-phonon coupling strengths for substituted CoCr2O4 is another
direction where further work can be done. As we have mentioned in chapter 6, this also is
a cumbersome task as the number of magnetic configurations required for such evaluation
would increase significantly in presence of a third magnetic cation. However, this could
be a significant contribution towards investigations of couplings of two different degrees of
freedom.
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